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Western State Normal School
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 1916-17.
' 1916

Sunday, June 18----------------·--.. ·----------------------........ Baccalaureate Address
Monday, June 19 ...................................................... ................ Alumni Day
Tuesday, June 20 ........ ---·-------···-------------.. ------------------ ·---.. --Commencement
SUMMER TERM

Monday, June 26 .............................................. Classi:fication of Students
Tuesday, June 27 .........................................................Recitations Begin
Friday, August 4................................................... ..Summer Term Closes
FALL TERM

Monday, September 25 .................................. Classifi cation of Students
Tuesday, September 26 ................................................Recitations Begin
Friday, September 29 ............................ Faculty Reception to Students
Thursday, November 30 ..........................................Thanksgiving Recess
Friday, December 15 ...................................................... Fall Term Closes
1917
WINTER TERM
Tuesday, January 2 ..................................................Winter Term Begins
Friday, March 23 ...................................................... Winter Term Closes
SPRING TERM
Monday, April 2........................................................ Spring Term Begins
Friday, June 15-----------------------------------·---------------·----------------·--·----Class day
Sunday, J une 17.. ..................................................Baccalaureate Address
Monday, June 18 ...................................................................... Alumni Da.y
Tuesday, June 19 ........... ...................................................,.Commencement
SUMMER TERM
Jlonday, J une 25 .................................................... Summer Term Begins
iday, August 3........................................................ Summer term Closes
FALL TERM
Jlonday, September 24 ....................... - .......................Fa.ll T erm Begins

Social Calendar, 1916-17
1916
FALL TERM
Saturday, September 30-Faculty Reception to Students-Fischer's
Orchestra.
Thursday, October 5-Practice Teachers ' ''At Home.' '
Wednesday, October 11-Girls ' T ea, Hostesses: Women 's League.
Saturday, November 11-High School Party.
Saturday, November 18--Senior Party to Junior&-Fischer's Or·
ehestra.
Tuesday, November 21-Men ' s Supper.
Thursday, November 23-Gymnasium Party.
Friday, December 8-Christmas Party-Fischer ' s Orchestra. Com·
mittee: Manual Training Department.
Sunday, December 10-Annual Presentation of Handel ' s ''Messiah. ' ' Music Department.
Friday, Deeember 15-Annual Christmas Festival.

1917
WINTER TERM
Wednesday, J anuary 10-Practice Teachers' "At Home."
Thursday, January 25-Gymnasium Party.
Saturday, February 17- High Scho ol Party.
Friday, March 9-Rural Progress Lecture
Reception.
Thursday, March 15-Midwinter Play.
Saturday, March 17-School Party-Fischer 's Orchestra. Com·
mittee: Art Department.
SPRING TERM

Thursday, April 5-Women 's League Masquerade.
Thursday, April 12-Practice Teachers' ''At Home. ' '
Saturday, April 14-Junior Party to Seniors-Fischer 's Orchestra.
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ursday, April 19---0ratorical Contest.
ursday, April 26-Arbor and Bird Day.
ay-Third Annual May Festival, Date to be Announced Later.
aturday, May 12-School Party-Fischer's Orchestra. Committee:
High School Life Students.
turday, May 19-High School Party.
"day, June 1-Men 's Glee Club Concert.
ednesday, Jun e 6-Senior Girls' Glee Club Concert.
"day, June 15---School Play.
onday, June 18-Alumni Party. Fischer's Orchestra.
esday, June 19-Commencement Luncheon .

WESTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL

Faculty

D. B. WALDO, A. M., LL. D .....................................l57 Thompson Sl
·
President.
SUSAN H. BALLOU, Ph . 0 ..................................... 939 Walwood Place
Latin.
MAUDE BAUGHMAN................................................719 W. Cedar St.
English.
AMELIA BISCOMB ..... ............................................... 226 W. Cedar St.
English .
.ALICE E. BLAIR, B. 8 ..................... ....................................302 Elm St.
Domestic Art.
HAROLD BLAIR, B. 9 ......................................... 812 W. Walnut St.
Mathematics .
.ARTHUR E. BO'W'"EN............................................................ 617 Pearl St.
Manual Arts.
ERNEST BURNHAM, Ph. D ......................................... l53 2 Grand Ave.
Director Rural Sch ool Depa rtment.
NORMAN W. CAME RON, P h. D .............................308 Douglas Ave.
E d ucation.
BERTHA S. DAVIS .................................................... 218 Douglas Ave.
Public School Music.
SUSIE M. ELLETT, A. B ......................................... 216 W. Walnut St.
Rural School Department.
JOHN P. EVERETT, A. M .........................................903 W. South St.
Mathematics.
E L VA M. FORNCROOK, A. B .............................ll7 Woodward Ave.
E xpression.
JOHN E . FOX, A. B ............................. ........................... 605 W. Vine St.
Physics.
HELEN F ROST ................................................................ 616 S. W est St.
Graduate Sargent School.
Physical E ducation.
LUOY GAGE ...................................................................... 530 S. Rose St.
Director.
Kind ergarten Educat ion
EMELIA M. GOLDSWORTHY................................ l05 W. Dutton St.
Public School Art.
H. P. GREENWALL, B. L ..................................... 702 W. Walnut Sl
P enm anship.
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GERMAINE G. GUIOT............................................510 W. Walnut St.
Graduate Sargent School.
Physical Education.
LUCIA C. HARRI SON, A. B ..................................... 527 W. Lovell St.
Geography.
L. H. HARVEY, Ph. D .................................................
Monroe 811.
Biology.
PRANCES HASKELL................................................l20 Thompson St.
Graduate Chica go School Physical Education.
Physical Education.
GLENN H. HENDE RSON ........................................ 808 W. Lovell St.
Public School Music.
T. PAUL HICKEY, A. B .................................................519 Stuart .Ave.
History.
M. AMELIA -HOCKENBERRY, A. B ..................... 723 W. Lovell St.
French.
BEULAH H OOTMAN ............................................2209 Oakland Drive
Public School Music.
E. D. HUNTINGTON, B. S.............................................. 318 W. Vine St.
Zoology.
• 1lARGARET HUTTY....................................................... .416 Locn!t St.
Domest ic Science.
JUDSON HYAMES ............................................................ Oakland Drive
A.!!eieta.n t.
B. L. JONES, A. M ......................................................... l043 Grand Ave.
E nglish Language and Literature.
ELEANOR JUDSON .................................................... 826 W. South St.
Graduate Pratt Institute.
Public School Art.
LLOYD MANLEY.................................................... l018 Engleman Av e.
Manual A rts.
HARPER C. MAYBEE ................................................l423 Grand Ave.
Public School Musi c.
WILLIAM McCRACKEN, Ph. D .............................918 Academy St.
Chemistry.
llARY A. MOORE .................................................................. 220 Elm St.
Domestic Seience.
FLORENCE B. MURPHY, A. B ..................................... l15 Allen Blvd.
English Language and Literature.
ROSE B. NETZORG... - ............................................... 528 W. Cedar Bt.
Public School Art.
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ROSAMUND REED....................... _____________________________ 510 W. Walnut St.
Graduate Sargent School.
Physical Education.
ROBERT M. REINHOLD, B. Pd·--------------------------------1415 Maple St.
Education and Normal Extension.
RUTH M. ROGERS, A. B-------------------------------------435 Woodward Ave.
Expression.
M. J. SHERW:OOD------------------------------------------------615 Stockbridge Ave.

Manual Arts.
W. H. SPAULDING, A. B------------------------------------------------1337 Hillcrelli
Physical Education.
MARGARET SPENCER.--+---------------------------------------110 W. Lovell Sl
Graduate Pratt Institute.
Public School Art.
LAVINA SPINDLER------------------------------·-···········----········
-·.415 Pearl Sl
Dean of Women.
GEORGE SPRAU, A. M ......................................... 949 Walwood Piau
English Language and Literature.
GEORGE S. W AITE .................................................. 616 W. Walnut St.
Manual Arts.
CAROLINE W AKEM.AN, Ph. B. ............................ 527 W. Lovell St.
History.
L. H. WOOD, A. M ..................................................... 939 Walwood Plae
Geography.
ELISABETH ZIMMERMAN, A. M ......................... 723 W. Lovell S
German.
TRA.INING SCHOOL DEPA.RTMENT.

FRANK E. ELLSWORTH ...................................... 1431 S. Grand Av
Director.
FANNIE BALLOU ........................................................ 723 W. Lovell B
Second Grade.
MINNIE M. CAMPBELL................................................. .409 Pearl S
First Grade.
IVA J. FERREE .................................................... 301 Woodward Av
Fourth Grade.
FRANCES KERN, B. S ......................................... 301 Woodward AT
Kindergarten.
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NELLIE M'CONNELL ....................................................... -409 Pearl St.
Third Grade.
KATHERINE MULRY............................................ ll29 Newell Place
Sixth Grade.
G. EDITH SEKELL ........................................................412 Ranney St.
Eighth Grade.
IRENE STEELE............................................................ 720 Academy St.
Fifth Grade.
EMILIE TOWNSEND, B. S ........................ -................... .415 P earl St.
Seventh Grade.
LIBRARY
ESTHER BRALEY, A. B ................................. l514 N. Spruce Drive
L ibrarian.
ANNA L. FRENCH ................................................ R. R. 8, Kalamuoo
Assistant Librarian.
AMELIA ANDERSON................................................ 527 W. Lovell St.
Assistant Librarian.
OF.FICE.S
NEWTON............................................ 720 W. Main Bt.
Secretary.
ATALIE E . MURPHY, A. B ..................... 821 W. Kalamazoo Ave.
ERNICE HESSELINK-................................................. 506 Village St.
IE C. COLE............................................................ 316 W. Vine St.
Clerk, Training School.
STANDING COMMI'l'TE.ES 1916--17

The President is ex-officio a member of each committee.
intment C<XIIllilittee-Ellsworth, Cameron, Hickey, Spindler,
Burnham.
·b ly E.xercise&-McCracken, Maybee, Everett.
t.hletics--Hickey, Cameron, Harvey.
ursa of Study and Year Book-Cameron, Burnham, Spindler, Ellsworth.
er Bulletin-Jones, Everett.
on--Reinhold, Burnham, Wood.
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Lectures and Entertainments-Hiekey, Maybee.
Program, Records and Schedules(1) Life Certificate and Graded School Courses-Everett, Spindler.
Junior and Senior Ca.rd&-N ewton.
Recorder-Murphy.
Entrance Requirements-Hickey.
General Life Course, Juniors--ZimmeriilAll.
General Life Course, Seniors-Jones, Evereii.
High School Life OoUI'S&-Cameron.
Graded School CoUI'S&-Fox.
Extension Course--Reinhold .
.Art-Goldsworthy.
Domestic Art----Blair.
Domestic Science--Moore.
Kindergarten-Gage.
Manual Arts-Waite.
Music-Maybee.
Physical Education-Guiot.
(2) Rural School Course-Burnham.
(8) High School Course--Blair, Baughman.
NOTE-Application for advanced sta.nding should be made to
ihe
of these three committees.
Extra Studies-Everett, Burnham, Blair.
Health-Harvey, Ferree, Goldsworthy, Gu).ot, Jones, Huntington.
Soeial Life--Davis, Ellsworth, Hickey, Guiot, Spindler.
Student OrganizationsAmphictyon Society-Fox, Burnha.m, Ellett.
Normal Literary Society-Spindler, Townsend, Spencer.
Rural Sociology Seminar-Burnham, Ellett.
Y. W. C. A.--8pindler, Ferree.
Oratorical-Jones, Forncrook, Murphy.
lta.lama.zoo Normal Record-Burnham, McCracken.

W estern State Normal School
The Western State Normal School is located in Kalamazoo,
the county seat of Kalamazoo County, in the heart of Southwestern Michigan. In beauty, in accessibility, in general eaue&tional advantages, this thriving city of forty-five thousand inhabitants affords an ideal location for the school.
Kalamazoo is at the intersection of the great lines of travel
in Western Michigan. It is the half-way point between Detroit
and Chicago on the main line of the Michigan Central Railwa.y,
which is here crossed by the Grand Rapids & Indiana, the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, and the Chicago, Kalamazoo & Saginaw railroads, all running north and south. It is the eastern
terminus of the South Haven branch of the Michigan Central,
which gives excellent connections with Chicago by boat. It i!
also the eastern terminus of the Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chieago Railroad. The Chicago & Grand Trunk Railway now has direct connection with the main line of that road by way of Pavilion. The electric lines of the Michigan United Traction Company give trolley connections with the eastern part of the State
via Battle Creek and Jackson. The new electric lines connecting
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo now gives good service between
these cities. On the various railways nearly one hundred train!
arrive and depart daily, giving excellent connections with all tha
mrrounding territory.
The advantages of Kalamazoo as a place of residence are
unquestioned. The city is beautiful in situation and
well kept.
The climate is healthful, the water supply excellent, and the sanitary conditions are unusually good. Situated in the center of a
lne farming country, it is widely known for it! diversified indu!tries and educational advantages.
The Normal School has the advantages of neighborhood wit:lt
other institutions of ..cindred purpose. The Public Library, under
lie charge of the City Board of Education, has a well-chose».
collection of fifty thousand volumes. Kalamazoo College, Nazareth Academy, and the Public Schools give for the one community
10lable opportunities for edu cation.
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PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL

The purpose of the school as constituted by law is to prepare
teachers for public school service. The work of the school ia
organized and conducted essentially to this end. It is recognized
that scholarship, knowledge of child nature, and a proper attitude
toward the work of teaching are the three essential factors in all
professional preparation for teachers. The courses of study in the
Western State Normal School have been planned with the purpose
of providing for these ends by giving as thorough knowledge of
the subject matter as possible in the time devoted to the work
by emphasizing the principles underlying the education-al process,
and by keeping before the mind of the student the realizatioa
that the highest aims of education are character and service. All
facilities possible will be offered for the furtherance of these pur·
poses and for bringing the student into contact with the best iu
modern thought and life. The spirit of hearty co-operation between faculty and students in enterprises and interests of the
school will be fostered at all times.
The responsibility for the proper attitude of students toward
the school and community is necessarily for the most part thron
upon the students themselves. While it is the purpose of the
school to continually incite the student to higher and better ideala
of character and public service, it is impractical for a Normal
School to attempt the task of reforming young men and youu1
women. No personal effort will be spared in . assisting
in every possible way. But those who are manifestly lacking ia
the essentials of good character, or in ability to become efficieat
instructors of children, will be requested, whenever the evideuee
of their unfitness is complete, to withdraw from the school.
GROUNDS
The school is located on a commanding bluff west of the valley
in which Kalamazoo lies, nearly opposite the central part of tH
residence section of the city, and within a mile of the busineaa
district. From the various sites offered by the citizens of Kalamazoo, the tract of twenty acres on Prospect Hill was chosen b7
the State Board of Education as combining to an unusual degree
natural beauty with practical advantages. From the hilltop o•
gains a magnificent view of the city and the river valley. Muu
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of the tract is wooded, and in the preparation of the ground
especial care has been taken to save the natural forest. The
street railway runs along the western border of the site, while
within three blocks on the east are situated the High School, the
Manual Training School, and the Vine Street School, of the eity
system.
BUILDINGS
1. Administration Building. This structure contains, in addition to the administration offices, fourteen class rooms, an assembly room, and the library and reading room. The Normal Cooperative Store is located on the first floor. The site occupied by
the Administration building is well known for the panoramic view
of Kalamazoo and the surrounding country.
2.

Tra.f.ning School Building.

The Training School building
This structure, 118 feet long and 100 feet wide, is one of the best planned of
its kind in the country. In completeness and convenience the
building is a model.

is a splendid structure of two stories and a basement.

3. Gymnasium. The gymnasium is the largest among the
normal schools of the country. The main room is 119 feet long
and 68 feet wide, the floor being entirely clear of posts or obstructions of any kind. The running track, 9' feet wide, is
suspended from the structural steel supporting the roof of the
building. In the basement are lockers, shower baths for men and
women, and a swimming pool 52 feet long.
4. Science Building. The new Science building is loea.ted
directly west of the gymnasium and covers a ground area. 148
feet long and 78 feet wide. The building is three full storiee
above the basement. The first floor affords rooms and laboratories
for the departments of Education and Geography. The department of Biology is housed on the second floor, and on the third
toor are recitation rooms and laboratories for the departments
f Physics and Chemistry. The new building and its splendid
uipment greatly increase the efficiency of the several departants of Science.
5. Manual Arts. The department of Manual Arts has
lendid quarters in th e Manual Training building of the pub-
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lie school system of Kalamazoo. Additional faeilitiea are pro·
vided in three well equipped rooms and shops in the Normal School
buildings.
THE RAILROAD
An electric railway, controlled and operated by the school,
provides free transportation to and from ihe su=it of the hill
on which the Normal buildings are located.
GENEI'!.AL EQUIPMENT

During the biennial period important additions have been
mad e to the general equipment of the school.
Gymnasium Apparatus. The Gymansium, which is one of the
largest buildings of its kind among the Normal schools of
United States, has been provided with an excellent equipment of
the necessary apparatus for physical iraining.
Manual Arts. Large expenditures have been made for
the departments of Manual Arts and Domestic Science, and
the equipment for thes e subjects includes the essentials needed
for effective work. The department of Manual Arts is well
equipped for all lines of work, having in the machine shop It
planer, drill press, emery grinder, a motor driven saw, and six
speed lathes, five of which are individual motor driven. This
shop also contains six steel covered benches equipped with vises
for work in chipping and filing. The forge ehop contains twelve
down-draft forges and a combination shear and punch. The wood
turnin g and pattern making room contains fifteen lathes, twelve
of which are the under drive type nnd three are motor head type,
a band saw, motor driven joiner, motor driven emery grinder, and
bench trimmers. The cabinet making equipment consists of &
motor, joiner, universal saw, surfacer, and band saw.
Laboratories. The department of Biology now occupiea
new quarters with much additional equipment. Some :fifty compound microscopes, Ganong's botanical apparatus, full equipment
of laboratory instruments, lantern elides, etc., have been added.
Also the agricultural laboratory has been fully equipped with new
apparatus, charts, etc. An extensive collection of separates and
bulletins will be made available to students.
This year finds the Chemistry department occupying its

the
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new commodious and well equipped quarters on the third fioor
of the new Science bu ilding. The completion of this building and
the money now available have made it possible to buy and install
the equipment necessary for the increased scope of the work. The
followin g new pieces of apparatus have been purchased: A delicate
analytical balance, six good balances for general student work,
a Parr calorimeter, electric combustion furnace, electric drying
apparatus, heat engine, a good spectroscope, gas analysis apparatus, a new still for distilled water, platinum ware for quantitative
analysis, graduated flasks and apparatus for volumetric work,
and much glassware and chemical material for general chemical
work.
The department of Physics occupies th e north half of th e
upper story of the new Science building. This consists of a lecture
room, two stock rooms, two large laboratories, a large dark room
for photometric and spectrum work and photography, a smaller
dark room for individual use, a shop, and an offi.ce where students
may meet with the instructoP for conferences. A complete equipment of apparatus for class demonstration and individual laboratory work has been added, including a motor generator for charging storage batteries, polariscopes, spectometer, Geissler tu be11,
X-ray tubes, induction coil giving six-irwh spark, wireless telegraphy, a supply of Weston standard meters for both direct and
alternating current work, porte lumiere, stereopticons, and all other
apparatus found in a first- class laboratory. The tables of the
laboratories are each supplied with gas and with both direct and
alternating current through double pole switches from central
switch boards. The shop for construction and repair of apparatua
i! equipped with work bench and complete set of tools. The large
dark room is provided with double entrance so that students may
leave and enter without disturbing any photographic work thai
may be in progress. This dark room is also thor oughly ventilated
by a fan which . is controlled by a switch installed in th e dark

room.

The Geography department is occupying its spacious

in the new Science building, where two class rooms, a laboratory,

a reading room with a reference library, and a photographic dark
room greatly increase the range and efficiency of the work. The
equipment consists of (1) all the current publications of the
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United States government-geological, agricultural, commercial,
and industrial; (2) current geographic journals; (3) topographie
maps, folios, several hundred general maps, wall maps, globes,
etc.; ( 4) 2,000 slides, and a large collection of rocks and minerals
for illustrating commercial geography; (5) a full set of meteorological apparatus; and (6) apparatus for illustrating physical
geography.
The department of Education now occupies quarters on the
RI"s1 floor of the new Science building. Additional apparatus has
been added to the equipment of this department for work in psye.b.ology and experimental education. Two laboratory rooms are
provided with special tables and appliances for individual work
ill the study of mental processes. A complete system of wiring
has been installed, connecting all the rooms of the . department
whereby special experimental work may be carried on in different :fields of research. A chronoscope, kymographs, tachistoscopes,
plethysmograph, ergographs, color mixers, ethesiometers, and
other apparatus will constitute a part of the equipment for this
department.
NEW ATHLETIC FIELD
The new athletic field was purchased at a cost of $12,000 in
the fall of 1913. The grounds, more than 13 acres in extent, lie
between the Michigan Central Railroad and the Eames mill race.
One corner of the new :field is less than eight rods from the nearest point on the Normal campus, so that in accessibility the location is ideal. The baseball diamond is in use and the work of
grading the entire :field is nearly completed. A quarter-mile running track and a football gridiron have been constructed. The
field, when completed will include two baseball diamonds, two
football :fields and several tennis courts. Bleachers for baseb&ll,
football, and track have been provided. The new athletic field
will be second in Michigan to Ferry Field only in facilities for
outdoor recreation and athletics.
THE LIBRARY
The Library consists of three rooms-a stack room and two
reading rooms-thrown together by a large archway, giving a
iloor space of 100 feet long and 30 feet wide.
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The reading rooms have wall shelves containing the files of
bound magazines for reference work. Complete files of magazine9
are starred in the following list.
Library bureau equipment is constantly being added to meet
the growing needs. Dewey decimal classification is used for the
arrangement of the books, and a card catalogue of the dictionary
type makes available a collection now numbering 14,157 volumes,
besides government documents. During the year 1,258 volumes
i.ave been added. All students have access to the stack room, as
well as to the periodical and reference collection, during library
i.ours, and an effort is made to insure intelligent use of the scheme
of arrangement of the books, and of the works of reference by
a eourse of ten lessons required of all juniors.
The use of the Kalamazoo Public Library, a comprehensive
eollection of 50,000 volumes, is generously permitted to the memlers of the school, and gives a much appreciated opportunity
npplementary work.
The periodical list is as follows:
PERIODICAL LIST.
American blacksmith
American boy
American cookery
*American historical rev:iew
•.American journal of botany
American journal of physiology
•.American Journal of psychol·
ogy
•.American Journal of sociology
American labor legislation r&
Ticw
American mathematical monthly
American naturalist
American physical education
review
American political science r&
Tiew
American review
reviews

American school board journal
American schoolmaster
• Annals of the American academy of political and social
science
Atlantic educational journal
*Atlantic monthly
Biological bulletin
Bird-lore
*Birds and nature
Bookman
Bota:nical gazette
Boys' magazines
Brain
British journal of psychology
Bulletin of bibliography
Bulletin of the Pan-American
union
Bungalow magazine
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Bulletin of the Torrey botan- Harper's weekly
*Hibbert journal
ical club
*History teachers' magazine
Catholic educational review
*Century
Home progress
House beautiful
Chicago Record-Herald
Hygiene and the child
Chicago tribune
Illustrated London news
The child
lllustrated milliner
*Child labor bulletin
L 'illustration
Classical journal
Independent
Classical philology
*Industrial arts magazine
Collier's
International journal of ethiea
Costume royale
Countryside mazagine and su- International studio
Irrigation age
bmban life
John Martin's book ·
Country life in America
. *Journal of agricultural reCraftsman
search
Cumulative book index
*Journal of American folk-lore
Current opinion
*Journal of American history
Delineator
Journal of animal behavior
Dial
J ournal of ecology
Drama
Journal of education
Education
*Journal of educational psychol*Educational administration
ogy
and supervision
*Journal of geography
*Educational bi-monthly
Journal of geology
*Educational review
Journal of heredity
Elementary school teacher
*Journal of home economics
Engineering magazine
J ournal of philosophy, psychol*English journal
ogy and scientific methods
Etude
Journal of political economy
Experim ent station record
Keramic studio
Eugenic review
*Kindergarten and first grade
Fortnightly review
Kindergarten-primary magaziu
*Forum
Kindergarten review
Geographical journal
Library journal
*Geographical review
Life
Good housekeeping
Literary digest
Guide to nature
Living a ge
*Harper's monthly
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llcCall 's magazine
'McClure's magazine
'Manual training and vocational education
'Mathematics teacher
Kichigan farmer
Kind
Kind and body
lloderator topics
Kodern language notes
Kodern language review
)lodern philology
Kodern Priscilla
'Musical quarterly
Kosician
'Nation
National builder
'National geographic magazine
Nature study review
New republic
Nineteenth century
New phytologist
Normal instructor and primary
plans
North American review
Outing
'Pedagogical seminary
Plant world
Playground
Poet lore
Political science quarterly
'Popular science monthly
Primary education
'uting art
•Psychological bulletin
•Psychological clinic
Psychological review
Public
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Punch
*Quarterly journal of public
speaking
Readers' guide to periodical literature, supplement
Readers' guide to periodical literature, supplement
Revue des deux mondes
Rural manhood
St. Nicholas
School and home education
*School and society
School-arts magazine
School century
School hygiene
School journal ·
School music
School review
School science and mathematiP.s
*Science
Science progress
Scientific American
Scientific American supplement
Scientific monthly
Scottish geographical magaztne
*Scribner's magazine
*Something to do
Springfield republican
*Survey
Teachers' college record
Torreya
Training school
Ungraded
Vogue
World's chronicle
*World's work
Yale review
Youth's companion

School Organizations
MORUING EXERCISES
Students and members of the faculty meet every Tuesday
morr..ing at nine o 'clock. The exercises are in charge of a special
committee and consist ordinarily of musical numbers provided
by the music department of the school and an address given by a
member of the faculty or an invited guest from Kalamazoo or
some outside city.
LITERARY SOCIETIES
Three literary societies have been organized and each of these
holds regular meetings throughout the school year.
Amphictyon. The .Amphictyon Society was organized in 1904,
and holds regular meetings throughout the school year. The
society has expressed its object as follows: "To promote such a
liberal interchange of thought and social interests as will aid in
the development of right character, the spirit of good fellowship,
and the highest freedom and efficiency of mind.' ' The society
has a la.rge membership, and b esides maintaining a high grade of
lyceum work the .Amphictyons give receptions and public programs that do much to promote the social life of the school.
Normal Literary Society. This society was organized in 1906,
and includes both men and women of the school in its membership .
.An important purpose of this society is the promotion of interest
and efficiency in public speaking. Like the societies formed earlier
in the history of the school, this organization maintains literary
meetings throughout the school year. Its members were active in
organizing the Oratorical .Association.
Oratorical Association. This organization includes members
from all the literary societies named above. The aim of this ass&·
ciation is to develop an interest throughout the school in public
oratory. Annual contests are held in .April and May; these contests are open to all who have membership in the above-named
societies. Manuscripts of contestants are submitted to the chairman of the faculty committee on oratoricals two weeks before the
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Cash prizes are awarded annually to contestants taking
Arst and second place.
THE CLASSICAL CLUB
The Classical Club is an organization whose active members
are students in the Latin department. A:ny other students in
the school are cordially welcomed as associate members and are
entitled to all the privileges of the society.
Two meetings a month are held, one having a program of
classical subjects presented, the other of a social nature, in which
the private life of the Greeks and Romans is developed and
illustrated by games, costuming, and other means. The purpose
of the club primarily is the study of subjects of common interest
to those in the Latin department. The meetings are planned t&
benefit students in other departments, particularly those specializing in Art, English and History.

THE HICKEY DEBATING OLUB.
This society was organized during the last days of 1913 in
nswer to a need which was felt by several of the young men in
he school for some organization whose principal aim should be to
romote efficiency in the art of clear and forceful expression before
n audience. The club is officered and controlled entirely by
tud ents with the exception of one committee member appointed
y the president of the school to advise and co-operate with the
embers of the club.
The regular meetings of the club occur on alternate Tuesdays
t 4 p. m., when current questions are formally debated by chosen
eams. No credit is given and no dues are charged, the only
equisite for membership being a "willingness to obey orders
nd go to the front.''
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS.
Chorus. During the past year Mendelssohn's ''Hymn of
raise" was given three times at the Michigan State Teachers'
ssociation, in conjunction with the Russian Symphony Orchestra.
he solos were taken by artists from Chicago and Grand Rapids.
ccording to custom Handel's Messiah was given at the close of
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the Fall term, the solos being taken by students and local singer•,
assisted by the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra. The first An·
nual Musical Festival of the Western State Normal, May 27-28,
included two works by the chorus-Cowen's ''Rose Maiden'' and
Max Bruch's '' Arminius' '-'assisted by the Kalamazoo Symphony
Orchestra. The assisting artists were Mme. Julia Claussen, con·
tralto; Paul Althouse, tenor; and Arthur Middleton, baritone.
Glee Clubs. Three glee clubs are maintained during the year,
a Junior and a Senior Ladies' Glee Club and a Men's Glee Club.
The glee clubs have taken a prominent part in the life of the
school and the city, having appeared at the State Teachers' As·
sociation, at the Peace Conference, the County Teachers' Institute,
the Ladies' Library Club, the annual Chamber of Commerce
banquet. Numerous concert engagements have been filled by
the Men's Glee Club. The services of any of the glee clubs may
be secured for concerts by school or other organizations by pay·
ing expenses.
Orchestra.. Any student who has moderate success with an
instrument is eligible to membership. Weekly rehearsals are held
and the opportunity for ensemble work under direction is one of
which -a number of students have taken advantage. This year the
orchestra furnished music for various school functions.
Ba.nd. The Normal Band is composed of about twenty-five
men. The purpose of the band is the study of standard concert
and military band music as well as the better class of popular
music. Membership to the band is open to all men students
possessing the necessary qualifications. The band gives many per·
formances during the school year at various athletic contests.
Weekly rehearsals are held throughout the year.

THE YOUNG WOMEN ' S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
The Normal has a Christian association for the young women
of the school, and through the past year Bible study classes, con·
ducted by a capable instructor, have constituted an important part
of the work. Regular weekly meetings are held and the members
of the association aim to be of practical help to new students.
The Young Women's Christian Association aims to develop
a spirit of mutual helpfulness among the young women of the
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Normal. The association holds four meetings a month. The organization is vitalized by a large group of young women to whom its
activities have proven an invaluable part of their student life.
WOMEN'S LEAGUE

The Women 's League was organized in 1913, and holds social
meetings once every fortnight, throughout the school year The
&im of the society has been to look after the home, business, and
eoeial relations of the young women of the school, all of whom
are eligible for membership. w ·omen of the faculty are also eligible
for associate membership and the entire organization is representative of democrati c co-operation and social enjoyment.
THE DRAMATIC ASSOCIATION.

The Dramatic Association was organized at the close of the
eehool year of 1914 and represents a union of the smaller dramatic
clubs of the school. It aims to arouse and direct student interest
in the drama and dramatic activities, both through the production of plays and the rendering of programs upon dramatic sub-,
jeets. Only plays of real literary and artistic merit are attempted,
and the results have been very gratifying. Membership is limited
'to those students who possess dramatic ability, or are interested
in dramatic affairs.
ATHLETICS

The Western State Normal offers exceptional advantages in
athletics and physical training. The gymnasium, one of the best
in the country in structure and equipment, forms the center of
athletic work. The gymnasium is provided with abundance of
lloor space for all indoor games, a large running track of modern
a swimming pool, and shower baths, and all the latest appliances for gy_m nastic exercises. Outdoor games and athletics
are held on the
athletic field. Five efficient instructors have
eharge of the work in physical training, thus assuring carefpl
eonsideration of the physical needs and health of the students.
It is the purpose of the work in this department to send out teachers physically strong and healthy and to this end the work is
planned. Individual attention is given the students in all indoor
and outdoor exercises.
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Opportunities for all S'Orts of games are provided. Basketball,
indoor baseball, and track work will be given due prominence.
During recent years successful football and baseball teams have
been organized. Tennis courts on the campus are open to students
and faculty. A tennis tournament is held annually among the
players of the school. It is planned to make the athletic work
an organic part of the student life in order to foster the )lealtb
and efficiency of the teachers of the state.

HEALTH
Kalamazoo, according to the records in the office of the State
Health department, is one of the healthiest cities in the country.
Its splendid water supply and efficient health department marks
it as unusual in its sanitary conditions. The great majority of
the non-resident student body is housed in the most desirable seetiona of the city. Realizing that with the enrollment of the
student the school becomes responsible for his health as well aa
for his educational development, and that the efficiency of the
student depends upon his condition of health, a committee on
student health has been created to serve as an advisory committee
to the student body. Students are urged to bring all cases of
physical indisposition to the attention of some member of this
committee.
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Western Normal Alumni Association, organized June 19,
1906, by some of the graduates of the first two outgoing classes,
is already making itself felt throughout the state in strengthening
the bond that draws the graduates back to the institution and in
perpetuating the associations formed in student days.
With the class of 1916 its membership will exceed seventeen
hundred, and twelve classes will be represented in the enrollment.
Headquarters are maintained in the fall at the time of the State
Teachers' Association meeting, and alumni are urged to register
and make use of the rooms reserved as a meeting place. A banquet is given by the Alumni Association at the close of com·
mencement exercises each year.
A special effort is being made each year through the Appoint·
ment Committee of the Normal to keep in touch with the gradu·
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ates, particularly those who continue to teach. In this way there
ean be mutual help and a maintenance of those friendly relations
which keep the Normal and the graduates interested in each other.

-

THE NORMAL RECORD

To safisfy a genuine demand on the part of the student body
and the faculty the publication of the Record was begun in May,
1910. The magazine is issued once a month during the regular
school year from October to July inclusive. It is controlled by
a board of managers representing students and faculty. Immediate control is vested by the board in a managing editor and
associate and a business manager and assistant.
The Record is intended to mirror the life of the school and
to give a somewhat complete account of its activities. In addition, the comings and goings and the various places of work of
the alumni are chronicled, so that t hrou gh its pages those who
have left the school are able to keep in touch with their friends
and schoolmates.
The Record, however, contains much more than the school
history. In each issue a solid article on some phase of modern
educational practice, written by an authority, is printed. Among
those who have contributed are Dr. Charles H. Judd, Professor
Richard E. Dodge, Dr. M. V. 0 'Shea, Dr. Lewis F. Anderson, Mies
Mable Carney, Dr. W. E. Bagley and Dr. Lotus D. Coffman.
The Record serves as a clearing house for the educational
activities of the Normal. Timely articles on present questions
are contributed by members of the faculty. The Training School,
the departments of Art, E'x pression, Music, Physical Training, and
the Kindergarten furnish many articles of great practical value
lo teachers. This material is usable and serviceable, as it is the
record of successful work in the Normal itself. The subscription
price is fifty cents a year for ten issues.
DEPARTMENT OF RURAL SCHOOLS
A special department gives careful attention to the preparation of teachers for country schools. The number of school districts which pay a salary sufficient to command the services of
prepared t eachers, is rapidly increasing. The courses
ofered here, to fit teachers to meet successfully the progressive
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demands of the districts, are the result of experience accumulated
in working at this problem through the eleven years since the
establishment of this institution.
Two groups of students are seeking special preparation for
tea chin g rural schools. High school graduates who desire to teaeh
in rural schools are offered Course I, which may b e completed
in one year and one summer term. This course leads to a certifi·
cate which is good for three years in any public school in Mich·
igan, up to the tenth grade. Graduates of this course may complete the Life Certificate course in one year or less. For subjects
see page 53
Another group of students who desire preparation for rural
school teaching is made up of young people who have not completed a high school course. Course II is offered this group. Stu·
dents who have completed ten grades of public school work may
complete Rural course II in two years; and students who have
had eleven grades of public school work may complete this course
in one year. Students who have not had ten grades of school
work may advance by enrolling in the High School department
until they are prepared to enter Rural course II. The completion
of Course II requires the same total weeks' credit as is required
for graduation from a high school of twelve grades. A teacher's
certificate good in any one, two, or three room school in Michigan
for five years is given at the completion of this course. Graduates of this course may complete Rural course I in one year and
one summer term, and the Life Certificate course in two years.
For subj ects see page 53.
Graduates of County Normal Training classes, who had finished the tenth grade or its equivalent before entering the Tra.ining Classes, may finis? Course II in one year, and Course I may
be finish ed by them in two years and one summer term. Graduates
of County Training classes who had completed eleven grades
before entering the Training classes may complete Course I in
one year and one summer term. Graduates of County Training
classes who had completed twelve grades before entering the
Training classes, may compl ete Course I in one regular term and
one summer term. Graduates of the County Training classes,
who attend State Normal for twelve weeks to answer the requirement for the second renewal of their certificates, should advise
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with the director of this department about their classification.
Students in any course who look forward to teaching in County
Normal Training classes, should elect courses in this department.
In the summer term a course is given which is especially planned
to help persons who are about to begin teaching in County Training classes.
The subjects of study offered in this department, listed on
page 53 and described in detail in subsequent pages, may be
briefly summarized in three groups; first, such as give a knowledge
of children and of their organization, management, and instruction; second, such subjec.ts as give power for localizing the curriculum in natural, industrial, and domestic illustrations and applications; and third, a group of subjects intended to develop
social intelligence and inspire purposes of participation and leadership in rural community life.
Several agencies for supplementing the regular class work for
etudents in the Rural School courses have been instituted. A rural
eehool, which is conveniently near the Normal, has been affiliated
and it is directed and used as an observation school to mair.e
vivid to prospective teachers of rural schools the actual situation
in which they are to work. A rural sociological seminar meets two
&fternoons each month, and papers, discussions, and debates concerning the educational, social and industrial life of rural communities, together with music, short addresses by members of the
faculty, and parliamentary drills, make up the programs. This
work is crystallized by an annual rural progress lecture given by a
national leader in the study of rural life. In connection with the
work in agriculture, trips and excursions are taken to typical
farms and to the State Agricultural College.
EXTENSION COURSE

In 1905 the State Board authorized the granting of an extension life certificate to mature students who (1) are high school
graduates, (2) have taught six years, and (3) under the direction
of the Western State Normal School faculty have completed work
as follows: (a) three summer terms in residence, (b) two years _
of non-resident work. This non-resident work is either (1)- class
work at some center within range of the school, s6 that an in-
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structor can meet the students once a week, usually on Saturdaya,
or (2) carefully organized courses taken by correspondence.
The object of this arrangement has been to meet the need&
of those who are otherwise deprived of opportunity for growtk
and advancement. The possible danger that students by takin&
this course would be led aside from undertaking resident study
has not proved real. In fact, one of the important results hu
been the number of students who, after undertaking the exten·
eion course, have come to see that it was more possible than they
had thought to enter upon and complete the Life pertifica.te course
in residence.
Extra credits or substitutions for residence study by work
done elsewhere are not allowed and the minimum required for a
certificate is in all cases the full course.
A higher grade of work is necessary to satisfy the
ments than the average of class residence accomplishment. It
is the student whose experience has trained him to effective
methods of organization who can profit most by studying under
the direction of an absent instructor.
The original design wae to meet the needs of a small number
of deserving teachers and the school has held consistently to this
plan. All told, 103 students have completed the Extension course.
A special announcement of the course will be mailed on appliea·
tion to the secretary of the school.
THE APPOINTMENT COMMITTEE

In order to serve the best interests of the superintendents
throughout the state in securing teachers adapted to the needs
of the various schools, the work of reco=endation is placed in
the hands of the Appointment Committee. This co=ittee con·
sists of members of the faculty who are in a. position to know
intimately the work of each student, both in Training School teach·
ing and in class room work. Full records regarding previous
experience, range of salary, grade for which the student ia
adapted, with a. photograph of the student and detailed statements from the instructors concerning the ability and personality
of each are kept on record in the o:ffi:ce of the Training School.
These records are sent out upon application to the superintend·
ents, or can be referred to by them wh en they visit the Normal
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.Sehool. While a personal interview with the students at the
aehool is to be preferred, the committee makes every effort to
make discriminating selection of students for vacancies referred
to them by superintendents. A complete Alumni flle with the
reports from the present field of work of each student makes it
possible to name candidates for work which requires more mature
and experienced people than those in the class of the current year.
Eaeh year some of the graduates are thus taken to larger cities,
eounty Normal work, superintendencies of larger places, etc. The
eom.mittee is desirous of being of the greatest possible service to
the schools of the state and each year extends its work.

Expenses
FEES
Tuition. For residents of Michigan, $5 for each regular term
of twelve weeks and $3 for the summer t erm of six weeks.
For non-residents of Michigan, $10 for each regular term of
twelve weeks and $5 for the summer term of six weeks.
The above rates will ·apply to all classes of students except
students in Rural School course from Kalamazoo County.
Graduation Fees.
Rural School Course ...........................................................................$2.00
Graded School Course.. ·--·-·-·-·······
·-······-·-···············--···
·-····---········-····
··· 2.00
Life
···········--·-·-··············-···
····················
···········----·---··---·····
········ 3.00
Extension Course ......... .. ...................... .............................. ................. 3.00
La-boratory Fees.
Ch13mistry, each term .......................................................................... 1.00
Physics, each term ................................................................................ 1.00
Botany, each term.......................... ...................................................... .50
Zoology, each t erm............................................................ .................... .50
Domestic Art ........................ ................................................................ 2.00
Domesti c Science ................................................................................ 2.00
Manual Arts ..................................... ..................................... $2.00 or $3.00
A fee of
is collected each term for the support of athlectures, and concerts.
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LIVING E XPENSES

There are no dormitories connected with the school, but good
rooms, lighted, heated and furnished, are plentiful within walking distance. There are plenty of boarding places and clube.
Board costs $3 and upwards, per week, and rooms conveniently located and suitably furnished may be obtained at a eost
ranging in price from $1.00 to $3.00 per week for each student.
The secretary of the school will, on request, give information
regarding rooming places, and will assist new students in securing
desirable locations.
REMUNE R ATI VE OCCUPATION

Kalamazoo offers many opportunities for students who wish

to support themselves in part during their residence in the school.

There are openings in a number of lines, including the care of
lawns, furnaces, waiting on table, caring for children, assisting
in housework, etc. For those who have had experience in business lines, including stenography, there is frequent demand. The
aecretary of the school has charge of this department and recei·v es
and attends to requests for assistance.
STUDENT L OAN F UND
In September, 1912, the nucleus of a student loan fund was
established by the gift of $200 from Miss Blanche Hull. This
fund has been increased to a total of more than $2,500. Money
is loaned to deserving students on the recommendation of a faculty committee. A low interest rate of 5 p er cent is charged and
notes are given for one year.

THE N ORMAL CO-OPERATIVE STORE

The Co-operative Store, which began its existence at the
opening of the Summer term of 1912, has had a most satisfactory
development. During the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1914, and
elosing June 30, 1915, the volume of business will amount approximately to $11,000. The saving of students' time a:trorded by
the Co-operative Store is inestimable, while the saving of money
owing to low prices is another factor in assuring the general
popularity of the institution.

Conditions of Admission
Students may enroll at the opening of any term. In 1916·171
the opening dates are as follows: Fall term, September 25, 1916;
Winter term, January 2, 1917; Spring term, April 2, 1917; Summer term, June 27, 1917. Students entering fo r the first time
should bring certificates from schools they have attended. A blank
is provided for this purpose.
ENTRANCE WITHOUT EXAMINATION

High school graduates, college graduates, and those who hold
the state certificate or indorsed first-grade certificate, will be admitted to the Two Years' Life Certificate course without exam
ination. Such persons may also enter any of the special course
without examination (Music, Drawing, Manual Arts, Kindergarten
Physical Education).
Students who have completed the first two years of an a
proved high school course and those who hold second-grade certifi
cates will be admitted to the third year of the Normal High Scho
under the general direction of the committee on the High Scho
course.
Requirements for entering the Graded School course are th
same as those in the Life Certificate course.
Requirements for entering the Rural School course are give
in connection with the description of that work on pages 27-40.
High school graduates and others wl;Jo have taken one or mor
years in an approved school, should, on entering the Normal, brin
a statement of their standing.
ENTRANCE WITH ADVANCED CREDITS

A student having had work above high school grade in an
other normal school or in a college, will present his credentials
the chairman of the course in which he wishes to secure a cert"
cate as early as possible for the adjustment of credits.
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ACCEPTED IDGH SCHOOLS

At a meeting of the State Board of Education held a.t La.nsing,
Jan. 23, 1903, the following policy was adopted concerning the
admission of stud ents to the Normal Schools of Michigan:
1. All school work below the standard of graduation from
the twelfth yea:r of a system of public schools, having not les•
than thi:rty·six weeks of school per year, of which four full yea.rs
are occupied with distinctively high school work, shall be considered preparatory to the Graded School and Life Certificate courses
of the Normal Schools of the state, and when inc:uded in Normal
Behool courses, shall be designated as preparatory with reference
to the regular normal school work.
2. All students r egul arly graduated from th e twelfth year
of public school systems in which four full years are devoted to
high school work, with not less than two teachers fully employed
in distinctively high school work, and whose term is not less than
thirty-six weeks may be a ccepted into the regular Graded School
eourse and Life Certificate courses without examination.
3. All students who have fini shed not less than two years of
high school work in a twelve-year course as herein outlined, may
be admitted to the High School co urse in the Normal Schools on
their record, receiving credit for the work they have finished
beyond the first two years of high school work When students
have finished the preparatory work at the Normal School, they
aha.ll be allowed to enter upon the regular one or two-year Normal
eourses.
4. All students unable during the first term in the regula.r
eourses of the normal schools to maintain a fair standing, may in
the discretion of the faculty in each case, be dropped from the
rolls of the school, reduced to high school work, or required to
repeat the course not satisfactorily complet ed on first trial ; and in
all such cases shall be reported back to the high schools from
which they came, with the facts in each case, to the end that a
ata.ndard may be set for the high schools of the State, and that
the superintendents and principals of these schools may learn
what our standard of admission is and take measures to prevent
their pupils from coming to the Normal schools without due
preparation. Should successive cases of defective preparation be
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found to come from particular schools, the privilege of admisllioa
without examination may, at the discretion of the faculty, be withdrawn from such schools.
5. Similar conditions for entrance ma.y be made applicable
to other than public schools from which pupils come to the Normal
schools when proper investigation shall have ascertained the rank
or standing of such schools to be satisfactory.
NEW LAW REQUIRES PROF E SSIONAL TRAINING

A law passed by the Legislatu •<J of Michigan in 1915 provided
that after July 1, 1916, all beginning teachers in the public schools
of Michigan must have completed not less than six weeks of
professional training. Students graduating from Michigan high
schools who are planning to teach may satisfy this requirement by
attending the Western State Normal School and securing credita
in subjects specified by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
COUNTY NORMAL GRADUATES

Graduates from County Normal Training classes who are also,
g1·aduates from approved high schools, are given credit in eigh\
subjects on the Life Certificate courses in the several State Normal
Schools. This will enable the above class of students to complete
the Life Certificate course in one year and two Summer terms.
County Normal graduates who have graduated from approved
high schools are given credit in six subjects in the graded school
course. County Normal graduates who have completed the tenth
grade in approved high schools will be given a year of credit in
Rural course II and the High School course.
RELATION TO THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

A graduate of a high school on the University list who hu
completed the Life Certificate course is given 56 hours at the Uni·
versity provided the applicant has had two years of Latin, French,
or German in his high school course, or if he has had two years
of Latin or one year of French or German in the Normal SchooL
A holder of the life certificate who has graduated from a high
school without having had foreign language work is given 48
hours of credit at the University. Such a student is required to
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take one year of French or German in the University in order to
tecure the bachelor's degree.
REGISTRATION AND E.NltOLLMENT

The first day of each term is given to registration, payment of
ees, and enrollment in classes. The student should first fill out
e registration card, to be obtained at the office, present this
rd to the secretary, and on payment of the f ees for the term,
ill receive a stamped enrollment card. This be will present to
e chairman in charge of the enrollment for th e course be wishes
pursue, arrange his studies for the term, and fill out the enrollent card.
To save time at the opening of each term, a student in resince the preceding term will arrange his studies and fill out the
ollment card on Monday and Tuesday of the eighth week of
e term. The enrollment .card will be returned stamped to the
dent on payment of fees.
The student will next present the enrollment card to each
tructor, secure his signature, and return the card to the office.
tructors will be found in their recitation rooms during the
urs for which classes are scheduled.
Having entered upon a course of study, the student is under
e guidance of the chairman of that course, and must not change
· course without the consent of this chairman and the chairman
the course be wishes to enter. After enrolling in a class, the
dent must not leave the class without the consent of the chairof his course, and should notify the instructor of his withwal from the class.
Students are urged to familiarize themselves with the requirents of the different courses of study, and consult the members
the Enrollment Committee (page 12). It is the business of
student to see that be meets all the requirements of the coune
study in which be wishes a certificate.
Students taking the High School Life course should coMult
heads of the departments in which they expect to pursue their
jor and minor subjects.
As soon as possible after entering school students should pla.n
ir work for the entire two years and confer with the penon,
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or persons, in charge of their course concerning any matter relating to their work. Some courses are offered only once a year;
hence care should be exercised so to formulate the schedule of
studies for each term that all such subjects may be taken. A little
foresight at the beginning of the first year will save possible em·
barrassment to students later in their course.
Students in the High School Life course should pursue tht
subject in which they expect to do their practice teaching at least
one term before the practice teaching begins.
EXTRA STUDIES.
Students wishing to carry an extra study, and thus earn more
than 48 weeks' credit in any one term, must obtain the permisaio1
of the Committee on Extra Studies (page - ), which will be
granted only on the recommendation of three members of the
faculty. Application for an extra study is made by filling out
an "Extra Study" card at the time of enrollment. No applica·
tion for an extra study will be considered after the close of the
first week of the term.
CERTIFICATES
A student expecting to receive a certificate of any kind al
the end of the term should notify the secretary by the third week
of that term in order that the case may be acted upon promptly
by the proper authorities.

Courses of Study
The Western State Normal School offers the following courses
study:
1.

GENER AL LIFE CERTIFICATE

This is a two-year course for graduates of approved high
hools, those who hold indorsed :first-grade certificate&, and those
ho have completed the High School or Rural School course IL It
intended for those preparing to teach or supervise in the grades.
2.

illGH SCH OOL LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSE

This course is intended for students who are preparing to teach
high schools and is open only to students with adequate prepara'on. Permission to enter ihis course must be obtained fr om the
airman in charge (see page 12) and the heads of the departments
which the work is taken.
3.

SPECIAL L IFE CERTIFICATE COURSES

Special courses are offered in :
Art,
Art and Music,
Commercial Work,
Kindergarten,
Manual Arts,
Music,
Physical Education.
These are two-year courses, and are open to graduates of approved high schools, and others having equivalent preparation.
Holders of indorsed first-grade certificates are admitted to t hese
wurses without examination.
4.

EXTENSION CERTIFICATE COURSE

This course is open only to mature teach ers who are graduates of approved high schools or have equivalent academic preparation and who have taught successfully at least six years. The
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requires three Summer terms in residence and two years of
non-resident study under the direction of the faculty. See page
2 9.

GRADED SCHOOL COURSE

5.

The requirements for entran ce to this course are the same aa
tor the General Life Certificate course. It may be completed in
one year and one Summer t erm, and leads to a three-year certificate which is not renewable.
RURAL SCHOOL COURSES

6.

Two courses are offered for the preparation of rural school
teachers. Course I has the same entrance requirements as the Life
Certificate course and the Graded School course. It may be completed in one year and one Summer term. The certificate given in
this course is good for three years in any school in the State up
to the tenth grade.
Course II is open to high school students who have completed
ten or eleven grades. Students who have completed ten grades,
or the equivalent, may finish this course in two years. Students
who have completed eleven grades may finish it in one year.
Course II requires the same total number of weeks' credit as is
required for high school graduation. The certificate given in this
course is good for five years in any one, two, or three-room school
in the State.
7.

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

This course is designed for students who have not had high
school advantages, and fo r any who may have had only part of a
regular high school course. Students who have completed the
eighth grade of the public schools may enter this course, and regularly certified high school credits for any of the subjects included
in this course will be accredited, thus affording a convenient opportunity for students who are incomplete in their preparatory
work to make themselves ready for admission to the Graded
School, Rural I, and Life Certificate courses.

COURSES OF STUDY
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GENERAL LIFE CERTIFICATE
COURSE
GROUP I-REQUIRED

1. Education.
Elementary P sychology (101) ........................................ 12
Child Study (102) ............................................................ 6
History of Education (106 ) ............................................ 12
Advanced Psychology (107) .......................................... 12
Teaching.
Principles of T eaching (101) .............., ......................... 12
Teachin g (102-3-4) ............................................................ 30

. Art.

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

Drawing from Nature (101 ) ................ .......................... 12 weeks
P erspective (102) ·········
·························-·---·············-·······--1
2 weeks
English.
Composition (101) ........................................................ .... 12 weeks
. Music.
Methods in Music for the Grades (106) ....................12 weeks
NOTE.-Child Study (102) and Teaching (102-3) must be
en in the same term.
GROUP II
The student will elect one course (12 weeks) from each of
e following groups:
l English.
English Literature (102) .................................... .............. 12 weeks
Literature for the Grades (103) .................................... 12 weeks
American Literature (111) ..............................................12 weeks
Lyric Poetry (112) .................................... ...................... 12 weeks
I. Expression.
Reading (101) .................................................................. 12 weeks
Story Telling (103) ....................... .............................. ...12 weeks
I. Geography.
General Geography (101) ................................................ 12 weeks
l History.
. United States History (101) ........................................ 12 weeks
Modern Europe (102) .. ..!':. ........•...•..............•....................12 weeks
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5.

Mathematics.
Arithmetic (101) .............................................................. 12 weeks
6. Nature Study.
Biological Nature Study (111 ) ...................................... 12 weeks
Chemical Nature Study (108) ... -.................................... 12 weeks
Physical Nature Study (107) ........................................ 12 weeks
NOTE.-Story Telling (103), Modern Europe (102), may be
elected only by consent of the head of the department.
GROUl' Ill-ELECTIVE

In one department ........................................................................ 36 weeks
In any department .......................•...... .".................................. -....48 weeks
NOTES.-(1) Students who have not had Music and Physiol·
ogy in the high school must elect Music (101) and Physiology
(119).
(2) Physical Education (101-2-3-4) is required.

HIGH SCHOOL LIFE CERTIFICATE
COURSE
GROUl' I-REQumED

Education.
Elementary Psychology (101 ) ........................................12
Secondary Education (105) ............................................ 12
History of Education (106 ) ............................................ 12
Advanced Psychology (107) ........................................ ....12
2. Teaching.
Principles of Teaching (101) ........ .................................. 12
Teaching (106) (In the Training School ) .................... 12
Teaching (171) (In the Training School or High
School department) ...................................................... 12
Teaching (172) (In High School department ) .......... 12
3. English.
Composition (101) ............................................................ 12

1.

week
week
week
week
week
week
week
week
wee

GROUl' ll

Electives ·····················
······-···
··············-·········
···················
180 week

COURSES OF STUDY
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Each student will elect 72 weeks in each of two departments,
or 72 weeks in one department and 36 weeks in each of two other
departments. Courses are open in Biology, Chemistry, English,
Expression, Geography, German, Latin, Mathematics and Physics.
The remaining 36 weeks are fre e electives.
Physi cal E ducat i on (101-2-3-4) is required.

ART COURSE
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

Drawing from Nature (101)
Art Observation (112 )---------·
Elementary Psychology(101)
Mechanical Drawing (108) ..
Elective -----------------·-----------------Physical Edu cation (101)

12
6
12
12
6

12
6
6
12
12

12
12

H istory and Appreciation of
Art (107 ) ---- -----·---------------History of Educat i on (106)
T eaching (151 or 106)-------·-Elective
P sysical Education (104)

12
12
12
12

Sprinig Term

Spring Term
Construction (103) -----------------Advanced Art (105)---------------Principles of Teaching (101)
Elective ------------------------------------

12
12

Winter Term

Winter Term
Perspective (102) --------------·---Art Observation (113) -----------Blackboard Sket ch in g (109)
Composition (101 ) ---------------Elective ------------------------------ -----Physical E du cation (102)

Advanced Art
Applied Design (104 ) -----------·
P sychology of Manual Arts
(104) -----------· ---------------·-------·
Tea ching (106 or 151 )---------Physical Education (103)

12
12
12
12

Advanced Art (111)-------------Tea ching Art (152) ---------------Course of Study in Art
(114) -----------------------------------Elect ive ------------------------------------

12
12
12
12

NOTE.----Students wishing to specialize in Art, must have had
good course in public school art, at least in the grades, and
high school work added if possible.
Entrance examination is required of students wishing to speeialize in Art.
&
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TWO YEAR ART AND MUSIC COURSE
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

Drawing from Nature (101) 12
Art Observation (112) ------- 6
Elementary Psychology(101) 12
Elements of Music (101)...... 6
Harmony (109) ....... J •••••••••••••• 12
Physical Education (101)
Winter Term
Perspective (102) ---------------- -- 12
Art Observation (113).......... 6
Composition (101) ................ 12
Elements of Music (102) ...... 6
Harmony (110) ...................... 12
Physical Education (102)
Spring Term
Advanced Art (105) ............ 6
Construction (103) .............. 12
Principles of Teaching (101) 12
Methods of Primary Grades
(107) ------------------------------------ 6
Harmony (111) ...................... 12

Applied Design (104) ............
Advanced Art (106)-------------Teaching Art or Music
(151 or 161)-------------------------Psychology of Manual Arts
(104) -----------------------------------Voice Culture (103) ..............
Physical Education (103)
Winter Term
History and Appreciation of
Art (107) ............................
Teaching Music or Art (151
or 161) ...•............ ..................
Elective ----------------------------------History and Appreciation
of Music (113) --------------------

12
6
12 .
12
6

12
12
12
12

Spring Term
Course of Study in Art (114) 12
Teaching Art (152) ................ 6
History of Education (106) .. 12
High School Conducting
(115) ··········--················
········12
Voice Culture (104) .............. 6

Chorus and Glee Club or ·orchestra are required of all in this
course.
NOTE.-Students wishing to specialize in Art and Musie
must have had a good course in public school art in the gradea,
and if possible, high school work added.
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KINDERGARTEN COURSE
SECOND YEAR

FIRST YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term
Child Study (101) ................
Games and Rhythms (107)....
Reading (101) ........................
Elementary Psychology(101)
Biology (101) ····-················-···

12
6
6
12
12

Winter Term
Technics (102) ........................
Primary Music (118) ..........
Composition (101) ..................
Biology (102) ..........................
Physical Education (101)

12
12
12
12

Spring Term

Child Study (103) ..... ...........
Story Telling (103) ..............
Biology (103) ........................
Teaching (111) ......................

12
12
12
12

Educational Principles (104) 12
Elective in Art ...................... 12
Teaching (112-113) ................ 24
Winter Term
Aims and Practices (105) .... 12
History of Education (106) .. 12
Section A:
Advanced Psychology
(107) ··············
···················· 12
Elective ................................ 12
Physical Education (102)
Section B:
Teaching (114-115) ............ 24
Spring Term
Aims and P ractices (106) ...... 12
Literature for Grades (103) 12
Section A:
Teaching (114-115) ............ 24
Section B:
Advanced Psychology
(107) ·····-'············-············12
Elective ................................ 12
Physical Education (102)
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MANUAL ARTS COURSE
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

El. Woodshop (101) ................
or
Forge Shop (103) ................
or
Machine Shop (106) ............
Mechanical Drawing (108) ..
Manual Training Art (108)
Composition (101) ...J • ••••••••• ••••
or
Elementary Psychology(101)

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Wfuter Term
Advanced Wo odshop (102) .. 12
or
Forge Shop (103) .................... 12
or
Machine Shop (106) ............ 12
Mechanical Drawing (109 ) .... 12
or
Mechanical Drawing (108) .. 12
Manual Training Art (110 ) .. 12
Elementary Psychology
(101) ···············-·····
··············· 12
or
Composition (101) .................. 12
Spring Term
Forge Shop (103) .................. 12
or
Wood Tur.ning (104) ............ 12
or
Machine Shop (106) ................ 12
or

Wood Turning (104 ) ..............
or
Forge Shop (103) ....................
or
Machine Shop (106) ..............
Mechanical Drawing (111) ..
Principles of Teachin g and
Observation (140) ..............
or
T eaching (141) ........................
Elective

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Winter Term
Pattern Makin g (105 ) ............
or
Forge Shop (103) ....................
or
Machine Shop (106) ................
Mechanical Drawing (112) ..
T eaching (141-142) ................
R istory of Education (106)
or
Advanced Psycholo gy (107)
or
•·Applied Physics (108 ) ..........

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Spring Term
Organization (113) ...............
*Applied Physics (108) ..........
or
Teaching (142) ........................
or
Elective ....................................

12
12
12
12

COURSES OF STUDY
Elementary Wood Shop(101)
or
Advanced Woodshop (1 02) ..
Mechanical Drawing (110) ..
or
Mechanical Drawing (108) ....
or
Mechanical Drawing (109) ....
Advanced Psychology (107 )
or
History of Education (106)
Principles of Teach ing and
Observation (140) ............
or
Elective ....................................

12
12
12
12
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History of Education (106)
or
Advanced P sychology (107)
Wood Turning (104) ..............
or
Pattern Making (105) ... - .......

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
12

*May b e taken in Winter or Spring.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATES IN MANUAL ARTS.

Residen ce : Six full terms of r esiden ce are r equired, two
Summer t erms being equal to a regular term.
Credits: Final credit sheet mu st show satisfactory cr edit in
24 units of work (288 weeks' credit).
The requir ed subjects are:
Shopwork (101-2-3-4·5·6).
Drawing (108-9-10-11-12) .
111M. may be substituted for 112.
112A. may b e substituted for 111.
Art (108 and 110 ) .
Teaching (141-2).
Organization (113).
Composition (101).
Elementary Psychology (101).
Advanced Psychology (107) .
History of Education (106),
Principles of Teaching (101).
Applied Physics (107).
1. Courses 105, 106, and 107 should be t ak en by each student, if possible. In case of conflicting or limited classes, subllti.tutions will be allowed for these courses.
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2. At the beginning of the senior year, students may a.pply
for a fifth subject upon recommendation of the head of the department to the Committee on Extra Subjects.
3. Students should choose a special line in the senior year,
and elect shop work accordingly.
4. Satisfactory credit in Principles of Teaching is required
before Practice Teaching and in Elementary Psychology before
Principles of Teaching.
5. The need of work in expression is etrongly felt and stu·
dents should elect at least one term in that department. Member·
ship in some literary society is strongly urged upon all Manual Art
etudents.
6. Students are required to take 36 weeks of Physice, in addition to the required work, if n ot graduated from an accredited
high school, where this subject has been pursued.
7. Senior students may elect 24 weeks of Machine Drawing,
or 24 weeks of Architectural Drawing, or 12 weeks of each.
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TWO YEAR MUSIC COURSE
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

Elements of Music (101) -----Harmony (109 ) ---------------------Observation (116) -----------------Composition (101) -----------------History of Music (112)-- ------ -Physical E du cation (101)

6
12
6
12
12

Wint er Term
Elements of Mu si c (102)
Harmony (110) ---------------- -----Elementary P sychology( 101)
Voice Culture (103) -------------History and Appreciation
(113) --- --------- --------- --------------- -Physical Edu cation (10 2)

6
12
12
6
12

Spring Term
Methods: Primary Grades
(107) -----------------------------------Harmony (111 ) ---------------------Principles of Teaching (101 )
Observation (117) -- -------------Elective ---·--------------------------------

•or

Musical Composition (114) .. 12
P sychology of Manual Arts
(104) ------------------------------------ 12
Teaching (106 or 163) ------ ----- 12
Methods: Grammar Grades
(106) ------------------------------------ II
Voice Culture (104) -------------- 6
Physical E ducation (103 )
W inter Term
Advanced Voi ce Culture __ __ ____
Teaching Music (161) __ ________
*Musical Composition (126)
E lecMve --------------- -----------------Physical Education (104)

12
12
12
12

Spring Term
6
12
12
6
12

High School Conducting
(115) ------------------------------------ 12
Teaching Music (162) ----------· 12
History of E du cation (106) 12
*Musical Analysis (127)-------- 12

elective.

Chorus and Glee Club or Orchestra are required of all in t he
Music course.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR

Fall Term

Fall Term

Methods (110) .... .................... 12
Anatomy (115) ...................... 12
Elementary Psychology (101 12
Games and Rhythms (107) .. 6
Foll{ Dancing (111)................ 6
Physical Education (101)

Games and Athletics (118).. 6
Domestic Science (First Aid)
(104) .................................... 6
Principles of Teaching ( 101) 12
Teaching (181) ···················
··-· 12
Practical Diagnosis (119) .... 6
General Gymnastics and Aesthetic Dancing (120) ........ 6
Physical Education (104)

Winter Term
Anatomy (116) ...................... 12
Physiology (110) .................... 12
Aesthetic Dancing (112 ) ........ 6
Swedish Theory and Practice
(113) ·········
·························
·· 12
General Gymnastics (114) .... 6
Physical Education (102 )

Spring Term
Anatomy and Hygiene (115) 12
Swedish Theory and Practice
(116) ·········
············
··············· 6
General Gymnastics and Aesthetic Dancing (117 ) ........ 6
(106) ........................ 12
Composition (101) ................ 12

Winter Term
Appplied Anatomy and Corrective Work (121) ........ 12
Teaching (106) ........................ 12
Elective ·········"·
························· 12
Child Study (102) .................. 6
General Gymnastics and Aesthetic Dancing (122)
6

Spring Term
Playground Organization and
Gymnasium Equipment
(123) ......................................
Teaching (182) ......................
History of Education (106)
Advanced P sy chology (107) ..

12
12
12
12

COURSES OF STUDY
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GRADED SCHOOL COURSE
GROUP I-REQUIRED

1. Education.
Elementary P sychology (101) ........................................ 12 weeks
Child Study (102) ---------------------------------- -------------------------- 6 weeks
!. Teaching.
Principles of Teaching (101)-------------- -------------------------12 week&
Teaching ( 102-3) -----------------------------------------------------------18 week1
3. Art.
Drawing from Nature ( 101) ----------- --------------------------------12 weeks
Perspective (102) ------------------------------------------------------------12 weeks

4. English.
Composition (101) ---------------------------------------- -----------------12 weeks
5. Music.
Elements of Vocal Music (101) or
Methods in Music for the Grades (10!1) .................... 12 weeks
NOTE.--1Child Study (102) and Teaching (102 a.nd 103) must
be taken in the same term.
GB.OUP ll

The student will elect one course (12 weeks) from each of the
following groups:
1. English.

English Literature (102) ----------------------------------------------- 12
Literature for the Grades (103) ----------------------------------12
American Literature (111) -------------------------------------------12
Lyric Poetry ( 112) ----------------------------------------------------------12

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

2. Expression.
Reading ( 101) ---------------------·------------- ----------------------------12 weeks
Story Telling (103 )-------------------------------------------·--------------12 weeks
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3.

Geography.
General Geography (101) ................................................12 weeks

4.

History.
United States History (101) ..........................................12 weeks
Modern Europe (102) ...................................................... 12 weeks

5.

Mathematics.
Arithmetic (101) ·········-·········
··························
············--12
Nature Study.
Biological Nature Study (111) ....................................12
Chemical Nature Study (108) ........................................ 12
Physical Nature Study (107 ) ........................................12

6.

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

NOTES.-(1) Story Telling (103) and Modern Europe (102)
may be elected only by coneent of the head of the department.
(2) Physical education (101-2) ie required.
NOTE.-This course leads to a three-year certi:t!.eate which ia
not renewable.

OOURSES OF STUDY
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RURAL SCHOOL COURSES
COURSE I

Elementary P sychology ( 101) ......................................................12
Method ( 101) --------------------------------------------------------------------------------12
Teaching (107) ---------------------·------------------------------------------------------12
Composition (101 ) ----------------------------------------------------------------------12
Literature for the Grades (103)---·------------------------------------------12
Geography ( 109) --------------------------------------------------------------------------12
Arithmetic ( 101) ----------------------------------------·-------------------------------12
Agriculture ( 112-3-4) ---------------------------------------------- ................ 24
Domestic Science and Art (114). Women ...............•.............. 12
Drawing from Nature (101) ---------------·'···········-------------------------12
Perspective ( 102) ..................--------------------------------------------------------12
Manual Arts (101). Men ........................................, .....•............. 12
Elements of Vocal Music (101) --------------------------------------------------12
Rural Sociology ( 113) ----------------------------------------------------------------12
Physical Education (101-2)

weeks
'w eeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
week.!_
weeks
weeks
weeks
weekS
weeks
week.!!_
weeks
weeks

COURSE II

Elementary Psychology (1) ------------------------------------------------------12
Method ( 1) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12
Teaching (2) --------------------------·----------------------------------------------------12
Drawing from Nature (1) ----------------------------------------------------------12
Perspective (2) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------12
Elements of Vocal Music (1)----------------------------------------------------12
Arithmetic ( 1) .... ----------------------------------------------------·------------------12
Agricultural Nature Study (4, 5, 6) ........................................36
Rural Sociology (13) ------------------------------------------------------------------12
Observation and Management (3) ---------•---------------------------------- 6
Physical Education (1, 2).

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

Course II requires 576 weeks of credit, and this total, aside
from 132 weeks mentioned above (Physical Education not being
wunted) is made up of required and elective subjects of the four
high school grades.
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
ADMISSION. Pupils who present satisfactory eighth grade
certificates will be admitted to first year classes without eu.m·
ination. Pupils coming from other schools will be given credit
for work previously done on presentation of certificates of scholar·
ship, with full description of work done in each study. To avoid
delay, applicant should present such certificate before the openinc
week.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION. Sixteen units are
required for graduation. These should be selected according to
some of the schemes outlined below. (.A unit is a subject pur·
sued four or five times a week for thirty-six weeks.)
Only such pupils will be recommended for admission to higher
institutions whose work has been above the minimum pa8sing
grade, and whose habits of study warrant such recommendation.
The following groups of subjects are offered:
I. English.
II. Foreign Languages: (a) Latin, (b) German, (c)
III. Mathematics: (a) .Algebra, (b) Geometry, (c) Trigonometry.
IV. History: (a) .Ancient, (b) Medieval and Modern, (c) Eng·
lish, (d) .American, (e) Ci vies.
V. Science: (a) Geography, (b) Biology, (c) Chemistry, (d)
Physics, (e) .Agriculture.
VI.
VII.

Manual Arts: (a) Drawing and Design, (b) Domestic Art,
(c) Domestic Science, (d) Manual Arts.
Music.
.All pupils must offer the following units:

English 3, Mathematics 1, Science 1, .American History and
Civics 1, and, in addition, three units from one of groups II-VI,
and two units each from two other groups. Not more than one
unit may be offered from group VII.
Pupils will be enrolled according to some one of the follow·
ing courses. Change in classification ean be made with the permission of the Principal only.
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Collegiate Course
English ...................................... 3
Foreign Language .................. 2
Mathematics ···-··········-·············2
Science ........................................ 1
(Biology, Chemistry or Physics.)

History ···············-·····················1
Electives .................................... T
(Choice to be determined by
requirem ents of college
for
whi ch the student is preparing.)

Normal Preparatory Course
English ...................................... 3
Foreign Language .................... 2
Mathematics ............................. 2
B<nence ···-···········-'············
········2
History ...................................... 2

Domestic Science
and
Domestic Art,
or
Manual Arts ............................ 1
Electives .................................... 4

Manual Arts Preparatory Course
English ...................................... 3
German or French ·········-·······
2
Mathematics .............................. 3
Physics ........................................ 1

History ...................................... 1
Manual Arts .............................. 2
Electives .................................... 4

General Course
This course offers broad electives, but certificate granted
does not admit to higher institutions unless ehoiee in electives i11
such as to cover requirements. .
English ........................................ 3

*Science ...................................... 2

Mathematics .............................. 1
Electives .................................... 8

History ...................................... 2
(Medieval and Modern or English and American.)

(Medieval and Modern or English, and American.)
eight units.

Electives

*Students are advised to elect Geography (1 ) and one t erm each
in senior year of Physiology, Chemistry of Common Things, and
Physical Nature Study.
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GENERAL N OTES

Not less than two units in any language will be credited
toward the eixteen units required for graduation.
Latin students must elect Ancient History.
English must be begun in th e first year.
Permission to carry more than four subjects a term will be
granted only when good health and sound scholarship justify it.
No one who fails to receive above the minimum passing grade
in each study, and no one who has dropped a study because of
weak scholarship, will be permitted to carry more than the foW"
regular studies during the next term. Exception will be made
when necessary to render graduation possible.

Details of Departments
ART
MISS JUDSON
MISS NETZORG

MISS GOLDSWORTHY
MISS SPENCER
EITGH SCHOOL COURSES

1.

Dra.w1ng from Nature.

2. Perspective.

12 we eks' credit. Fall term.
MISS SPENCER

12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY

4.

Applied Design.

12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS JUDSON

RURAL AND GRADED SCHOOL COURSES

101. Draw1ng from Nature. This course aims to enlarge the
ppreciation and knowledge of the world of nature through the
udy and expression of plant and animal forms in various meurns: pencil, crayon, charcoal, and water colors. The nature
otifs studied form the bases for problems in design which are
plied to practical school problems. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
ring and Summer terms.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS SPENCER, MISS JUDSON
102. Perspective. Study of the common forms around us and
e principles governing the expression of these objects, as found
cylindrical and rectangular perspective. This course aims to
"ng the world of arts in manufactured objects to the comprehenon of students. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, a.nd
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS SPENCER, MISS JUDSON
103. Construction. This course includes the various problems
hand work applied to all grades. Paper and cardboard eonetion work, weaving, basketry, clay-modeling, book-making,
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book-binding, and other household art problems are included ill
this course_ 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer
terms.
MISS SPENCER
NOTE.-This course is open to students without previous art
work, and is of greatest importance to the grade teacher.
104. Applied Design. This course includes the study of the
principles of pure design as expressed in line, dark and light, and
color, leading to the application of these designs in stenciling,
block printing, leather, and metal work. This course is open to
students as an elective following Art 101 and 102 or their equiva·
lent. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer teriM.
MISS JUDSON
105. Advanced Art. This course continues the work in pie·
torial and decorative composition, commenced in Art 101 and 102,
with more advanced problems from nature, and landscape sub·
jects. Outdoor sketching will be a feature of this course. 12
weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
Art 106. Advanced Art. Problems in advanced perspective
found in still life studies. A course in poster making and pen and
ink studies to be used for ''Brown and Gold.'' Fall term. 12
weeks' credit.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
107. History and Appreciation of Art. This course includes
the story of Art throughout the ages, commencing with Egyptian,
Assyrian, Greek, and Roman, in architecture, sculpture, and painting, followed by a review of Renaissance and modern Art. It will
be illustrated by a large collection of pictures. Illustrated note
books are a featur e of this course. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
108. Manual Arts. Art students in a Manual Arts course
need the ability to perceive form and express it correctly.
Free hand sketching from forms in nature as a basis for work in
decorative design to be applied to objects made in the shops and
in the second term in applied design, is followed by freehand
perspective problems in drawing from objects and machinery,
illustrating the principles of cylindrical and rectangular perspeet-
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ive. Problems in household Arts are also included in this cour!e.
Mediums used are pencil, colored crayons, blackboard, and water
eolor. 12 weeks ' credit. Fall term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
109. Blackboard Sketching. This course gives attention to
free sketching on the blackboard with the purpose of illustrating
other school subjects, nature study, in plant, animal, and figure
work. Use of blackboard is demonstrated to illustrate special ocions: Thanksgiving, Christmas, Valentine day, Easter, etc. The
aking of calendars for each month and practice in printing are
eluded in this course. Open to all students who have had Art
01. 6 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
110. Manual Training Art in Applied Design. This course
eludes the study of pure design, the study and application of
rineiples bearing on structural design and structural enrichment
wood-turning, cabinet-making, metal, and leather. Practice is
·ven in the use of pencil, ink, and color wash for design purposes.
2 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS .TIID.SQN
111. Advanced Art. Figure work is the special feature of
·a course, including also the study and appreciation of work by
e great artists in figure work in the different schools: Italian,
rman, Dutch, French, English, and American. 12 weeks' credit.
ring term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
112. Art Observation. Special students in Art or Art and
usic are requested to observe the work in Art as taught in the
aining School in all grades as their programs permit. Illusated note books are a feature of this course. A weekly conerence will be held with the class. 6 weeks' credit.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
113. Continuation of work outlined under Art 112. 6 weeks'
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
Course of Study. This includes a study of the leading
stems of public school Art and the making of an illustrated
urse of study for all grades in the public schools, both eleentary and high schools. 12 weeks credit. Spring term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY
151. Teaching Art in the Training School, under supervision.
credit.
MISS NETZORG
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152.

Teaching Art in the Tra.inl.ng School

BIOLOGY
DR. HARVEY
RURAL AND illGH SCHOOL COURSES
1·2·3. Elementary Biology. This course a.ims to
the student to the great r ealm of Biology, giving him a gene
knowledge and appreciation of the life about him and its contro
ing principles, with the h ope that such will widen his outlook, ·
erease his capacity for enjoyment and orient him in nature. Th
course lays the foundation for further work in the deparimen
to which it is made a prerequisite. Consists of laboratory, ftel
and recitation work throughout the year. Open to all high scho
etudents in their sophomore year. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winte
and Spring terms.

4-5-6. Agriculture and Nature Study. (a)
different types of cattle, horses, sheep, swine, and imJ?ortant bree
of poultry. The care of milk, separation of cream, and the Ba.
cock t est will be considered. Field work includes inspection o
typical farms about Kalamazoo. A. study of trees with particul
attention to the farm wood lot. Work in forest nursery. Elemen
of landscape gardening.
(b) Tests and experiments dealing with temp erature, ai
moisture, porosity, etc. Discussions on tillage and fertilizers.
study of the structure, functions, and hygiene of the human bod
Sanitation of the home, school, and community.
(c) Classification and culture. Experimental plats in t
school garden, plant diseases, judging of crops, with especi
emphasis upon corn. A consideration of the common native bir
weeds, and insects with particular a.ttention to their relation
agriculture. Indentification of spring flowers. 36 weeks eredi
Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
RURAL I,

GRADED

SCHOOL, AND
COURSES.

LIFE

The foll owing sequence of courses, 101-109, is especia
planned to meet the needs of those students who contemplate t
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teaching of the biological sciences or who desire a biological
foundation in anticipation of medical work. Major students must
n.tisfaetorily complete courses 101-103 and 104-106, or 107-109.
Minor students are required to take course 101-103. Major students must consult with the head of the department before completing their registration.
101-102-103. General Biology. This course aims to preseni
the fundamental biological principles as a foundation for all
subsequent work in Biology. Through a study of selected plant and
animal types, principles are developed and their application to
mankind is persistently emphasized. An effort is made to equip
the student with the scientific attitude of mind and to orient him
in regard to his objective world to the end that he may more
rationally, effectively, and happily conduct his life. O:tl'ered each
71ar. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. HARVEY
104-105-106. Zoology. A general consideration of the structure, evolution, and environmental relations of animals. Repreeenta.tive types of each phylum of the animal kingdom are studied
in the laboratory; lectures and field work complete the course.
Prerequisite: Biology 101-102-103, or its equivalent. Not offered in 1916. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MR. HUNTINGTON
107. Plant Morphology. A general survey of the evolution of
tile plant kingdom, as illustrated by a study of a series of selected.
types representative of the principal
groups. Advised preJequisite: Biology 101-102-103. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
DR. HARVEY
108. Plant Physiology. A study of the functions of the living
The laboratory is utilized for the demonstrations and measuement of a series of the more general plant processes. Advieed
requisites: Biology 101, 102, 103, 107. 12 weeks' credit. Winter
DR. HARVEY

Jllant.

109. Plant Ecology. A field and laboratory study of the
her plant organs in relation to their environment, also a brief
"deration of plant associations and formations. Advised preuisites: Biology 101, 102, 103, 107, 1!08. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
DR. HARVEY
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110. General Physiology. This course is designed to meet tU
demand for a general knowledge of physiology, hygiene and sanitation, and to prepare the teacher to properly handle such work
and problems in his own school. Available texts are investig&ted.
This course is offered to meet the needs of those students who dt
not present Physiology as an entrance credit. 12 weeks' credit.
Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer t erms.
MR. HUNTINGTON
111. Biological Nature Study. The purpose of this course ia
to present the ideals and methods of nature study, to acquaint tM
student with available materials and give him a grasp of the
literature of the subject. School gardens receive attention. Sea.
sonal phenomena of plant and animal life are treated. Field and
laboratory work are devoted to identification and ecology of oar
common plant and animal forms-especial stress being placed
tree, bird, flower, and insect study. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Sprinr,
and Summer terms.
MR. HUNTINGTON
112. Farm a.nd Orchard Crops. The purpose of this cour11e il
to give the student a clear idea of the principal farm crops of til
country, their classification, value, care, and place on the fa11L
The various orchard crops are also taken up and a plan of orcha.rt
management is worked out. Prerequisite: Biology 4·5·6, or ita
equivalent. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
113. Soils a.nd Soil Fertility. This course aims to acquaill
the student with the formation and nature of the difl'erent typt1
of soil. Half the time will be spent in laboratory work up01
some of the fundamental principles of soil management, and so
time will also be spent on soil fertility. Prerequisite: Biolo
4-5·6, or its equivalent. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
114. Insect a.nd Plant Diseases. In this course the stud
will become acquainted with . the common insects, their cia ·
cation, life histories, manner of growth, and known remedies f
those which are detrimental to plant or animal life. Plant dise
of the locality will also be studied, classified, and a collection ma
Prerequisite: Biology 4·5·6, or its equivalent. 12 weeks' cr ·
Spring term.
115. A.n&tomy. This course aims to give the student a. el
and definite know:edge of the structure of the human mechani
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etures and text -books are supplemented by ·a. complete ma.mdissection. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. HUNTINGTON
llll.

equisite.

A continuation of course ll5, whieh is a pre12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. HUNTINGTON

.Ana.tomy.

ll7. Hygiene. The factors of both personal and social Hy'ene are considered, with especial emphasis on the causes of illealth and diseas e, and their control and prevention. 12 weeks'
redit. Spring t erm.
MR. HUNTINGTON
ll8. Special Physiology. This course is a more advanced conideration of the physiology of the human mechanism than offered
n Course llO. L ectures and text-book are supplemented by labortory work. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. HUNTINGTON
ll9. Field Biology. To meet the demands of any who may
esire special work along this line. Such a course will embrace
he detailed study under direction of some habitat or region or
ome group of plants or animals. Collections and reports are reuired. The credit is determined by work done.
DR. HARVEY, MR. HUNTINGTON

120. Organic Evolution. The main purpose of this course is
o present to the general students a comprehensive introduction
o our present-day knowledge of the factors a.nd phenomena of
rganic evolution to the end that he may acquire a philosophy of
ature and a recognition of man's place in nature as a basis of
hought and action. No prerequisite required. 12 weeks' credit.
all term.
DR. HARVEY
12L Heredity. This course is devoted to a more detailed
tudy of the factors of evolution which were only briefly treated
'n course 120, with especial emphasis upon variation and heredity.
The attempt is not only to give the student a grasp of the principles involved, but of the problems and the methods of investiga·
tion. Biology 120 is a desirable prerequisite. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
DR. HARVEY
122. Bio-sociology. Courses 120 and 121 naturally lead to
the content of this course. A study is made of those fundamental
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biological doctrines which are essential to an understanding of
th e social organism as a biological product. The biological la111
determinative of the origin and evolution of society are especially emphasized and a natural b asis for ethics and religion it
developed. An outline for th e rational control of the futunJ
evolution of society completes the course. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
t erm.
DR. HARVEY

CHEMISTRY
DR. McCRACKEN.
RURAL AND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES

1-2-3. Elementary General Chemistry.
beginners and presupposes no knowledge of
t ory work is required and a note book must
credit is allowed for this work. 36 weeks'
an d Spring terms.

This is a course for
the subject. Laborabe kept. No Normal
credit. Fall, Winter,
DR. McCRACKEN

GRADED SCHOOL AND LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSES

101-2-3. General Chemistry. This course is required of an
students majoring in chemistry, and may be taken by those d•
siring a one-year credit in the sub j ect. Previous training in the
subject is desirable, but not required. It is required for entrance
to all other courses in chemistry except 109. Laboratory work
is required. Text-book used, Alexander Smith's ''General Chemistry for Colleges.'' 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Sprinc
terms.
DR. McCRACKEN
104. Qualitative Analysis. Tests for metals. L ectures and
laboratory work. Required of students majoring in chemietry.
May be elected by others. Courses 101-2-3 are a prerequisite to
this course. Text-book, Stieglitz's "Qualitative Chemical Analy
sis. "
12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
DR. McCRACKE,
105. Qualitative Analysis. T ests for acid radicals and ana
lysis of unknowns. Requirements
12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
106. Quantitative Analysis. L ectures and laboratory wor
R equired of students majoring in chemistry. Prerequisites : Cours

WOOD·TURNING SHOP
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101-2-3-4-5. May be elected by those prepared toA ake it. U
weeks ' credit. Spring term.
DR. McCRACKEN
107. Quantitative Analysis. This is a continuation of course
106, and has the same requirements.
DR. McCRACKEN
108. Chemical Nature Study. This is a nature study course.
A study will be made of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, chlorine, sulphur, hydrogen, etc., and some of the more common and important
compounds occurring in nature and the arts. The attempt will be
made to show how these things may profitably be introduced to
children in the grades. While some knowledge of chemistry is
desirable, it is not required of those taking the course. 12 weeks'
credit. Fall and Winter terms.
DR. McCRACKEN
109. Organic Chemistry. If there are enough students prepared to take this course, who desire to do so, an e:flort will be
made to accommodate them.
SUMMER TERM 1917

The following courses will be offered, 101 and 108. Laboratory
work in courses 104 and 106 will be arranged for students d&siring such work. 12 weeks' credit in each of the above courses
may be earned.
A review course, covering the fi eld of general chemistry, for
teachers of the subject, will b e given if enough students desire
it. No credit will be allowed for this work.

DOMESTIC ART
MISS BLAIR
Domestic Art work may be taken as an elective in the Life
Certificate course.
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

1-2-3. Domestic Art. This course includes the following:
Use and care of the sewing machine and its attachments, making
stitches and seams by hand and machine, with application to
household articles and undergarments; the drafting and adapiation of patterns, cutting, fitting, and finishing of undergarments·;
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making a tailored skirt of cotton material, embroidery stitches
applied to a waist and making of waist, simple lingerie dress. 12
weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
RURAL COURSE

114. Domestic Art. Making of stitches by hand and machine
and instruction in methods of teaching same. Hand problems
suitable for grade work, and three simple undergarments made.
Care of clothing, darning, patching, removal of spots, stains, etc.,
brushing and pressing. Outline study of the four textile fibres,
production and manufacture. 6 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS BLAIR
RURAL I AND LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSE.

101. Elementary Sewing. This course includes a study of
the use and care of the sewing machine and its attachments;
making of stitches and seams by hand and machine, with application to undergarments; drafting and adaptation of patterns;
·cutting, fitting, and finishing of und ergarments; knitting, crocheting, simple embroidery, and decorative stitches, applied to garments or household linens. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS BLAIR
102. Sewing Textiles and Elementary Millinery. Elementary
study of the four great textile fibres, of their production and manufacture into thread and fabrics, with special attention to the choosing and care of materials for the household wardrobe . . Simple
household tests showing adulte1·ations, reaction of soaps, acids,
bleaching agents, removal of stains, etc., are given. Fancy and
embroidery stitches are applied to center piece or dresser scarf.
Study of shirtwaist by designing fancy waist from plain pattern,
o1·iginal design if possible. Making of shirtwaist, shirt or middy
blouse. Covering a pressed-cape net frame with straw, silk or ribbon. Making of bows, ornaments, lining and trimming. Questions
of color line and suitability to type discussed. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
MISS BLAIR
103. Designing and Dressmaking. Discussions of style, lines,
proportions, and suitability of clothes to the individual. Study
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of patterns and their adaptability. Copying from a picture a suit
or dress by designing from plain foundation patterns. Cutting
and fitting garments in unbleached muslin. Making of a tailored
akirt, linen .or wool and a lingerie dress. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
term.
MISS BLAIR
104. Millinery and Sewing.. Remodeling, altering, and re·
wiring ready made frames. Covering with velvet or silk, trimming, bows, ornament, and flower making. Remodeling old hats
and renovating materials. Making of wire frame and shapin_g
buckram over it.
Study of division of income, planning wardrobes on limited
and abundant allowance. Entire wardrobe for infant planned
and made as a class problem, given as a Christmas donation to
needy. Christmas gifts made. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS BLAIR 105. Dressmaking and Millinery. Prerequisite 103, or equivalent. Tight lining cut from stock patterns adjusted to each individual. Net lining made. Simple silk or wool dress made using
lining. Study of individual needs.
Covering of pressed shapes with straw, silk or ribbon. Making of bows, ornaments, lining and trimmings. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
MISS BLAIR
106. Millinery and Dressmaking. Making two practice_ wire
frames from given measurements. Third wire frame covered with
maline, net, or lace. Sewing of braid for child's hat. Renovating hats, materials, etc. Making of bows, ornaments, and lining.
llaking graduating or lingerie i!ress, worth not over $5.00. Speeial erecl.it for originality in design, trimming, and ingenuity
abown in this problem. Term paper on possibilities of domestic
art work in college education. 12 weeks' credit. · Spring term.
MISS BLAIR
110-111-112. Domestic Art. This course is planned especially
for General Life course student s, or those wishing only one year
of sewing. It is, however, essentially the same as 101-2-3, and
may be interchangeable with them. 36 we eks ' credit. Fall, Winand Spring terms.
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE
MISS MOORE
Students desiring work in this subject may take it as
elective in the Life Certificate course.
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
1-2-3. High School Course. This iN a general course in cook
ing, study of foods, and the principles underlying the cooking
these foods. There will be some work in the serving of meals an
other work connected with the management of th e home. T ·
course is open only to high school students. Two-hour period
twice a week. 18 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring term
MISS HUTT
101-2-3. Domestic Scien ce. A general course in cooki
planning of meals, and practical housekeeping problems. Open t
those wishing to elect Domestic Science. Two-h our periods, fo
times weekly. 36 weeks ' credit.
MISS MOOR
104. Domestic Science. (a) Emergencies. This course i
eludes "First Aid" remedies for sprains, bruises, cuts, burns, et
One-hour period, four times weekly. First six weeks of Fall ter
6 weeks' credit.
(b) Hom e Nursing. The conrse includes all duties whic
would be performed as a house nurse, such as care and furnisbin
a sick ro om, daily care of patient, treatment in common diseas
and methods of disinfection. Some work in invalid dietarie
Second six weeks of the Fall term. 6 weeks' credit.
MISS MOOR
105. Domesti c Science. Home sanitation and managemen
Topics : The house, its location, structure, arrangement of room
heating, lighting, ventilating, furnishing, systematic housekee
ing, cost of living, and keeping of accounts. With this some pra
tical work in cleaning and care of plumbing is given. One-bon
period, four times weekly. 12 weeks' credit. Winter t erm.
MISS MO OR
106. Domestic Science. This course includes such topics
digestion, metabolism, and dietetics. Food principles with vario
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amounts of each ne eded by infants and adults under different conditions. Calculation of dietaries for various ages and occupations. One-hour periods, four times weekly. 12 weeks 1 credit.
Spring term.
MISS MOORE
I.URAL I,

GRADED

SCHOOL AND
COURSES

LIFE

CERTIFICATE

llO.. Domestic Science. A course planned to meet the desire
ef those students who wish to take only one term of cookery. The
course includes a study of the different food materials and the
principles underlying the cooking of each. Some lessons will be
devoted to the planning and serving of meals, marketing, and
general housekeeping problems. Two-hour periods, four times
weekly. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS RUTTY
ll4. Rural Course. This course gives practice in simple
cooking lessons which can be offered in a rural school. The noon
lunch problem is studied and the laboratO'ry work includes the
preparation of foods which could be served warm at the school.
Estimates are made of cost of the food and equipment. Some
work is given in the planning and serving of meals. Two-hour
periods, twice a week. 6 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS RUTTY

EDUCATION
DR. CAMERON

DR. BURNHAM

MR. REINHOLD

RURAL COURSE II
1. Psychology. Seniors in the Rural School course II are
riven a twelve weeks' course in psychology. An attempt is made
to give such instruction as will serve as a foundation for · the
eourses in method and management. A further purpose of this
course is to inspire a permanent interest in the study of psyebology. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
DR. BURNHAM

llURAL

I,

GRADED

SCHOOL AND
COURSES

LIFE

CERTIFICATE

101. Elementary Psychology. While the great er part of the
time in this course will be given to gaining facility in dealing
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with problems of elementary psychology and in the use of the
necessary vocabulary and materials, it is intended also to lay the
foundation for the student's later work in education and especially
to assist him to a better understanding and control of his OWll
methods of study. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, and
Summer terms.
DR. CAMERON, MR. REINHOLD, DR. BURNHAM
102. Child Study. By means of definite assignments for
observation and careful study of children, the student will have
opportunity to gain further acquaintance with the interests and
activities of th e various stages of child life and youth. Two observations und er direction of the instructor will be made weekly
in the Training School. This will be supplemented by the read·
ing of some of the more significant studies that have been made
and by acquaintance with the more important conclusions and
problems that have been formulat ed. Prerequisite: Elementary Pay·
chology 101. 6 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Summer terms.
DR. CAMERON, MR. REINHOLD
104. Psychology of Manual Arts. Required of students in
Music and Art. The first half of this course is devoted to chlld
study. The second half considers important questions connected
with the interpretation of the larger demand for the industrial
and fine Arts, the place of these in the curriculum, and the teach·
ing of the same. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
DR. CAMERON
105. Secondary Education. This course deals with the psy·
chology of adolescence. In the first part of the term chief atten·
tion will be devoted to the traits, interests, and mental and moral
reactions of adolescents as these are shown in the studies of Hall
and other recent workers in the field. In the last half of the term
chief attention will be directed to th e presentation and discussion of the more important problems of secondary education. In
this part of th e course leading books and articles will be hastily
surveyed. Prerequisite: Elementary Psychology 101. 12 weeks'
credit. Winter term. ·
DR. CAMERON
106. History of Modem Education. The development of the
school in its relation to other social organizations. Especial at·
tention will be given to the historical conditions and the meu
most significant in the understanding of present-day problema.
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Prerequisite: Elementary Psychology 101. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, Spring, and Summer terms.
DR. CAMERON, MR. REINHOLD
107. Advanced Psychology. The aim of this course is a
careful study of such problems in psychology and education as
the learning process, the reasoning process, habituation and inhibition, in the light of the student 's previous experience and
trainin g and with the aid of as much experimentation as is practicable in the class and in small groups of the class. It will be
planned to formu late the results of this study so as to make it
serviceable in teaching and as a basis f or independent study and
research. Prerequisite: Element ary Psychology 101. 12 weeks'
credit. Open to seniors only. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer
terms.
DR. CAMERON, MR. REINHOLD
108. School Organization and Administrat ion. This course
is intended not only for those who expect to engage in educational administration, but also for other teachers who wish to
understand better the conditions und er which th ey are working.
The tendency toward a greater sharing of responsibility on the
part of all concerned in a school is often hindered by lack of this
understanding. A study will be made of some of the books and
periodical literature of the subj ect in an effort to determine a
few of the influences which are manifes ting themselves in the
organization of school laws, boards, supervision, curricula and
methods, pupils' and t eachers' organizations, etc. 12 weeks'
credit. Winter and Summer t erms.
MR. REINHOLD
109. School Hygiene. The necessity of conservin g the health
of the child is being more and more emphasized. Hence the
problem of mental and physical hygiene of the child as well as
that of the various institutions as they relat e to th e child call for
our earnest consideration. Among the topics taken up in this
course will be the periods of development ; the different methods
determining the age of the child; school diseases and medical
inspection; measurements and tests; time tables; hom e study; examinations; fatigue; posture; school groun ds, buildings and deeoration, and other agencies connected with the child's e:fficient
development. R,eports of actual conditions found and of possible
methods of improvement will be requ ested. 12 weeks' credit.
Spring and Su=er terms.
DR. CAMERON
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110. The P hilosophy of E ducation. In this course it will be
the endeavor to gain some idea of the principles of education in
accordance with the relevant laws of biology, psychology, sociol·
ogy, and philsophy. Use will be made of the chief contributions
of Rosenkranz, Tate, Horne, Cole, Dewey, MacVannel, and others
who have attempted to state the nature of education in the light
of its broader and deeper aspects. 6 or 12 weeks' credit. Summer term.
DR. CAMERON, MR. REINHOLD
*111. Psychological Clinic. This course will include a study
of the defective or backward child. Mental and physical exam·
inations will b e made of defective and backward children for the
purpose of determining the nature and degree of the deficiency
and of prescribing the training necessary for the special child.
Students taking 112 will be required to enroll in this course.
This course will consist of one two-hour period, each week. 12
weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. CAMERON
112. Ungraded Class Training. In view of the increasing d&ma.nd for the special training of defective and backward chi!·
dren, a course is offered with the view of giving teachers desir·
ing to enter this field of education the preparation needed by the
apecial teacher. The course will include a study of the use and
application of the various kinds of mental tests, the training best
adapted to the needs of such childrenr the methods to be used, and
a general study of the problem of defective and backward chi!·
dren. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. CAMERON
*Students will be directed in their General Life Certificate
course so that their choice of electives will make for a somewhat
thorough training for teaching ungraded, or special, classes.
116. Rural Education. A study of the organization, admin·
istration, and curricula of rural schools. Will consider the possi·
bilities of industrial subjects in rural schools. Elective; open to
seniors in any course. 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Summer terms.
DR. BURNHAM
117. County Training mass Problems. Demonstration of
rural school teaching will be observed in the Oakwood rural school.
There will be observation in the Training School, and the speci1ie
questions of the organization and teaching of County Normal
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Training Classes will be considered in round-table conferences.
12 weeks' credit.
MISS ELLETT
118. Agricultural Education. This is not a course in agrieulture. A review is made of the methods in use in teaching
agriculture in elementary and secondary schools, and the various
questions of administration and equipm ent, as well as possible
aftiliations with extension work, such as boys' and girls' clubs,
abort local schools, and institutes are carefull y considered. 12
weeks ' credit. Winter term.
DR. BURNHAM

ENGLISH
RURAL AND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES

The aim in first-year English is: (1) To develop in the student, as far as possible, the ability to tell a straight-forward,
well-balanced, pointed story in easy, familiar English. (2) To
acquaint him with the essential elem entary details of sentencestructure, paragraphin g, capitalization, preparation of manuscript,
and punctuation. (3) To bring him to a knowledge and appreciation of a number of well-known stories that are genuine hterature.
Each student in any English class is required to r ead one
book a month besides_his regular class reading.
FIRST-YEAR ENGLISH

1. English. Required in Rural II and First-Year High School
eonrses. Two periods a week are given to composition, two periods a week to literature, an d one period a week to grammar.
Composition will embrace both oral and writt en work The oral
eomposition will be chiefly narrative, reproducing the stories of
standard writers. The written composition will include single narrative paragrap hs, fables, incidents, and situations, based on experiences, and social letters, which will be written, at least cnce a
month throughout the year, to r eal correspondents. The time devoted to grammar will b e spent on sentence classification, whole
and simple subj ects and predicates, complements, modifiers, and oral
1entenee analysis. In the work in literature, classic and l egendary
urrative prose, and a few simple narrative poems will be stutied. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term .
MRS. BISCOMB, MISS BAUGHMAN
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2. English. Required in Rural II and First-Year High School
courses. The work is divided as in English I. In oral compositioa
the narratives are chiefly reproductive. The student will write
stories of two, three, or four paragraphs in length. The review
in grammar will include a careful study of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, and adverbs. The work in literature wil be a continuation of English I. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MRS. BISCOMB, MISS BAUGHMAN
3. English, Required in Rural II and First-Year High School
courses. This course includes: (1) In oral composition, original
stories and some original exposition. (2) In written composition,
continued work in longer stories, some exposition, and social letters. (3) Under grammar, particular attention will be paid to
verbs, conjunctions, interjections, and prepositions. ( 4) Literature in English 1 and 2. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MRS. BISCOMB, MISS BAUGHMAN
SECOND-YEAR ENGLISH
(1) Composition and rhetoric, two periods a week.
(2) Literature, two periods a week.
(3) Reading, one period a week.
The study of rhetoric ser.v es as a guide and source of suggestion in writing and speaking, as well as increasing the student'•
understanding and appreciation of the literature which he it
asked to read.
4. Composition-Literature. Required in Rural II and SecondYear High School courses. This course includes : (1) Composition
and rhetoric, a somewhat formal study of narration; single narrative paragraphs, and at least one narrative of from three to sii
paragraphs are required each week. (2) Literature, the careful
study of selected English classics. (3) Reading, one period
weekly is devoted to th e reading and study of material in representative magazines and newspapers. 12 weeks' credit. Fall
term.
MISS BAUGHMAN
5. Composition-Literature. Required in Rural II and SecondYear High SchoGl courses. The work is continued as outlined under English 4. It includes : (1) Description and letter writing.
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Careful study of portions of the "Iliad." ( 3) Magazine
and newspaper work. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS BAfuGHMAN
6. Composition-Literature. Required in Rural II and SecondYear High School courses. Exposition is emphasized. Some of
Shakespeare's plays and some of "The Idylls of the King" are
studied in class. Magazine and newspaper work is continued as
in Englisch 4 and 5. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS BAUGHMAN
TillRD-YEAR ENGLISH.
7. English. Required in Third-Year High School course.
Five periods a week, three for literature, one for composition
and rhetoric, and one for reading. In literature, the short story
is studied. This course does not aim to trace the development of
the short story, but considers the chief forms in which it is found
today. Th e composition, which is both oral and written, includes
the writing of original abstracts and outlines, short stories in
imitation of those studied, class discussions, and short talks on
outside reading and assigned topics. One period each week is
given to the reading and study of selected magazine and newspaper items. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MRS. BISCOMB
8. English. Required in Third-Year High School course.
The work is divided as in English 7. In literature, a careful
study is made of one novel, several essays, and two or more orations. Each student is required to write one formal essay and
one argument or oration, as well as a few informal essays, based
on individual or class interests. The oral composition consists of
debates and discussions on topics of current interest, and reports
of reading done. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MRS. BISCOMB
9. English. Required in the Third-Year High School course.
During this term two or three of Shakespeare's plays, several
narrative, and many lyric poems are read and studied. The work
in composition as outlined mider English 8 is continued. 12
weeks' credit. Spring term.
MRS. BISCOMB
FOURTH-YEAR ENGLISH.
10. English. Elective in Fourth-Year High School course.
Five periods a week. The work in literature includes a rapid
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survey of the history of English literature, supplemented by a
generous amount of reading. The composition work of the year,
one period a week, is oral and written. Stories, letters, editorials,
reports, debate's, and orations receive some attention. Magazine
and newspaper work one day each week throughout the year. 12
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MRS. BISCOMB
11. English. Elective in Fourth-Year High School course.
The work in reading, composition, and literature as outlined under
English 10 is continued. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MRS. BISCOMB
12. English. Elective in Fourth-Year High School course.
Five periods a week, one for a survey of the history of American
literature, this to include important biographical facts of the
chief writers; two for a rapid reading of their most worthy pro- '
ductions. Composition and reading as outlined under English 1
10 and 11 are continued. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MRS. BISCOMB I
13. Review Grammar. The purpose of this cour se is a thor·
ough academic review for
who are preparing for the county
examinations. Methods employed in teaching grammar will be
discussed and a comparative study of texts will be made. It is
not accepted as credit for English 14. Summer term .
14. Grammar. Elective in Rural II course. Thorough aea·
demic review, comparative study of texts on grammar, and a cor.·
sideration of methods that may be employed in teaching the sub·
ject. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS BAUGHMAN
99. Preparatory Composition. The elements of composition
are treated under both form and content. The course deals with
punctuation, word usage, paragraph and sentence structure, and
business and social forms in letter writing. Daily practice is af.
forded in both oral and written composition. Credit in this course
is accepted in Rural II course as part credit in Third-Year High
School English. 12 weeks' credit. Summer term.
RURAL

I , GRADED SCHOOL, AND LIFE
COURSES-LANGUAGE

CERTIFICATE

101. Composition. A study of word usage, the sentence, and
the paragraph, with critical work in punctuation, general ma!IUscript details, and proofreading. F ormal study
exposition. One
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or more detailed outlines for original expositions of some length
are required. Individual consultation and criticisms on all written
work. The chief aim of the course is to stimulate genuine thinking
on the part of the student . Required in Graded School and all
Life Certificate courses. All students in this course must meet the
requirements of proficiency in spelling. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, Spring, and Su=er terms.
MR. JONES, MR. SPRAU, MISS MURPHY
104. Teachers' Grammar. (Course 101 prerequisite.) This
course will include a brief consideration of the history of the
teaching of English grammar, and a series of studies such as:
(1) To what extent does the finite verb agree with the subject¥
(2) The so-ealled "short circuit" in English syntax. (3) Advantages and disadvantages in the use of the diagram, with brief
mention of different forms of diagramming. ( 4) The English
word order and its influence on noun and pronoun construction.
(5) Some false or misleading teachings in some modern school
grammars. (6) Grammar in the elementary school. 12 weeks'
credit. Su=er term.
MR.
106. Anglo..Saxon. The purpose of this course is to give the
student some acquaintance with old English grammar and old
English forms as a foundation for more thorough study and understanding of middle and modern English. Bright's "Anglo-Saxon
Reader." 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. SPRA U
107. Chaucer. Courses 102, 106 prerequisites. Attention is
paid to middle English forms. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. JONES
NOTE.-English 106 and English 107 are required of all students who elect English as a major subject in the High School Life
Certificate course.
118. The Teaching of English in the High School. The course
aims at introducing the student to helpful methods of instruction
iD composition and in the presentation of literature, to a consideration of the curriculum as affected by the different types of high
tehools, and to the selection of suitable texts. Except in special
eases, only seniors will be admitted to the course. Prerequisites :
English 101 and two other courses, preferably one in language and
;ee in literature. Twelve weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR. JONES
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102. English Literature. A general and rapid survey of the
whole field of English literature. The time in class is given to lee·
tures, reading, and interpretation of selections from the various
periods. A generous list of required reading will be assigned at
the beginning of the term. 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Winter
terms.
MISS MURPHY
103. Literature for the Grades. The purpose of this course
is to introduce the student to literature which may be adapted
both to his work in the Training School and to his later work a.a
an independent teacher. The work includes a study of the na·
ture, and general fitn ess in particular grades, of some of the
types of literature, especially epic and lyric poetry, simple drama,
and prose narrative. Emphasis is laid on the study of the individual story, particularly its structure and suitability for dramatization. This course is recommended particularly to students who
expect to teach in grades I-V. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Spring,
and Summer terms.
MISS MURPHY
105. Nineteent h Century Prose. A study of non-fiction prose
of the nineteenth century. Selections from Lamb, Carlyle, Ruekin, and Arnold are studied in class. In addition to library reading each student writes several papers on subjects suggested by
the course. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. SPRAU
108. Elizabethan Drama. Readings from the chief dramatists of the period from the presentation of "Gorboduc"(1561) to
the closing of the theaters (1642) supplemented by lectures on th
development of English comedy an d tragedy. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
MR. JONE
109. Tennyson and Browning. As much as possible of th
writings of t hese men will be read, supplemented by interpreta
tive lectures on the main currents of thought of the nineteent
century as it found artistic expression in the poetry of England'
greatest poets of the period. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term
MR. SPRA
llO. Late Nineteenth Century Poets. A study of the repr
sentative poems of Rossetti, Morris, and Swineburne. 12 weeks
credit. Summer term.
MR. JONE
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111. American Literature. A careful study of the chief
American poets, supplemented with library reading from the chief
prose writers. Several critical or interpretative essays are required of each student. 12 weeks' credit. Spring t erm.
MR SPRAU
112. Lyric
ers especially.
eiation of good
and to suggest
eredit. Winter

Poetry. This course is intended for grade teachIts aim is to help the student to a fuller apprepoetry; to know why a poem is good literature;
ways of using poetry with classes. 12 weeks'
term.
MR. SPRAU

113. A Study of the Novel. This course attempts to trace
the development of prose fiction since the time of Defoe. 12.
weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR JONES
114. Shakespeare. The aim of the course is to help the student read Shakespeare with more understandin g and appreciation . . Three or four plays are read carefully in class and others
are assigned for outside study. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. SPRAU
115. English and Scottish Ballads. Some attention will be
paid to the origin of ballads, and of minor epic poems. Most of
the time in class will be spent in reading the ballads themselves,
e reading to b e supplemented by class discussion. Sargent and
"ttridge 's "English and Scottish Popular Balla ds."
(Camridge Edition) will be used. The stud ent is introduced, moreover,
a consideration of the value of preserving local tradition and
olk song. Some attention will be paid to children's rhymes and
ging games. 12 weeks' cr edit. Spring term.
MR. JONES
217.. Romantic Revival in English Poetry. The course will
elude a period beginning with the publication of "A Collection
Old Ballads" (1723), and concluding with the work of Wordsorth. Its purpose is t o trace the gradual growth of interest in
ladry and in associated manifestations of romantic t endencies in
glish poetry, especially as seen in the work of Ramsay, Fergusn, Gray, Percy, Scott, Burns, Coleridge, and Wordsworth. 12
eeks' credit. Winter t erm.
MR JONES
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EXPRESSION
MISS FORNCROOK

MISS ROGERS

RURAL AND IDGH SCHOOL COURSES
1. Expr ession. A general course in fundamental principles
of expression as applied to reading, simple speech making, storytellin g, etc. 12 weeks' credit. Fall t erm.
MISS RO GERS
2. Informal Speech, Debat e, and Oratory. A specifi c couree
designed to give students practice in public speaking of all forlll!.
Contests in debate will be held and students will be p repared for
entrance into oratorical contests. Expression is advised as a prerequisite. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS ROGERS

3. Dramatic Club. A dramat ic club will be formed for the
study and acting of plays. No credit. Fall, Winter, a nd Spring
t erms.
MISS ROGERS
RURAL, GRADED, AND LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSES
101. Reading. This course aims to develop expressive reading and effective teaching of reading. It puts special emphasis
on fundamental principles and therefore should precede other
courses. 12 weeks' credit.. Fall, Winter, Spring and Summer
t erms.
MISS FORNCROOK, MISS ROGERS
102. Voice. It is the aim of this course to eradicate defecte
in speech, to make the voice more responsive to thought and f eeling and to give opportunity for study in technique of speech. 12
weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Sprin g terms.
MISS ROGERS
103. Interpretation. This course gives the student oppor·
tunity to present interpretations of classic literature. Special
attention will be given to reading of Shakespeare. It must be
preceded by Reading 101. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS ROGERS
104. Story Telling. A study of the purpose of story tellin
in school and of selection of stories. Daily practice in tellin
stories. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summe
terms.
MISS FORNCROO
105. Informal Speaking a.nd Debate. Aims to develop eas
in public speaking. Gives opportunit y f or discussion of gener
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topics and curr ent questions of interest. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS ROGERS
106. Festival a.nd Pa.geantry. A study of the value of festivals and pageants, methods of organization, presentation, etc. The
class will develop and present one festival. 12 weeks' credit.
Spring term.
MISS FORNCROOK
107. Contempora,ry Dra.ma. Nine weeks of this course will
be spent in a study of modern continental, English, and American
drama. During the last three weeks one short play will be studied and presented. The course aims to give standards of judgment in choice of plays and right methods of presentation. 12
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS FORNCROOK
108. Much attention is given in the Department of Expression to presentation of plays. ''Twelfth Night,'' ''The Knight of
the Burning Pestle,'' ''Taming of the Shrew,'' ''The Piper,'' and
"You Never Can Tell," are among the plays presented.
NOTE.-There is also in the school a Dramatic Association.
Students interested may consult the department.

GEOGRAPHY
MR. WOOD

MISS HARRISON*

RURAL AND illGH SCHOOL COURSES
1. Physical Geography of the Lands. This course includes
the following parts: (1) A study of the common minerals and
rocks--the materials from which the lands are made; (2) a study
of the relief features of the lands by means of pictures, slides,
models, blackboard sketching, contour mapping, and field work
io the vicinity of the school; (3) the study of the relief of type
regions of the earth with a view to illustrating the principles developed in parts (1) and (2). Five periods a week, partly for
field and laboratory work and partly for recitations. 12 weeks'
eredit. Fall term.
MR. WOOD
2. Physical Geography of the Air, Water, and Life of the
Ea.rth. This course includes the following parts: (1) The study
of the earth in its universal and planetary relations, leading to
the study of mathematical geography; (2) the leading facts of
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meteorlo gy and climatology; (3) a study of the climatic r egiom
of the earth in their plant, animal, and human relations. Five
periods a week. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. WOOD
3. General Geography. This course is t aken up with the
study of a series of type regions selected to illustrate the prinei·
pies developecl in physical geo.graphy, and the studies are carried
on in sequence to include the industrial and commercial life of
the regions. These stu dies are supplemented by excursions for the
study of physical geography in the fields, and of industries in the
f actories. Five periods a week. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR. WOOD
RURAL

I, GRADED, A...""iD LIFE

CERTIFICATE

COURSES

101. General Geography. This is a ''first course' ' required
of all students of the General Life Certificate course, and for aD
students of the Graded courses who elect geography as one of their
r equired courses. The work covers the general principles or "for·
mulae of geography" and their application to the study of a vari·
ety of type regions, such as Denmark, Holland, Italy, California,
Florida, Cuba, Chili, etc. In this course th e type region and ita
study is to geography what the classic is to English, and the pur·
pose of the work is mu ch the same, i. e., to bring the student to
realize that geography finds its goal in the intensive and appreciative study of a few of the earth's masterpieces rather than in
the superficial and cursory study of all the continents once or twice
over. By ''formulae of geography'' the student is to understand
that the principles of mathematical geography, relief , minerals,
soils, climate, and the laws of the distribution of life-plant, ani·
mal, and mankind, a re to be used, like the formulae of algebra,
in the elucidation or geographic development of types of regions.
MR. WOOD
102. General Geography of North America. This course develops the geogr aphy of the chief physiographic regions of North
America, and carries the study on through th e industrial and com·
mercia! phases, correlating relief, soils, minerals, climate, vegetation, animal life, and human life activities, with a view to the
explanation of "why things are where they are." Open to stu·
dents who have taken Course 101. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. WOOD
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103. General Geography of Europe. In this course, as in 102,
the more elementary phase of geography-that which furnishes
the prospective teacher with the materials for grade use, is emphasized fully as much as the more scientific phase, the development of th e regional geography, and both with a view to an allaround preparation for the work that teachers must do with young
studen ts. I n all th e courses of regional geography the class work
is illustrated by many slides and maps, and supplemented by references to the well-equipped library of geography. 12 weeks'
credit. Fall and Summer terms.
MR. WOOD
104. General Geography of South America, Africa, Australasia., and Asia south of Siberia. Open to students who have taken
course 101. 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Spring terms.
MR. WOOD
105. Clima.tology and Study of the Oceans. This course furnishes a preparation for hi gh school work in physical geography,
and should be elected in connection with course 106 by students
pursuing the High School Life course, or by such as are specializing for departmental supervision in geography. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
106. Land Forms and Geology. A study of the relief of the
land, the materials, rocks and minerals, of which they are made,
the processes in the formation o:f relief, and the geological history
of North America. The work is carried on by field excursions, by
the study of contour maps and folios, and by the modeling and
blackboard sketching of types of relief. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
term.
MR. WOOD
Life Certificate students desiring to specialize in geography,
may elect Courses 105 and 106 as the equivalent of required
eourse 101.
107. Commercial Geography. This course includes (1) a study
of the raw materials of commerce and industry; (2) the geography
of the occupations, and (3) a study of the economic phase of the
geography of the leading commercial nations. This study is recommended for students in the various special courses, Art, Manual Arts, and Commercial. 12 weeks' credit. Spring t erm.
MR. WOOD
108. Michigan a.nd Home Geography. The purpose of tbie
eourse is to fit teachers :for the work on the home state, now re-
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quired in the various grades of the elementary school. 12 weeu'
credit. Fall, Spring, and Summer terms.
MR. WOOD
109. General Geography for Rural Schools. This course i1
similar to 101, but more emphasis is placed on the problems p&culiar to the nrral school and on the agricultural phase of industry.
12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. W:OOD
110. The Geography of American History. This course ill
recommended to students who are planning to teach American hie·
tory in the grades or high school. 12 weeks' credit. Winter and
Summer terms. Not given in 1916·17.
MISS HARRISON
LABORATORY AND LIBRARY WORK
The Department of Geography has one room set apart exeln·
sively for use in geography reference work. This room contain
the special reference library for geography, including reports of
the Geological Survey of the United States, Canada, and Miehi·
gan, several periodicals devoted to geography, reports of the Agri
cultural Department, Experiment Station Records, Census Report
special geographical publications from the various states, Consnlar Reports, special maps and pictures, filing cases for speci
pamphlets, and a card index to the geographical material of th
Normal School and public libraries.
This reading room will be open for the use of students eae
week day from 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. and on Saturdays fro
8:00 a. m. to
m.
The laboratory of the department is to be used for the gen
eral work of physical geography and for special work of an ex
perimental nature in connection with general geography and th
practice work of the Training School.
*Absent on leave 1916·17.

HISTORY AND CIVICS
DR. BURNHAM

MR. HICKEY

MISS HARRISO

RURAL AND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
1-2·3. Ancient History. Elective in High School course. Th
work is based on a text·book. 36 weeks' credit.
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4-5-6- Mediaeval and Modem History. Elective in High
School course. The work is 'based on a text-book. 36 weeks'
cremt. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS HARRISON
7-8-9. English History. Elective in High School course.
Special emphasis is placed on the social and industrial development of England. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms.
10-11-12. United States History and Civics. Required in
Rural and High School courses. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter,
and Spring terms_
MISS HARRISON
13. Rural Sociology. Students in Rural course· II will supplement the general work which they do throughout the year in
a rural sociology seminar, by a class course in the subject. 12
DR. BURNHAM
weeks' credit. Winter and Summer terms.
RURAL I, GRADED

SCHOOL AND
COURSES

LIFE

OERTIFIOATE

101. United States History. Emphasis will be laid upon the
different periods according to the needs of the class. Special
attention will be given to choice of subject-matter and bibliography suitable for grade work. Much emphasis will be placed
on such questions as the tariff-questions still playing important
parts in current history and vital to teachers who must be "well
informed.'' 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Su=er terms.
MR. HICKEY
102. Modern Europe, 1648-1815. Beginning with the reign
of Louis XIV in France, the development of modern Europe is
traced through the Napoleonic era: an essential background for an
understanding of present day conditions. Extensive supplementary
reading is required. 12 weeks' credit. Winter t erm and alternate
Summer terms, beginning with 1917.
MR. HICKEY
103. Greek History. A study of Greek civilization; its contributions to the modern world; its art and architecture; its laws.
12 weeks' credit. Fall term and alternate Summer terms, beginning with 1916.
104. Roman History. The Romans as missionaries of Greek
culture; Roman institutions; their influence on the political organization of modern Europe, including the various codes. Much
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collateral reading. 12 weeks' credit.
Summer terms, beginning with 1917.

Winter term and alternate

105. Mediaeval Europe. This course will cover the period tt
th e Treaty of w ,estphalia, 1648, from the crowning of Charlemagne, Christmas day, 1800. The church, the feudal system, tbt
turning of eyes toward the far east and th e far west will be given
special attention. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
106. Modem Europe Since 1815. Beginning with a review of
the Congress of Vienna, the course plans the interpretation of today in terms of the more immediate past. Th e causes of the Great
War, its many aspects, particularly economic, will prove interest·
ing ma tters fo r study. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term and alter·
nate Summer terms, beginning with 1916.
MR. HICKEY
107. Sociology. An elementary study of the social laws and
forces. Particular emphasis is placed on the ethical side of the
individual's relation to society. Special reports on personal in·
vestigations of local conditions will be asked of each member of
the class. The collateral reading will be in current magazines on
subj ects suggested by the course. 12 weeks' ·credit. Spring term.
MR. HICKEY
108. Political E conomy. An elemen t ary course in the prin·
ciples of the science. The acquisition of an up-to-date economie
vocabulary. Special reports followed by class discussions and
talks by business men will make up the term's work. 12 weeks'
credit . Fall term.
MR. HICKEY
109. Political E conomy. A continuation of 108, to give a
total of 24 weeks' credit. Prerequisite, 108. Winter term.
MR. HICKEY
llO. Current History. A th orough course in methods of study
and reading. Separation of essentials systematized by means of
the making of a card index. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. HICKEY
ll3. Rural
Students in Rural course I will do
seminar work in rural sociology during the year. There will also
be a class course in this subj ect. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.

DR. BURNHAM:
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KINDERGARTEN EDUCATION
.MISS GAGE

MISS KERN

101. Child Study. Introductory course to acquaint the student with activities of childhood, growing out of native instincts
and impulses, and developing into interests that characterize play
and work. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN
102. Technics. A study of the various play materials (including those of Froebel and Montessori) having educative value
for the child from four to eight years of age. Consideration will
be given to the relation which these materials bear to the various
industries, and opportunity will be afforded the student to work
out practical problems from the child's standpoint. 12 weeks'
credit. Winter term.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN
103. Child Study. A further study of the play activities of
children and the relation of play to moral development, habits,
and emotions 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN
104. Educational Principles. T·h e study of education as a
process of development-the stimulus-response process by which
experiences are essential to growth. We shall here consider the
agent and the situation and the process of interaction between
these, which changes the character of each. A testing of Froebel 's
principles along these lines. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS GAGE
105-106. Aims and Practices. Educational aims, the outgrowth
of an understanding of the fundamental needs of childhood in the
light of development, together with an appreciation of the contributions of modern theorists, will form the basis of consideration
during these two terms. Students will employ these aims in working out practices that may be organically related and justified
as an integral part of public education. 24 weeks' credit. Winter
and Spring terms. 12 weeks' credit in Summer term.
MISS GAGE
107-108. Games and Rhythms. A study of the physical activities
of children expressed in rhythmic movement. Consideration will
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be given to mood, characterization, and plot, and their relationship.
T'h e aim will be to have the student sense the importance of losing
self in play and emphasis will be placed upon the power of developing original games and dances. A study of games according
to the child's development is included in the course.
1.-Games for ac.tivities' sake.
2.-Dramatic games.
3.-Traditional and ring games.
6 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN
108. Survey of the Kindergarten. A course open to Gen·
eral Life Certificate students who desire an acquaintance with the
growing child ent ering sch ool. A study of his impulses and activ·
ities brought into organic connection with th e curriculum of the
grade. A course offered to encourage a freer discussion of the
necessary adjustment between kindergart en and early grades. 12
weeks' credit. F all, Winter, and Summer terms.
MISS GAGB
111. Teaching. Observation in Kindergarten and early grade.
in both normal and city schools under direction of supervisor.
Reports and class discussion of same. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
t erm.
MISS KERN
112·113. Teaching. When possible, choice of practice teach·
ing in kindergarten and early grades. Normal and city schoolt
giving a variety of experiences under. competent supervisors. 24
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN
114-115. Teaching. The second t erm of practice teaching depends upon 112·113, if this has been kindergarten it is now first
or second grades, and vice versa. This gives opportunity for u
enlarged acquaintance of childhood and a deeper appreciation of
any one of the three grades, as the student becomes familiar with
the child of four to eight years of age. 24 weeks' cr edit. Winter
and Spring terms. Summer term-no credit.
MISS GAGE, MISS KERN

LATIN
lllGH SOHOOL COURSES

DR. BALLOU
Greek 1-2-3. For Beginners. A b eginner's book will be use
with practice in forms and the translation of easy passages o
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narrative prose; continued through the Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms.
DR. BALLOU
Latin 1-2-3. For Beginners. Study of forms and syntax, followed by six weeks of connected reading in selections from easy
narrative prose. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring t erms.
DR. BALLOU
Latin 4-&-6. Ca.esa.r and Latin Composition. Selections from
Caesar's Gallic wars; a study of the time of Caesar and his place
in Roman history will be made, and of the organization of the
Roman army. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, 'Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. BALLOU
Latin 7-8-9. Oicero and Latin C9mposition. Six orations of
Cicero will be read in this course and as many of his letters as
tim e will permit. A thorough study will be made of the political
institutions of the Roman Republic. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. BALLOU
Latin 10-11-12. Vergil. The first six books of the Aeneid
will be read and selections from the last six; or selections from
Ovid's Metamorphoses will be substituted for part of the Vergil.
A thorough study of Greek and Roman mythology will be included
in the course. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
DR. B'ALLOU
A student may enter Courses 4, 7, 10 after having satisfactorily
completed the preceding course elsewhere.
NOTE.-The class in Greek will be conducted for not less
than three students; the instructor should be consulted before enrolling.
LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSES

Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin

101-102-103.
104-105-106.
107-108-109.
110-111-112.

Same
Same
S.a me
Same

as
as
as
as

Latin
Latin
Latin
Latin

1-2-3.
4-5-6.
7-8-9.
10-11-12.

Latin 113-114-115. Cicero's De Senectute, or De Amicitia. 12
DR. BALLOU
weeks' credit. Fall term.
Livy: Selections from book 1, 2, 21, and 22. 12 weeks' credDR.BALLOU
it. Winter term.
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Latin Comedy. Selected plays of Plautus or Terence. 12
weeks' credit. Spring term.
DR. BALLOU
A course in advanced prose will extend throughout the year.
Latin 116-117-118. Horace.
weeks' credit. Fall term.

Selections from the Odes.

Horace. Selections from the Satires and Epistles.
credit. Winter term.

12

12 weeks'

Latin Selections. A study of Roman literature with selee·
tions from representative authors. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
DR. BALLOU
NOTE.-Roman History (104) is required of all students tak·
ing advanced courses.
LIBRARY COURSE
A course of ten lectures and practical library work will be
offered each year. This course will be given three periods each
day so that students may select any period convenient for their
programs. All juniors are required to take this course. No credit.
Winter and Spring terms.
MISS BRALEY

MANUAL ARTS
MR. WAITE

MR. BOWEN

MR. SHERWOOD

MR. MANLEY

RURAL AND HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
1. Bench Work. Open to students in Rural course I. Spring
term. 12 weeks' credit.
MR. SHERWOOD
2-3-4. High School Shopwork. (a) Woodturning: Practice
in spindle, face plate and chuck work. (b) Bench work: Design, construction, and finishing of simple furniture; or, (c) Elementary pattern making. Prerequisite: Course 1, or its equivalent.
36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring t erms. Material fee,
$2.00 each term.
MR. SHERWOOD, MR. MANLEY
8-9-10. Mechanical Drawing. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
36 weeks' credit.
MR. BOWEN

DETAILS OF DEPARTMENTS
11-12-13. Machanical Drawing.
terms. 36 weeks' credit.

Fall,

Winter
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and Spring
MR. BOWEN

LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSE

Entrance Requirements. Certificate of graduation from an
approved high school, including credit for one year of physics.
101. Beginning Woodwork. Instruction in elementary bench
work suitable for the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. Use
and care of tools. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Spring, and Summer
terms. Material fee, $3.00.
MR. SHERWOOD
102. Advanced Woodwork.
More advanced work at the
bench. Practical furniture and apparatus construction, cost estimating, lumber selection and finishing. Prerequisite: 101 and
108. 12 weeks' credit. Winter, Spring, and Summer terms. Incidental fee, $1.00.
MR. SHERWOOD
103. Forging. Instruction in building and care of fires, seleeting coal, position at anvil and forge, prop'e r handling of tools,
eare of equipment and room. Exercises in welding, drawing, upsetting, bending, splitting, and punching, forging tool steel, hardening and tempering, chipping and filing, use of shear and punch. ·
Discussions cover equipment, metallurgy of iron and steel, planning course and methods of teaching. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, and Spring terms. Material fee, $3.00.
MR. WAITE
104. Woodturning. Use and care of wood-working machine
tools. Study of the principles involved and their application in
spindle, face plate, chuck, and three-center turning. Discussions
eovering the selection of stock, equipment, course of study, and
lhop organization are frequently held. Much stress is laid upon
the proper finishing of articles made. Credit or registration in Applied Design 110 is desired. Prerequisites: Courses 102 and 108.
12 weeks' credit. Fall and Spring terms. Material fee, $3.00.
MR. MANLEY
105. Pattern Making. Practical foundry work is given at
lie beginning of the course to introduce the student to the general underlying principles of pattern making. This work is contiDned through the course and the student is required to mold
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and cast each pattern constructed. Const ruction, fastening, and
finishing of one-piece, split, loose-piece, and built-up patterns;
discussions and reports covering specifications, installation, and
cost data of equipment; machine tool operations; shop organiur
tion, and maintenance; and course of study. Insofar as praeticable commercial shop methods are employed in this course. Credit
or registration in Course 111 is desired in order that the student
may construct patterns for some machine or article of his on
design. Prerequisite: Course 104. 12 weeks' credit. Winter,
Spring, and Summer terms. Material fee, $2.00.
MR. MANLEY
106. Machine Shop. Use of engine lathe, drill press, planer,
grinder, etc. Theory of cutting tools, cutting speeds and feedt,
thread cutting, turnin g straight and tap er, boring, knurling,
drive, press fits. Bench work in chipping, filing and scraping.
Practice in use of measuring instruments, vernier, micrometer, ete.
12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms. Material fee,
$3.00.
MR. W.AITB
107. Millwright Wor k. 'rhis course is offered as an elective
and is intended to enable teachers to learn the care and simple
repairs necessary to keep their equipment in good condition. Prae·
tice is afforded in the selection and installation of machines, ba.bbitting and scraping bearings, computing pulley and belt sizes and
speeds, lacing and cementing belts, lining shafting, connecting
motors, and simple wiring. Lectures and discussions will coll8titute a part of this course. 12 weeks' credit. Winter and Spring
terms.
MR. BOWEN, MR. MANLEY
108. Mechanical Drawing. Instruction is given in the n•
and care of instruments, penciling simple line exercises, inking iJ,
lettering, problems in graphic geometry, working drawings of wood·
working exercises, simple dimensions. 12 plates. 12 weeks' crediL
Fall, Winter, Spring, and Su=er terms.
MR. BOWEN
109. Mechanical Drawing. Principles of orthographic proj ection, work in projection of lines, surfaces and solids. Use of
auxiliary plane, revolution of solids. Workin g drawings of wood·
turning and furniture projections. 15 plates. 12 weeks' crediL
Winter, Spring and Summer terms.
M:R. BOWEN
110. Mechanical Drawing. Surface developments, interseetions, oblique sections, sheet metal drafting. Isometric and cabi·
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Spring and Bummer term.s.
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15 plates.

12 weeks' credit .
MiR. BOWEN
111. Machine Drawing. St andard sections, assembly and detail drawings, screw threads and fastenings, standards and conventions. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Summer terms.
M.R. BOWEN
111M. Machine Drawing. Plotting mechanical movements,
cam layouts, gearing, elementary machine design, strength of
materials, stresses, etc. Design of simple machine parts. 12
weeks' credit. Winter, Spring, and Summer terms.
MR. BOWEN
112. Architectural Drawing. .Architectur al lettering, details
of framing, roof, cornice, foundations, masonry, etc. Plans and
elevations of garage, barn shed, summer cottage. 12 weeks' credit.
all, Winter, and Summer terms.
MR. BOWEN"
112A. Archit ectural Drawing. Preliminary sketches, complete plans and elevations, details of trim, etc., of an original
eight-room house with modern conveniences; mechanical perspective; specifications, and estimates. 12 weeks' credit. Winter,
pring, and Summer terms.
MR. BOWEN
113. Organization. History of Manual Arts. Course of
udy, arrangement of equipment, and planning of buildings. Seecting and purchasing tools and supplies. 12 weeks' credit. Spring
d Summer terms.
MR. WAITE
121. Wood Machine Work. T·h is is an elective course for
ose who are majoring in advance shop work. The student may
lect (a) advance patternmaking, or (b) cabinet making by mainery. The student is free to choose his own projects and from
's own designs, all shop drawings, stock and cutting bills are
ade, the parts machined, assembled, and :finished. Prerequisite :
urse 105. 12 weeks' credit. Offered to seniors only. Incidental
ee, $1.00.
MR. MANLEY

MATHEMATICS
MR. BLAIR
EVERETT
RURAL II AND IDGH SCHOOL COu:RSES
1. Arithmetic. A thorough review of the fundamental prowith integers and fractions, mensuration, percentage and
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MR. BLAIR
its applications. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
6. Algebra. Elementary algebra through factoring. lJ
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. BLAIR
7. Algebra. A continuation of Algebra 6 through linear
equations. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. BLAIR
8.
Algebra. A continuation of Algebra 6 and to quadratie
equations. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term. ·
MR. BLAIR
9. Plane Geometry. An elementary course. 12 weeks' credit.
Fall term.
MR. BLAIR
10. Plane Geometry. A continuation of course 9. 12 weeks'
,
MR. BLAIR
credit. Winter term.
11. Plane Geometry. The subject completed. 12 weeks'
credit. Spring term.
MR. BLAIR
12. Algebra. Algebra completed through quadratic eqU&tions. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR. BLAIR
13. Algebra. A continuation of the preceding course. U
weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. BLAIR
14. Solid Geometry. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR. BLAIR
RURAL

I, GRADED

SCHOOL, AND
COURSES

LIFE

CERTIFICATB

101. Arithmetic. Lectures and discussions on the history
and pedagogy of the subject, with assigned reading. Extended
treatment of typical problems of applied arithmetic. This co
must be preceded by at least the equivalent of. High Seh
courses 6 to 11 inclusive. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring,
and Summer terms.
MR. EVERETT
103. Trigonometry. Plane trigonometry, trigonometric fun
tiona, identities, inverse functions, solution of triangles by lo
rithms. 12 weeks ' credit. Fall, Spring, and Summer t erms.
MR.
MR.BL
104. College Alegbra and Analytic Geometry. R.ectangul
and polar co-ordinates, simultaneous linear equations, determi
nants, relations between straight lines. Must be preceded or
companied by course 103. 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Summ
terms.
MR. EVERE
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104A. College Algebra and Analytic . Geometry. Permuta·
tions and combinations, the circle, quadratic equations, complex
numbers, polynomials. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. EVERETT
104B. College Algebra and Analytic Geometry. The parabola, ellipse and hyperbola, hi gher plane curves. A brief survey
of solid geometry. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR. EVERETT
105. Calculus. An elementary course in differential calculus.
Presupposes Course 104B. 12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
:MR. EVERETT
106. Calculus. A continuation of course 105. 12 weeks'
credit. Winter term.
MR. EVERETT
107. · Calculus. A course in integral calculus. 12 weeks'
credit. Spring term.
MR. EVERETT
109. The Teaching of Secondary Mathematics. The aim of
this course is to give the prospective teach er the best educational
thought relating to the content and pedagogy of algebra and
geometry in the high school. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MR. EVERETT
110. Surveying. A course in field work involving actual
problems in surveying and leveling. The final test consists of
field notes and a map from a _personal survey of an irregular
tract. 12 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MR. EVERETT

MODERN LANGUAGES
MISS ZIMMERMAN

MRS. HOCKENBERRY

1-2-3 and 101-2-3. First Year German. Elementary course.
(1) Elements of German grammar. (2) Composition: Sentence
building and reproduction of texts read. (3) Reading and memorizing of selected poems. (4) Reading of 100 to 200 pages of
German to be select ed from the following texts: Guerber, Maerehen und Erzaehlungen; Hauff, Das kalte Herz; Seeligmann, Altes
und Neues; Volkman (Leander), Traeumerei en ; Grimm, Maerchen;
Andersen, Maerchen; Carruth, German Reader; Zschokke, Der
zerbrochene Krug; Storm, Immensee. The aim of the first year's
work is to give the student a thorou gh knowled ge of the rudi-
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menta of German grammar, a working vocabulary of Germ1111
words, some facility in speaking and writing the language, and
the power to understand and reproduce simple German reading
matter. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN
4-5·6 and 104-5-6.· Second Year German. The work of thil
course will consist principally of extensive reading of dramatic and
novelistic German. The reading matter will be selected from su9
works as the following: Scheffel, Audifax und Hadumoth;
Leberecht Huehnchen; Heyse, Die Blinden ; Meyer, Der Schusa
von der Kanzel; Keller, Kleider machen Leute; Freytag, Die
Journalisten; Schiller, Wilhelm Tell or Die Jungfrau von Orleans;
Lessing, Minna von Barnhelm. The composition work will consis'
of reproductions of texts read, short compositions on subjeetll
suggested by the texts and reports on books assigned for collat.
eral reading. The reading and memorizing of German poems will
be continued. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring term&
MISS ZIMMERMAN
107-8-9. Third Year German. The aim of this course is to
bring the student into direct touch with some of the masterpieces
of German literature, to trace the most important movements ill
German literature and history, and to develop in the student th
power to express himself in simple but idiomatic
The
composition work will consist of reproductions and theme writ.
ing, together with reports on books assigned for collateral reading. One drama each of Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, and Klein
will be read, and one or more novels selected from the follow·
ing: Keller, Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe; Freytag, Soll und
Raben; Scheffel, Ekkehard; Sued ermann, Frau Sorge. 36 weeks'
credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN
110-11-12. Fourth Year German. A study of the history of
German literature together with the reading of representative
works from the different periods, both for class work and for outside assignment. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter and Sprin
terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN
113. German Conversation. Prerequisite, at least two yean
of German. Required of all students specializing in German,
may be taken as a twelve weeks' elective. 12 weeks ' credit. Fall
term.
MISS ZIMMERMAN

A WALK ON THE NORMAL GROUNDS
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114. Modem German Drama. A number of modern German
plays or scenes from plays will be read, memorized, and presented by the class, and at least one play will be staged. Special
attention will be giv en to the correct pronunciation and expressive reading of the lines. Prerequisite: Two years of German.
12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN
116-117-118. Scient ific German. Reading of scientific and
technical literature. The reading matter will consist of booka
and articles especially adapted to the needs of the Manual Arts
atudents and those preparing for an engineering course. A
monthly journal will be taken and read. Prerequisite, two yeara
High School Gerroan or courses 101-3. 36 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN

FRENCH
101-102-103. First Year Fren ch. This course will consist of
(1) careful drill in pronunciation, (2) the rudiments of grammar,
(3) the reading of 175-250 pages of graduated texts, with conatant practice in easy variations of the sentences read, ( 4) writing French from dictation, and (5) the memorizing of French
selections. It will be an aim from the outset to give training in understanding French when spoken and to answer ordinary: questions in the language. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms.
MRS. HOCKENBERRY
104-105-106. This course includes a review of grammar, a continuation of modern prose and drama, together with paraphrases
and abstracts of the texts read. The latter will be selected from
Daudet, Trois Contes Choisis, Le Petit Chose; de la Brete, Mon
ODele et Mon Cure; France, L'Abeille; Augier, Le Gendre de M.
Poirier; About, Le Roi des Montagnes; Legouve et Labiche; La
Cigale chez les Fourmis. Topics will be discussed relating to
modern France and French life. Fall, Winter, and Spring terma.
MRS. HOCKENBERRY
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MUSIC
MR. MAYBEE

MRS. DAVIS

MR. HENDERSON

MISS HOOTH.Alf

RURAL AND IDGH SCHOOL COURSES
1. Elements of Vocal Music, This is an academic course, &Dd
should precede the Teachers' course in Music. It presupposes DO
previous knowledge, but deals with the very rudiments of voeal
music. It consists of the cultivation of the ear, the voice and the
beginning of sight singing. The course covered is that of Book
One of any of the standard music courses. 12 weeks ' credit. FaD,
Winter, and Spring terms.
MJ:SS HOOTMAN

RURAL

I,

GRADED

SCHOOL, AND
COURSES

LIFE

CERTIFICAD

101. See course 1. Required of all students in the Musie or
Music and Art courses. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring,
and Summer terms.
MRS. DAVIS, MISS HOOTMAN
102. Elements of Vocal
Singing a.nd Ear Tram.
ing. This course must be preceded by course 101 or its equiv•
lent. It consists of ear training, voice culture, melodic writiq
of a simple character, and practice in part singing. Required al
all students in the Music or Music and Art courses. 12 weeb'
credit. Winter term.
MISS HOOTMAN
103-104-105. Voice Culture. The work in these courses ia
designed to meet the individual needs of the various voices. Tilt
underlying principles of voice building and artistic interpretatioa
are taught. 6 weeks' credit for each course. Fall, Winter, Spring,
and Summer terms.
MRS. DAVl8
106. Methods in Music for Grades. This must be preeede4
by course 101 or its equivalent. Advanced sight reading and ear
training are taken up in this class; discussion of methods, anA
practice teaching during the class period as preparation for teaehing this subject in the grammar grades. Observation is made ia
the Training
12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, u4
Summer terms.
Fall term is designed for teachers preparing to teach in the
upper grades and for special Music students.
MR. MAYBEI
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107. Methods in Music in Prlma.ry Gra.des. This course is
a suggestive one for teachers in the primary grades as well as for
specializing students. The care of the child's voice, and the de·
velopment of an appreciation for rhythm, as well as the acquirement of a repertoire of children's songs. 6 weeks' credit. Spring
term.
MRS. DAVIS
108. Pr1ma.ry Songs and Games. Is a course designed espeeially for students specializing in the Kindergarten and Music
courses. It will include an enlarged repertoire of songs, simple
folk-dances, use of percussion instruments, practice in accompanying, and the writing of original settings. 12 weeks' credit. w:inter term.
MRS. DAVIS
109-110-111. Harmony. This course presents sufficient material enabling a student to gain an intelligent knowledge of modern harmonic treatment. Part writing from given basses· and melodies, chord and melodic progressions, etc. Students must be
able to play sufficiently to render hymn tunes. The work covers
three terms. Heacox and Lehman's text-book used, with illustrations and supplementary work from Foote and Spalding and other
modern theorists. 12 weeks' credit for each term. Fall, Winter,
and Spring terms.
MR. HENDERSON
112.
primitive
The text
reading.

History of Music. The evolution of Music from the
phase to the time of Bach is considered in this course.
used is Balzell 's "History of Music" with collateral
12 weeks' credit. Fall te1·m.
MR. MAYBEE

113. History and Appreciation. Course 112 need not precede this course, although it is desirable. Music from the time
of Bach to the present-day composers is considered. The development of the orchestra, opera, oratorio, and various other musical
forms are worked out with the aid of the piano, voice, and Victor
Victrola, bringing within the hearing of the students various
interpretations of the master voices. 12 weeks' credit. Winter
term.
MR. MAYBEE
114. Musical Composition and Analysts. This course deals
with advanced harmony and the analysis of the various musical
forms and must be preceded by courses 109-110-111. Students
work out original compositions, either vocal or instrumental. · 12
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MR . . HENDERSON
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115. High School Conducting. This course is intended for
students speC<ializing in Music, but should prove helpful to Btl·
dents who are preparing for high school work. It will ineludt
advanced sight reading and the process of organizing and direding choruses, glee clubs, etc. 12 weeks' credit. Spring and BUillmer terms.
MR. MAYBEI
116. Music Observation. Observation of the teaching of
music in the Training School. This includes a comprehensil't
comparative study of the leading system!! of public school musie.
6 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS HOOTMAN
117. Music Observation.
credit. Spring term.

Continuation of 116. 6 weeka'
MISS HOOTMAN

118. Primary Songs and Games. A brief course on the line.
of 108. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MRS. DAVIS
119-120-121. Advanced Voice OUlture. Continuation of
courses 103-104-105. Extended repertoires using standard songw,
selections from operas and oratorios. 6 weeks' credit for ea
term. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Su=er terms.
MR. MAYB
122. Chorus. Classification for chorus should be made
the opening of the Fall term. Mr. Maybee will be in his roo
to examine voices f or the chorus, Monday and Tuesday afternoo
of the first week of the Fall term. See chorus under Music organization, page 23. Rehearsals will be Tuesday evening from 1
to 8 o'clock, and Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock. 12 weekJ'
credit for year's work.
MR. MAYB
123. Glee Clubs. Junior Ladies' Glee Club. Required of
Music and Music and Art students. Regular meetings once ea
week.
MRS. DA
124. Senior Ladies' Glee Club. Required of all senior Mu ·
and Music and Art students. Regular meetings once each wee
See Music organizations, page 24.
125. Orchestra..
page 24.

Regular rehearsal Monday, 4 p. m.

126-127. Musical Composition and Analysis. A
of course 1H. 12 weeks' credit for each term. Wmter and Spri
terms.
MR. HENDERSO

DETAILS OF DEPARTMENTS
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·PENMANSHIP
By recent action of the State Board of Education all candidates for a certificate whose handwriting is not satisfactory will
be required to take a course in penmanship. The subject will be
1cheduled at different hours during the day so that students whose
handwriting is poor will have an opportunity to take the course.
The purpose of the course is not only to better the student's
penmanship, but also to furnish preparation for teaching the
aubject. Fall, Winter, and Spring terms. No credit.
MR. GREENWALL

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
MISS FROST
MISS GUIOT

MISS REED
MISS HASKELL

A regulation gymnasium suit is required. A physical examination is given each student at the beginning of the year in order
-that no injury shall result from the work. Students temporarily
unfit for work will be excused, but will be expected to observe
Ule work of the class. Prompt enrollment and regular attendance
are necessary to secure credit.
mGH SCHOOL COURSE
1-2-3. illgh School Class. This class meets twice a week for
eeneral gymnastics, heavy apparatus work, folk-dancing, and orpnized games, and once a week for swimming. 12 weeks' credit.
Fall, Winter, and Spring terms.
MISS REED

LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSE

Instruction in swimming will be given to those desiring it;
the pool is open to women on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays.
MISS HASKELL, MISS REED
101. Physical Education. Elementary general gymnastics;
tactics; light apparatus (wands); heavy apparatus; folk-dances,
and gymnastic games. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms.
MISS REED, MISS HASKELL
102. Physical Education. This course presupposes Physical
Education 101. The work is in advance with special emphasis upon
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organized games, such as volley ball, long ball, and sehlag ball
12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer terms.
MISS FROST, MISS REED, MISS HASKELL
103. Phystca.l Education. This course presupposes Physical
Education 101 and 102. It consists of advanced work in taetiea,
calisthenics, light and heavy apparatus work, folk and gymnastic
dancing, games of high organization (indoor baseball, basketball,
base erick, and cricket). 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Spring terms.
MISS FROST
104. Physical Education. This course presupposes Physical
Edue·a tion 101, 102, and 103. The general practice work is eon·
tinued; students are taught to classify and grade material, to ar·
range gymnastic lessons for different ages and conditions. Oppor·
tunities for practice teaching are given. 12 weeks' credit. Fall,
Winter, Spring, and Summer terms. ·
MISS FROST
SPECIAL COURSE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Students entering the Physical Education course are required
to have completed a ·Four-Year High School course which includes
one year of physics.
·s tudents of Physical Education are expected to attend elect·
ive games (offered twice a week) and to pass a swimming test
at the end of the junior year.
115-116-117. Anatomy and Hygiene. This course will be
given in the department of Biology.
110. Physiology. This course will be given in the department of Biology.
110. Methods. Methods of teaching general gymnastics; the
progressive value of exercises and the use of apparatus studied.
Gymnastic work for the school room is given much consideration.
MISS GUIOT
12 weeks' credit. Fall term.
111. Folk-Dancing. A course consisting of German, Swedish,
Danish, English, Scotch, Russian, and American folk-dances. 6
weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS FR-OST
112. Aesthetic Dancing. This subject will be c()lltinued
throughout the remainder of the two years' course. B oth Gilbert
and Chalif exercises and dan ces will be taught. 6 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
MISS FROST
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113. Swedish Theory and Practice. Study of the Swedish
1ystem of physical education, of the progression, selection, and
arrangement of exercises in the Swedish Day's order. 12 weeks'
redit.
term.
MISS REED
114. General Gymnastics. A continuation of 110. This
urse includes practice work in tactics, calisthenics, light and
eavy apparatus, and games. 6 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS GUIOT
116. Swedish Theory a.nd Pra.ctice. Continuation of course
113. Emphasis is placed upon the planning and -teaching of the
Swedish Day's order. 6 weeks' credit. Spring term.
MISS REED
117. General Gymna.stics and Aesthetic Dancing. 6 weeks'
eredit. Spring term.
MISS FROST
· 118. Games and Athletics. Much of this work will be given
out of doors.
(a) A graded course of games arranged to meet the needs
of the child at the various stages of development. Outdoor and
tehool-room games.
(b) Practice of athletics. Lectures on the theory of athletics, including rules governing track and field events, management of meets, etc. 6 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS FROST
119. Practical Diagnosis. A study of common diseases and
deformities. The student is taught to recognize the symptoms
of diseases, such as measles, mumps, and whooping cough, and
to recognize such abnormalities as flat feet, round shoulders, and
apinal curvature. 6 weeks' credit. Fall term.
MISS FROST
120. General Gymnastics and Aesthetic Dancing. 6 weeks'
eredit. Fall term.
MISS FROST
121. Applied Anatomy and Corrective Gymnastics.
(a) Applied anatomy. The mechanics of bodily movements
is carefully studied. Muscles are described as to location and
action.
(b) Corrective gymnastics. A study of special exercises for
their corrective value. 12 weeks' credit. Winter term.
MISS FROST
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122. General Gymnastics and Aesthetic Dancing. 6 wee
credit. Winter term.
MISS F
123. Playground Organization. Gymnasium equipment.
(a) Playground organization. Lectures pertaining to
management of the playground, its activities, equipment, a·
and use as a social center.
(b) Gymnasium equipment. A study of
equipping of a gymnasium. 12 weeks' credit.
mer term.
*Only 123 (a) is offered in the Summer. Credit 6 weeks.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
MR. SPAULDING, MR. HYAMES
101. Gymnastics. A course in systematic physical educatio
for young men is required. Classes in floor and apparatus work
begin at the close of the football season and continue through th
Winter term.
MR. SPAULDING, MR. HY
102. Outdoor Athletics. Much attention is given to outdo
athletics. Football teams are organized in the Fall and baseball
is given due attention in the Spring term.
MR. SPAULDING,MR.HYA
103. Indoor Athletics. In the Winter term indoor baseball
and basketball in the gymnasium are emphasized. Track work,
both indoor and outdoor, will also be made a prominent feature
of the athletic training for youn g men.
MR. SPAULDING, MR. HYAMES

PHYSICS
MR. FOX
RURAL AND - HIGH SCHOOL COURSES
1-2-3. This is a course for beginners and runs throughout
the year. Work will consist of lectures, demonstrations, recitations, and laboratory work by the student. A note book contain·
ing data of laboratory work must be kept by each student. A laboratory fee of $1.00 will be charged each term. Fall, Winter, and
Spring terms. 36 weeks' credit.
MR. FOX

DETAILS OF DEPARTMENTS
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GRADED AND LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSES
101-102-103. Same as Physics 1-2-3. For students who enter
without physics. 36 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and Spring
MR. FOX
terms.
104. Mechanics and Heat. A course in general physics consisting of class recitations and laboratory work. This course, together with 105 and 106 furnishes an excellent foundation for
etudents preparing to teach physics in the high school, or for those
who wish to specialize in physics later in the university. Prerequisite: Physic"s 1-2-3. Student electing Courses 104, 105, and
106 should plan to do their laboratory work in the afternoon, beginning at two o'clock. Laboratory fee, $1.00. 12 weeks' credit.
Fall term.
MR. FOX
105. Magnetism and Electricity, This course should follow
104. Every discussion leads to a laboratory experiment performed by the student. Laboratory fee, $1.00. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter term.
MR. FOX
106. Light. Work in this course is carried on in the same
general way as in 104 and 105. Laboratory fee, $1.00. 12 weeks'
credit. Spring term.
MR. FOX
1,07. Physical Nature Study. A comprehensive review of
selected portions of physics necessary to the analysis of problems
which arise in the grades. Special attention given to methods of
organization and presentation in grade work. 12 weeks' credit.
lall, Winter, and Summer terms.
MR. FOX
108. Applled Physics. For Manual Arts students. The
aim of this course is to aid the student to recognize the application
ef general laws to special purposes in machines. 12 weeks' credit.
Winter and Spring terms.
MR. FOX
109. Teachers' Course in Physics. This course is designed
for students who are preparing to teach physics in the high school.
Prerequisite: Physics 104, 105, 106. The course consists of two

parts:

(a) A general review of the historical development of the
lllbject in the schools and current opinion as to its present status
a the secondary school curriculum.
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(b) Supervision of laboratory work, observation, and teach·
ing in the High School department. Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms. 12 weeks' credit.
MR. FOX
110. Elementa.ry Electrical Testing. A laboratory course in
elementary electrical measurement. This course teaches the use
and care of ammeters, voltmeters, rectifiers, storage batteries,
condensers, potentiometers, etc. Measurements of resistance and
location of faults are prominent problems in this course. Open
to students who have had Physics 1, 2, and 3, but especially designed for students who are majoring in physics. Winter term.
12 weeks' credit.
MR. FOX
111. Labora.tory Technique. Designed for students who
are majoring in physics. The problem of equipping laboratories
of various ranges, of properly arranging apparatus for experimental
work, of manipulating apparatus so as to give best results, and of
keeping records of work accomplished, will form a part of thia
course. Instruction and practice in all branches of photography
as a school asset will form a part of the work. Spring term. 12
weeks' credit.
MR. FOX
NOTE.-Students wishing to major in physics should elect
Courses 104, 105, 106, 109, 110, and 111.

TEACHING
MR. ELLSWORTH

MISS SPINDLER
MISS ELLETT
AND GRADE SUPERVISORS
RURAL SCHOOL COURSES
Course L
101. Methods. Students completing the work of the department of Rural Schools study method in connection with directed
observation in the Training School and the Rural Observation
School. The class considers the material best adapted to the in·
terests and activities of children, and discusses method of hand·
ling materials. Special problems of rural schools are given em·
pbasis. 12 weeks' credit. Fall and Winter terms.
MISS ELLETT
107. Teaching, Students are assigned to the different grades
in the Training School for practice work in handling of groups of

DETAILS OF DEPARTMENTS
children and preparation for lessons.
term.
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12 weeks' credit. W!inter
MISS ELLETT

Coursen

1. Methods. 12 weeks' credit. Wlinter term.
2. Tea.chiDg.
These courses are similar to Methods (101) and Teaching
(107) of course I, but are especially adapted to the individual
needs of this cla.ss of students. 12 weeks' credit.
MISS ELLETT
GRADED SCHOOL AND LIFE CERTIFICATE COURSES
101. Principles of Teaching. (1) A study of the elementary
school curriculum with consideration of various topics suited to
the interests and needs of children in each grade. (2) A discussion of types of lessons and making of lesson plans. (3)
Systematic observation of diJferent phases of grade work with
reports and class discussion. At the close of the term students
will be assigned to the rooms in which they are to
for
ensuing term and their observation will be directed by the supervisor in that grade, in preparation for their teaching work. Prerequisite to all practice teaching. 12 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter,
Spring and "Summer terms.
MR. ELLSWORTH, MISS SPINDLER
102-103-104. Teaching.
course will include (1) observation of lessons taught by the supervisor of the grade (2) the
teaching of classes in the Training School, and (3) the study of
individual children. There will be meetings with the supervisors
and director of practice, and with heads of departments, for conference, in regard to work and discussion of methods of teaching
and general school management.
Students in the General Life cour11e are required to take
Teaching 102 and 103 (18 weeks' credit) and Teaching 104 (12
weeks' credit) in two consecutive terms.
Students in the Graded course are required to take Teaching
102 and 103. 18 weeks' credit.
Teaching 102 and 103 (which includes not only teaching but
likewise observation both of teaching methods and of children),
and Child Study 102, must be taken in the same term.
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More independent work is expected during the second term
of practice teaching. The assignment will be to a different grade
from that of the first term so that the student teacher may have
the advantage of a new problem, and he will be expected to work
out the subject-matter with reference to the needs of the class
with much less definite help than during the first term.
Students are privileged and expected to take part in all the
special features of the Training School work. School festivals,
parents' receptions, and other special exercises are important
factors in the work of the grades, and all who work in the depart·
ment are required to assist in planning and carrying out these
exercises.
Students will meet the director of practice on Tuesday at four
o'clock and their supervisors on Wednesday at the eight o'clock
period for conference.
Required in the Graded School (18 weeks' credit) and Gen·
eral Life Certificate course. 30 weeks' credit. Fall, Winter, and
Spring terms.
105. Teach.ing. The privilege of an elective term in teach·
ing is granted only with the permission of the director of practice
and consent of the member of the Normal faculty with whom
enrollment is made. Students attend meetings as directed by super·
visor. 12 weeks' credit.
106. Teaching. A term of grade teaching designed to mee\
the needs of specializing students in High School and other courses.
Required in special courses. 12 weeks' credit. Prerequisite to
all teaching in the high school departments. Students attend one
eight o'clock meeting with supervisors. Fall, Winter, and Spring
terms.
111·2·3·4·5. Kinderga.rten Teaching. 12 weeks' credit each.
141-2-3. Manual Arts Teaching. 12 weeks' credit each.
151-2. Art Teaching. 12 weeks' credit each.
161-2. Music Teaching. 12 w eeks' credit each.
171-2. IDgh School Teaching. 12 weeks' credit each.
181-2-3. Physical Training Teaching
30 weeks' credit each.
Students in courses 105-6 to 181, inclusive, will attend the
Tuesday general student conference with the director of practice
throughout one term of teaching.

Register of Students
Summer Term, 1915
Abbey, Beatrice ......Battle Creek
Abbey, Bernice _______ .Battle Creek
Abell, Lilly ___ _,_ _______________Bucha.nan
Abernethy, Frances .. Watervliet
Adams, Esther ____________ ______ Bangor
Alberta, Dorothy ______________ J enison
Aldrich, Berdeana ______________Alamo
Aldrich, Doris ______________________ Alamo
Alexander, Mary ______ ______________ Alto
Allen, Bernice ______________ Dowagiac
Allen, Edith __________ Cedar Springs
Allgire, Cora ___ ___________________ sturgis
Almendinger, Kathryn ___________ _
Benton Harbor
Althuis, Verna ________________ __ Holland
Alway, Fern __________________ Gobleville
Amidon, · PearL.+---------Muskegon
Andersen, Anna __________ Pentwater
Anderson, Anna M ____________Morley
Anderson, Edi th ____ ____ ____ __Allegan
Anderson, Elizabeth ________ ________ __
Cedar Springs
Anderson, Oli ve _______ ___ Kalamazoo
Andre, Eva ___ _______________ Grandville
Andrus, 0. R ___ ,___ _________________ Homer
Arend, Clyde ______________________ Baroda
Armstrong, Edward R_ _____ ____ ___ _
Kalamazoo
Ashbrook, Jennie.. Bloomingdale
Ashley, MabeL _______ ______Plainwell
Aspinall, Leah ________________Hastings
Attwood, Ettamae __________ Holla nd
Aulm, Marie _________________ Vicks burg
Avery, Lucile ____________________ ____Allen
Ayres, Frank ______________ ________ Lacota
Babeock, Alvada ....Battle Creek
Babcock, Amy ----------------Mendon
Babeock, Orville __________________ Galien
Baeon, Gladys _______________.Litchfield
Bailey, Helen --------------------Climax
Ball, Cli1ford ________________ Ka.lamazoo
Bamborough, J ames______________Jonia
Banks, Annie, Bristol, Indiana

Bannon, Laura ________________.______ Acme
B arbar, Raymond ......Schoolcraft
Barnaby, Horace .... Grand Rapids
Barnaby, Lorraine ______ _______________ _
Grand Rapids
Barnett, Helen _____ _______ Ka,lamazoo
Barry, EtheL _________________________ Hart
Bartzen, Suzanna ______________..(thens
Bastian, Florence ..Three Rivers
Batchelor, Esther __________ Buchanan
B athri ck, Orrin ________ Battle Creek
Baxter, Lula ____________ Grand Rapids
Beadle, Maud ________________Go bleville
B eall, WendelL _________________Baroda
Beaudry, Goldie __ ________ Brunswick
Becker, May ___, ____ Benton Harbor
Beede, N ellie ____ ______ ______ Harrisville
Beery, Belle ______________________ Allegan
B ell, Margaret __ __________ Kalamazoo
Beltman, B ertha ____________ Hamilton
Bender, Anna ______________ Kalamazoo
Bender, Jennie ____________Kal am azoo
Bender, J . MeryL _______ _Pentwater
Bender, Ruth ---------+-----------Martin
Benedict, Alma ------------Cassopolis
Benjamin, Beulah ________ Sand Lake
Bennett, Carrie ____________________Alamo
Benson, Georgie ______________ Qshtemo
Benton, Florine ____ ________ Dowagiac
Berndt, Lizzie ___________________ Luther
Berry, George_______________ ___Hopkins
Berry, Maude ____________________ Reading
Best, Lucile __________________ Kalamazoo
Best, Lydia __________________ Kalamazoo
Biek, Gertrude ______________ Dowagiac
Bien, StanleY------------------Cass City
Bien, William ________________cass City
Bieri, Matilda ____________________ Lowell
Bigelow, Flora __________________ Bangor
Bigelow, HazeL ___________ ___ Reading
Birdselle, A.
Birdselle, Marguerite.... Fruitport
Bisel, Everett __________Vermontville
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Bishop, Leora ________ White Pigeon
Bishop,
White Pigeon
Blackwood, Mrs. Bessie___________ _
Kalamazoo
Blandford, Tena.... Grand Rapids
Boehme, Edith __ ________ ____ Muskegon
Boehme, Elsie __________ Battle Creek
Boldt, Clara ___________ _____ Hudsonville
Bole, MaY----------------Three Rivers
Bolk, Alfreda _______________ ..Hamilton
Bom,m erschien, Norma-------------Three Oaks
Bonney, E. L __ __________East Le Roy
Boone, Harriet _______________ ____Quincy
Borg'!-_rds, J ohanna _____ ____ _Holland
Borradaile, Gilbert__ ____________ Ionia
Bosworth, Myrna __________ Charlotte
Bottomley, Joice ....Wbite Pigeon
Boughton, Grace------------------Scotts
Bowen, Isola ___________ _____ Kalamazoo
Bower, Sadie _______ ______ ________ , ____ Hart
Boyce, Grace _________________ ,._ ___ Allegan
Boyce, Lillian ______________Kalamazoo
Boyes, Carl ------------------------Shultz
Bradley, VergiL ......... Dowagiac
Bradshaw, Arthur ......Kalamazoo
Brady, Lida ______ _________ ,Middleville
Brake, Merle ____________________ Crosby
Brawn, Virginia____________ Caledonia
Bray, E. F --------------------Kalamazoo
Brickett, Minnie ..Benton Harbor
Brindley, Helen ____._ _____________ Qtsego
Brinks, Henrietta ____________ Holland
Breckway, Lulu _______ _____________ Flint
Brough, Ada ____________________ __ Nunica
Brough, Grace ____ __ ______ ________ N unica
Brower, Eleanor .... Grand Haven
Brown, Bessie__ ____ ____ _________ ,.Belding
Brown, Elvira ____ ______Battle (.)reek
Brown, Fannie ________________ Hillsdale
Brown, HazeL ____________ Kalamazoo
Brown, MabeL ___ ________ Prarieville
Brown, Marie _______________________ Qrant
Brown, Revia ____ ________________Belding
Browne, Edna _______ _________ Mulliken
Brundage, BasiL _____________ Kendall
Bryan, Bertha__________ Montgomery
Bryce, May...J--------------------------Yale

Buckley, Blanche__________ Paw Paw
Buist, Martha ________ Grand
Bullis, M;abeL _________________ conkliD
Burbank, Jennie ..Benton Harbor
Burger, M. N ...... Benton Harbor
Burke, Laura _________ _,_ _______ __ Addieoa
Burkitt, MyrtJe ______________Hartford
Burt, Glenn ____ ______________Kalamazoo
Burt, Martha---------+--------------Nilee
Butler, Marie __________ _________Mendoa
Button,
Byers, Moida ________________Hiawatha
Byers, PearL ______________ __ Hiawatha
Byrne, Marie
Byrne, Marie E, __ ., ____ _______ Smyrna
Cagney, Agnes------------Kalamazoo
Campbell, Dale ........ Vermontville
Campbell, Louise--------Watervliet
Carey, Bertha ___________ ______ Lowell
Carney, Kathryn ____________Hartford
Carr, Mary ___________________ ,Coldwater
Carroll, MarY----------------Ludington
Carter, Mae _____________ _______ __ Bronsoa
Carvell, Clair ________________ Viekeburg
Carvell, Mary _____________ .Viekeburg
Castleman, Wilbur _______ ______________ _
Maywood,
Gastonia, Minnie __________Ludingtoa
Cathcart, Ma.r jorie __________Broneoa
Chapelle, Ernest _______________ .Remua
Chase, Nellie ... ;...... Grand Bapida
Childs, Mary ______________Union City
Church, Eva-------------------------Olivet
Church, Hattie.............. Kent City
Church, Merta.................... Holtoa
Clark, Alta ......................Tekonaha
Clark, Emily......... _______ Tekonaha
Clark, Horace............. .Kalamazoo
Clark, Lena .......................... LoweU
Clawson, Troy..................
Cleveland, MabeL ..............Shelby
Close, Irma ................ Kalamazoo
Clymer, Elaine ... _.................Nil
Cochran, Cornelia...... Kalamaz
Cohon, PearL ..........Three Rive
Cole, CeciL._............... Paw Paw
Conger, Elia....... - .... -.Kalam
Conway, Marie.................. Deca
Cook, Lucyle......... - ......... Hollan
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Cook, Roma ______________ B attle Creek
Cook, Vera ______________________ Hartford
Coons, N eva -------·----------------Lowell
Cooper, Charlotte __________________ ______
Harb or Springs
Cornell, Gladys .... Cedar Springs
Cornell, J oseph ________ ____ Kala mazoo
Cornell, Robert ........Sout h Haven
Corpron, Theo ______ __________ ____ Alpena
Correll, HazeL ___________ __Sherwood
Cortright, AdelberL ...... Bellevue
Costello, Laura ____ ________ ________Tustin
Courtright, Margaret ______ __Albion
Cousin, J essie ____ ________ ________Detroi t
Crandall, Dale. _______ _______ _Glendora
Cousins, Edith----------------Pittsford
Crame, EtheL ________________stanwood
Crandall, Dale _______________Glendora
Crane, Edgar ___________ __ _K alarnazoo
Crane, Mrs. Mary ........ Muskegon
Crawford, David _________________ Qrant
Crawford, J ohn ____ ____________ Dernrnon
Crawley, Cornelia __________________ N iles
Creagon, Helen ______ _____ _____ Decatur
Creagon, Herbert__ ____ ______ __ Decatur
Crornb, Clare------------------Dowagiac
Cronheirn, Freda .. Benton H a rbor
Cronin, Jessie ________ Hannibal, Mo.
Cronk, Ruby _____________Battle Creek
Glenn ________ Maywood, Ill.
Crose, Gla-dys _______ ______ .School craft
Crose, Mildred------------Schoolcraft
Cuatt, P earL ______________________ _Albion
Curry, Annie ........ Benton Harbor
Cur&y, Harvey: ___________ Kal amazoo
Cushing, Edith ____, ___ __ ______ Bellevue
Cuthbert, Marian ......,.Vicksburg
Dahlin, Marie__________ _____.Kent City
Dale, Irene _______________________ _Lansing
Daniels, HarrieL ..Grand Rapids
Davis, Elsie____________________M:arshall
Davis, Enid-------------------------Mears
Davis, Grace..Muskegon Heights
De Boer, Lawrence __________ J enison
De Bruyn, J. C......Grand Rapids
Decker, Audra ________ ______w oodland
Decker, HazeL ........ South Haven
De Haan, Margaret ........Holland
DeHaan, Mary __ ____ __________ z_eeland
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Dehn, Anna----------------------Holland
Demeray, Marion ..Vermontville
De Meyer, Frances ....Kalarnazoo
Denison, Clare __________ __ Union City
Dennis, HazeL __. __________ .Rothbury
Derby, Lorena ____________Kalamazoo
Derks, Cornelia __________ ______ Zeeland
De Vries, Bessie .... Grand Rapids
Dewey, Lolita------------------Decatur
Dichtelmiller, Grace ...... Bay City
Diertman, Marie---------------Quincy
Dispenette, Anna ________ Kalamazoo
Dobberteen, Ralph ____________ sturgis
Dobson, Frances ________ Breedsville
Dodge, Arleen ------------Cassopolis
Dohm, E dna ------------------------Lodus
Dolph, Clinton ___________ Walkerville
Dol ph, Lettie ___.._ _____ ____w alkerville
Dona, Genevieve ____ ______ ____N orway
Douma, Hemietta __________ Holland
Doty, Mark. ___________ _____________ ..Athens
Doxey, J ennie ___________ :Shelbyville
Doyle, Amelia ........ Grand Rapids
Doyle, Margaret ----------------Albion
Dresser, Florence ____________ Hillsdale
Du Bois, Gertrude _______Mattawan
Dunnington, Nellie ...... Paw Paw
Durner, E va __________ ____ ____________ Qlivet
Duryea, Frieda·------------1--Reading
Dutton, Alberta ...... White Pigeon
Early, Edith ________________Kalamazoo
Early, Floyd ________ ________Kalamazoo
Eastman, Is a belle _____________ },fartin
Easton, Agnes ........Cedar Springs
Eaton, EtheL _________ Bloomingdale
Ebensfeld, Juliana ____________Bangor
Eby, Lutie ...
Haven
Edger, EmiL _________________ Hastings
Edmunds, L. J. F ........Kalamazoo
Ehle, Majorie _________________________ Dorr
Eisen, Cohr Alberta _____________,Hart
Elenbaas, Nellie ____________ Zeeland
Elliot, Bert.. ___________ ,__ Hudsonville
Elmer, Mildred _____________Deveraux
Engel, Cecilia ______________ Kalamazoo
Esler, Anna _______________ _____________ Hart
Evans, Helen ____ __________ ______ Allegan
Evans, Vera ____________ __Constantine
Evers, Cornelius ____ ____ ______Holland
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Everts, Mrs. Mae .......... Nashvtlle
Exner, Lila.......................... Athens
Eymer, Ethel.. ........ White Pigeon
Eyre, Florence ........Battle Creek
Fairchild, Elinor..........Frankfort
Farley, Ruth ............South Haven
Farris, Lucile G..._...........Bangor
Fay, Anna ....................Ludington
Ferguson, Victor ........ Eau Claire
Ferris, Ruth ................... _.Allegan
Fifarek, Rose..........Traverse City
Findlay, Ina ..........Grand Rapids
Finisy, Irene .................... Bronson
Fish, Maude...............- ........... Ha.rt
Fitzpatrick, Esther.... Kalamazoo
Flagg, Gladys ................ Lawrence
Fleming, HarrieL..............Shelby
Fletcher, Cora .......................... Ada
Fletcher, Pearle............ Charlotte
Flory, Virginia ...... South Haven
Flynn, Mabel H .......... Kalamazoo
Foley, Alice .................... Hastings
Foote, Harold ....... .Eaton Rapids
Ford, Bert ....................Big Rapids
Fordham, Merle............... .Bronson
Fort, Marjorie.............. Vicksburg
Foster, Edna.......... Grand Rapids
Foster, La wrence ... _....... Addison
Fowler, Flossie ................ Frontier
Fox, Grace ...................... Charlotte
Fox, Guy ........................ Coldwater
Fraser, Birdie ................ Dowagiac
Frauenrider, Louise ...... Marshall
French, Mildred .. Berrien Springs
Fritz, Ben ...................... Vicksburg
Frob, Inez ..........................Sturgis
Frost, Lillian ........................Ferry
Frost, Lillian Estella............... .
Williamston
Frue, Katheryn .................. Otsego
Fuller, Etta......... _.Grand Rapids
Fuller, Tressa...................... Mears
Gamble, Anna........................ Hart
Gardner, Mabel ................ Albion
Gardener, Warnered ........Morgan
Gary, Lorena...................... Homer
Gates, Dorris ................ Vicksburg
Gates, Vera ...- ................... Allegan
Gauss, Ruth ...............,.. ... Tekonsha

Gayman, Angie ... -.Edwardsburg
Gebhard, Gertrude........ Dowagiae
Gebhard, Jessie .............Marcell111
Gebhard, Martha...........Dowagiae
Giese, J ohn .................... Reed City
Gilchrist, Alice ........Schoolcraft
Gildart, Lula ...................... AlbiOD
Gillette, Clifl'ord ........ Kalamazoo
Gillette, Grace......... _.Kalamazoo
Gilmore, Margaret... -.Muskegoa
Gilpin, Fanehion ..........Sherwood
Glass, Christena E .. _.:.......... __
Grand Rapicll
Giese, Helen .................. Caledonia
Godfrey, Gladys .. New Richmon4
Goerbig, A.rthur ..................Shelbf
Goldsmith, Delo ..........Vicksburg
Goodlifle, Winifred ... - .........Allea
Goodrich, Fay ................ PlainweD
Gordon, Maude............ Sand Lak
Gould, Midred ... J. • •••• • • •••• Hastingl
Grace, Ula.................... Kalamazot
Graham, Jam es ........ ·-··········-·Ad&
Graham, Margaret...................._
Grand Rapi
Gray, Elwin ........................ Otse
Gray, Ethel... ......... North A
Gray, Marion .......... West
Gregoire, Lilly Belle............
Grimes, Alice...•..... :..............Coloa
Guchess, Carl............... - ..... CJ.in:l
Guiles, N ettie...................... Sparta
Gurney, Ruth ............ Montgome
Guy, Merle ........................Sunfie
Hacker, Marie.. ·-····-···Sherwo
Haffey, Edna.........•........Rockfo
Haines, Florence.......... Muskego
Haire, Anna ............Grand Rapi
Hall, Marian I.. .................. Doet
Hall, Marion S .............. Dowa .
Hall, Marvin ................ Burlin
Halladay, Bernice............Sun11e
Halstead, Mildred ............ Lawto
Hamill, Mayme..............Hartfo
Hamlin, Edith ..................Deea
Hammel, Ruth ......... _.....Hartfo
Hammond, Harry ........Ka.lam
Hanna, Daisy.. Westernport,
Hanna, Mary.. Westernport,
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Hanson, Mrs. Mae............Manton Holmes, Ruby .............. Gobleville
Harboldt, Anna ................ Kendall Honey, Louise............ Kalamazoo
Harper, EtheL•....... Middleville Honey, Mildred..........Kalamazoo
Harris, Ella.............-.Three Oaks Hootman, Helen .......... Kalamazoo
Harris, R. E ................Kalamazoo Hootman, Thelma......Kalamazoo
Harrison, Almira... - ...Schoolcraft Hopwood, Sarah ........ Constantine
Harsevoort, Sena .............. Holland Hornsby, Lee ... - ..... Traverse City
Hart, Grace..........Hannibal, Mo. Harrigan, Frances ..Swartz Creek
Howall, I. Jay.................. Camden
Hartgerink, Elizabeth .. Overisel
artsinker, Clara.......... Fennville Hoxie, AnnibeL .... Grand Rapids
arvey, Antoinette..Constantine Hoyt, Katherine .......... Kalamazoo
askell, Edith ............Kalamazoo Hubbard, E=a......Battle Creek
awkes, Olive .................... Coloma Hudson, Mary ............ Kalamazoo
aygreen, Lewis.............. Allegan HudRon, Nettie ....................Grant
aynes, HazeL .............. Hartford Huggett, Ka thleen .......... Bellevue
aynes, Laura.............Watervliet Huith, Marie ...................Hillsdale
azel, Mary........................ Covert Huitsing, John ...... Grand Rapids
effing, Ruth ....................Mendon Humphrey, Mabel ..........Marshall
elmick, Velma........Three Oaks Hunt, Georgia.......... Battle Creek
endrick, Mary ...... Grand Ledge Hunting, Edna ............ Kalamazoo
endricks, Clare.... Bloomingdale Huston, Gladys .........- .............. .
enshaw, Mira ..............Hartford
Muskegon Heights
epburn, Maud ....................Evart Hutchens, Mildred .........•.... Alamo
erjuan, Julie .............. Muskegon Hume, Bertha ................ Nashville
erms, Robert ............ Kalamazoo Hume, Esther ................ Nashville
errick, Mildred ..........Caledonia Jackson, EtheL ..........Kalamazoo.
ewitt, May .......... Grand Rapids Jackson, Fern ................Hartford
"cks, HazeL ...................... Gobles Jackson, Gladys ..............Wayland
"ghstone, George ............Moline Jackson, MyrL ...... - ....•Wayland
ild, Marguerite ....................... .
Jackson, Ora ....................Decatur
Benton Harbor James, H elen .............. Schoolcraft
Janson, Nina B. .................Delton
"Jdebrandt, L eo ........................
Grand Junction Jenkins, F ern ............... .Burr Oak
· , Ethel ........................Luther Johnson, Augusta ........ Muskegon
· melwright, Edward .. Decatur Johnson, Florence..Battle Creek
"nderer, Bertha...................Niles Johnson, Hilda.................... Sparta
oag, Golda.........+···········Lacota Johnson, Hilda..............Ironwood
odgson, Alice......................Niles Johnson, MabeL. .....Battle Creek
odgson, Geneva.................. Niles Johnson, Ruth E. .........L awrence
oefelmeyer, Kathryn ..............
Johnson, Zilpha ........Battle Creek
Ravenna Johnston, Ben .................... Alpena
oek, Mary ..............Hudsonville Jordan, Elsie ......................Irving
oft'man, Harvey J ...... Ramilton Juhnke, Laura ..............Fruitport
oft'man, Lawrence J ....Holland Kallenkoot, Lena..........Muskegon
oll'man, N orene... .Bloomingdale Kammeraad, Bernice ................
oisington, Jessie .. Three Rivers
West Olive
olmes, Albert..._..•....Kalamazoo Kamps, Helen .................... Zeeland
olmes, Mildred .... Grand Rapids K antz, Lucile .................... Shelby
olmes, PauL..........Battle Creek Kenea, Kathleen .................... Ada
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Keis, Minerva ............Kalamazoo
Keller, Luella ................Gobleville
Kelley, Con ... - .....................Galien
Kelley, E. C........................Galien
Kelley, Ina .......................... Capae
Kelley, Marie ....................Deeatur
Kelley, Doris ......:.............Deeatur
Kent, Neva .................... Cassopolis
Kern, H. E .......................... Alpine
Kilmartin, Josephine ..Caledonia
Kimpton, Eva ..................Holland
King, Alta................Vermontville
King, Tallmadge................Delton
Klaiviter, Martha.. Grand Rapids
Kline, Madge .......... Three Rivers
Klingenberg, George.... Hamilton
Knickerbocker, Clara................
Kalamazoo
Knobloch, Dora ................ Allegan
Knutson, Myrtle ...........•.. Holland
Kreitner, Grace .........- ....... Coloma
Kroger, Frances ...... Vermontville
Kunselman, PurL............Mendon
Lacey, Bernice ..................Lansing
Lair, EarL ..........................Custer
Lair, Nettie... - ..................... Custer
Lamphier, Delia..........Ka.lamazoo
Lane, Jennie ..........Bloomingdale
Langdon, Leonard ...... Kalamazoo
Lapham, Fern ............Shelbyville
Larsen, Arthur............ Kalamazoo
Lawrence, Mrs. Leonora ......... .
Ridgewood, N. J.
Leak, Andrew ............Kalamazoo
Lee, Franees..................Ypsilanti
Le Gear, Marie......................Flint
Lemmen, George B ..........Holland
J"emon, Francis .......... Kalamazoo
Lemon, Lulu..................Vicksburg
Leonard, Florence ..............Delton
Leonard, Lorena.................... Hart
Le Page, Mary.... Benton Harbor
Leverich., Inez ..............Fennville
Lewis, Mary ..........Grand Rapids
Lieffers, Eunice.......... Cooperville
Lillis, Esther ............Coopersville
Lindland, Bergita ...•.....Muskegon
Lister, Velta....................Hillsdale
Loew, Merlin ..........................Dorr

Londeen, Vivian ..........Vieksblllf
Londenslager, Clark ............Colet
Long, Irving ....................B&ll(lll'
Long, Luey..........................Shelby
Longworth, Ila ............Kalamuoo
Longworth, Ruth ... + •..Kalamazoo
Loomis, Olive .......... Grand Rapidt
Loughead, Mary........ Kalamazoo
Luidens, EtheL. ...............Hollui
Lundquist, Martha .. Vermontville
Lutz, Bertha........................Kibbie
Lyle, Gladys.................... Deeatar
Lyle, Nahldene.............. Paw Paw
Lyneh, Aliee..................Prattville
Lynch, IsobeL ..........Battle Creek
Lynch, Rosemary .............. Hudao!l
Lyon, Mrs. Lillian......... -.Allegu
Maentz, Elizabeth ............ Allegu
Maher, Bessie .............. Kalamazoo
Main, Aliee ............ Cedar Springl
Maloney, Carl.. ............ Kalamazoo
Maltby, HazeL. ......... Kalamazoo
Manes, Mattie ....Benton Harbor
Mannix, Martha ....................Nilee
Marks, Leland ..................Deeatur
Martin, Bessie ........................Ionia
Martha, Mrs. Esther......Wayland
Martin, Jennie ..................Luther
-Martin, Leona ......................Berlil
Martin, Rose ............Battle Creek
Martin, Vera ..............Three Oab
Masales, Doris ............Kalamazoo
Matthews, Nora ..Grand Rapid&
Matthias, Doris ......Eaton Rapidt
May, Nina ..............Eaton Rapid&
McCarthy, C. J ..........Kalamuoo
McCatler, Luella .............. Bedford
McConnell, Hazel..Cedar Springt
McDonald, Lucile ................ Remua
McDowell, Gladys ...... Kalamazoo
McDowell, L ela ..........Kalamazoo
McEvoy, Madeline .... Kalamazoo
McGawt May .............. Kalamuoo
McGratn, EtheL ........ Kalamazoo
M cGrath, HazeL ........ KalamaZCMI
McGrath, Helen .. ·-··········-···Nilee
Mcintyre, E dna .................. Berlia
McLaughlin, Katherine .........-.
Kalamazoo
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Susie............................
Nevins, Clara ....................... Moline
Cedar Rapids, Ia. 'Newman, Chas................ Hesperia
eMillan, Emma.......... Muskegon Newton, Edith ......... __Kalamazoo
eVea, Estelle......................... .
Niewwsma, Sadie............Holland
Douglas Noble, Susie....... _.......Ealamazoo
eVea, RachaeL. ........ .Fennville Nofsinger, Frank..........Burr Oak
eWilliams, Ruth ........ Paw Paw Nolan, J oseph ........Grand Rapids
ead, Lillian ................ Nashville Nolan, Mattie ............. +·····Edmore
endelsohn, Anna ......Ludington N orcutt, Milo ........ ,.....Clarksville
endelsohn, Emma ....Ludington Northrup, Edith ....Vermontville
ero, Alto ..............................Hart Nykamp, Eliza.beth ......... .Zeeland
erson, Maude........ South Haven Oernst, Leota. ..........Throo Rivers
·ddaugh, Pansy ....Dunningville 0 'Flynn, Fra.nces ............Ha.rva.rd
·ddleton, Elsie ................ Martin Olmstead, Lela.nd...... Kalama.zoo
"les, Lilah ...•.........Grand Ledge Olsen, Helen..................Muskegon
· am, Irving ........ Kalamazoo Olsen, Ruth .................•. Muskegon
· ar, Almena ............ Kalamazoo Oltman, Hildred ....Gra.nd Rapids
'ller, Helen ................Vicksburg Omela.y, Ha.zeL .................. Albion
iller, Ida.............. Warsaw, Ind. Omelay, Helen .................... Albion
· er, Mary ..................Buchanan Oostema., Henrietta.......... Holland
'ller, Maylielle ........ Kalamazoo Opperman, Gertrude..................
· er, Vera .................. Clarkston
.. .. Grand Rapids
"sener, Ruth .......................Ithaca 0 'Shea., Catherine................Tyre
niece, L. A .....................Lawton Oswalt, Lura.................Vicksburg
obel, Lillian ........Traverse City Outwa.ter, Pea.rL ........
olloy, Mame .................. Allegan Oxley, Ma.rie............Ba.ttle Creek
omany, MarshalL ....Eau Claire Palmer, Florence E ................... .
oore, Beatrice ................Detroit
Grand Rapids
orse, Bessie ..........Battle Creek Palmer, Preston ..................Irving
orse, Elora......... #rand Rapids Parent, PearL ......... - .....Hamilton
onro, HazeL ............Kalamazoo Parker, Ruth ................ Coldwa.ter
ulder, Cornelius ...... Kalamazoo Parrish, Colleta............Dowa.gia.e
ulder, Peter ....... - ...........Holland Parton, Crysta.L .... Gra.nd Rapids
ullen, Bess ..................Buchanan Patterson, Lyla .......... Kalamazoo
unn, LeaL ................Vicksburg Paul, Bernice.................... Coloma
urphy, Irene ........Grand Rapids Paulson, Etta. ................Muskegon
urphy, Lorna......Grand Rapids Payne, HazeL ............Kalamazoo
yers, J essie .........- ....... Fairfleld Payne, Ruth .............. ,.Kalamazoo
yere, L. D ........................ Sparta Pease, Ma.rgaret..................Scotts
yers, MabeL ........................ Ada Pease, MurieL....................Scotts
yrmel, IsobeL. ................. Shelby Pell, Peter C..............Kalamazoo
app, Mary................ Kalamazoo Penfold, Anna M ..........Frankfort
ash, Lela .................... Vicksburg Pennock, Le Etta................ Alger
elson, Mrs. Beulah ...•... Pullman Pepper, Ruth ...................... Climax
elson, J. D ......................Pullman Pepple, Blanche....Traverse City
elson, Josephine ..........Hartford Perkins, Mrs. W. N ............Lyons
elson, Ruth ... - ........... Muskegon Perry, Vera .................. Kalama.zoo
etcher, Adah ....................Quincy Peterson, Helen................ Decatur
etcher, Mae......................Quincy Phelps, Adaline.... Grand Rapids
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Phelps, Ferne........Grand Rapids .
Phillips, PearL. ............•... Climax
Philo, Clara R ................Hesperia
Phiscator, Effie..............Buchanan
Pickard, Vera .............
Pier, Eustace...................Leonidas
Pinnock, Florence .. Vermontville
Piper, Ruth ...- .....................Alamo
Plasman, Fannie....,. ......... Holland
Poelakker, Henrietta ................
Kalamazoo
Polasky, Lourine ........Kalamazoo
Pope, Sarah ........................Sparta
Post, Mrs. Dora................Allegan
Potter, Agnes ................Plainwell
Potter, Eva.................... Dowagiac
Powers, Alice..............,. ..... Addison
Pierce, Mrs. Maude..Kalamazoo
Prindle, Gertrude..........Charlotte
Probyn, Ernest .............. Lawrence
Proper, Gladjs......Grand Rapids
Quick, Neva M. ...............Bronson
Quinlan, Margaret ...... St. I gnace
Rager, Myrtle....................Albion
Rainey, Leva ..................... ,Homer
Ralston, Ruth .................. Augusta
R ambadt, Clarence.... Centreville
Rambow, Fern ....................Climax
Randall, I rving ..................Sparta
Randall, Jessie........................... .
Muskegon H eights
R andall, L eo.......................M esick
Rankin, Bina ..........................Hart
Raynor, Elizabeth ..................... .
Grand Rapids
Read, Mina...................... Hillsdale
Reagan, Mrs. J ennie....Bay City
Rector, Elsa ..........Cedar Springs
Reed, P earL. ................Big Rapids
Reeves, Harry ..................Belding
Remington, Etta................Clinton
Reynolds, Charles..Bloomingdale
Rice, Edith ....................L awr ence
Rice, Marie ....................Dowagiac
Richards, Hester .............. Sunfield
Richards, I rma ............Watervliet
Rickert, Jessie .............. Cassopolis
Riley, Nevah ............. , ...... H arvard
Roberts, Edna ............ Sand Lake

Robinson, Dora................Lamont
Robinson, Eva............Kalamazoo
RoJ>inson, Martha........ Kent City
Rockwell, Angelia...... Kalamazoo
Roest, J ennie....................Holland
Rogers, Lotta..............Watervliet
Romig, Ruby ............... _.......Seottl
Root, Minnie ...................... AtheJII
Rose, Minnie ................Cassopolia
Roth enburg, MarveL ................
Ba ttle Creek
Roundy, Elizabeth ........P aw Paw
Rinter, Alice ..........Grand Have11
Rutherford, Belle ......Kalamazoo
Ryan, Winnifred ........KaJ.am·azoo
Rynbrandt, CeciL.-····-·········
Dorr
Sackett, Lena................ Gobleville
Salisbury, Doris ....Grand RaveD
Salisbury, Enid ...... Grand Rapids
Samson, H enry ................Marshall
Sanders, Cora ..............Blanchard
Schab erg, Amy .................... Homer
Schaefer, Elizabeth ..........Sparta
Schemerhorn, Beulah ........ Bangor
Schmidt, Gertrude ............Holtoll
Schmidt, Lucy ............ Dimondale
Schum ann, E dna ..............Allegan
Schuneman, MabeL ...... Paw Paw
Schwaberow, Anna South Havea
Scott , Florence ............Vicksburg
Sear, Lena........................Mendon
Semmelroth, Eva.......... Coldwater
S emmelrot h, Melissa..Coldwater
Sengstock, Caroline .... Centreville
Shacklet on, Cora..........Ludington
Shacklet on, J ames ...... K alamazoo
Shaw, E. W ..........,. ....... K alamazoo
Shea, Anna ........................ Alleg&D
Sheldon, Grace .............. Woodland
Sheldon, Lora ................... .Bangor
Sherk, Mary .......................... Nilea
Sherwood, Annette .................. ..
Benton H arbor
Sherwood, Fannie .......... Hesperia
Shetterly, Grace................Quiney
Shields, Catherine......K alamazoo
Shine, Alma ......................Bangor
Shisler, Marjorie .......... Caledonia
Shoup, Edna ...................... Coloma
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Sima, Anna .................... Muskegon
Simmonds, Myrtle ..............Leslie
Simpson, Alleyne ................ Otsego
Skinner, Cleora................ Holland
Smalley, Jeanett e ............Bronson
Dale ..."·················
·····Fulton
mith, Dora ...................... Holland
mith, Emery ................ Coldwater
mith, Fanny ................ Pentwater
Smith, Frieda .............. Kalamazoo
Smith, Gertrude L ..........Lawton
Smith, Gertrude C................... .
•
Grand Rapids
mith, Grace ............ Grand Haven
Smith, Helen .............. Schoolcraft
mith, Jessie .................... Sunfield
Smith, La Verne ........ Watervliet
mith, Minnie..................Augusta
Smith, Robert, ....Fremont, Ohio
Smith, Roy .............. Eaton Rapids
Smith, Sarah ................ Bear Lake
Smith, Vivian ................Charlotte
Smitter, John .......... Grand Rapids
Snellink, John ........ Grand Rapids
Snyder, E's ther ............ Kalamazoo
Snyder, EtheL. .......Battle Creek
Snyder, Mildred ...... Three Rivers
Sorenson, Ruth .................. Shelby
Sowersby, Esther ...... Three Oaks
Springsteen, MabeL .... Cassopolis
Sperrier, Mrs. F. H ................. ..
Grand Rapids
Stanton, N ellie ................ Dowling
St. Claire, Elsie ...... Grand Rapids
Steele, Georgiana....Battle Creek
Stein, Mrs. L aura ...... Kalamazoo
Stephenson, Ida...... ............Shelby
Stevens, Emma ....... North Adams
Stevens, Eva.................... Oshtemo
Stevens, Fannie ............ Allendale
Stevens, HazeL .......... Kalamazoo
Stevens, Leighton .................... ..
Madison, Wis.
Stevens, Lucile ...... Grand Rapids
Stevens, MabeL .......... St. Joseph
Stevens, Vesta.................. Reading
Stewart, Eva........... ..... Hastings
Stillwell, HazeL.-.Cedar Springs
Stimpson, Ruth ...... Grand Rapids
Stinchcomb, Vina ............Sunfield
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Stiles, Blanche........ Williamsburg
Stockdale, Fern ................ Allegan
Stone, Elsie........................ Lowell
Stoughton, Mildred...... Gobleville
Streeter, Emma............Marcellus
Strong, OpaL .............. Clarksville
Strunk, Belle...................... Dayton
Stryker, Fern ...................... Athens
Stumpf, EtheL. ...............Bellevue
Sullivan, Helen ...... Cedar Springs
Sullivan, Louise.... Grand Rapids
Summers, Luzelle .............. Bangor
Sundberg, Jennie ........ Muskegon
S1"ain, Ellwood ............. Coldwater
Swartz, Thelma.................. Fulton
Swett, Flora ............ Battle Creek
Swett, Iva................ Battle Creek
Taft, Florence .............. Montague
Tallman, Grace .................. Doster
Tate, Evelyn ........................ Berlin
Taylor, Leeta.............. Kalamazoo
Taylor, Susie ........ Berrien Center
Tenhave, HesseL .. :.coopersville
Thomas, Anna ...............Hastings
Thomas, Edith ............Shelbyville
Thompson, Gaylord............ Covert
Thompson, Hattie .. South Haven
Thompson, Margaret.. ..Ravenna
Thorsberg, Wa.lter.......... Midland
Tickner, Susan .......... Kialamazoo
Todd, Clarice.......... Vermontville
Tolles, N ellie .......... South Haven
Tompkinson, Essie ...,.............. Clio
Tompkinson, Mary.................. Clio
Trierenberg, Henry.... Kalamazoo
Trimm, Gladys ..................Bangor
Troy, MabeL ...................... Lowell
Tuberty, Agnes .......... Kalamazoo
Turner, Alice.......... Edwardsburg
Udell, Anna ....................Dowagiac
Underhill, Bernice.................... ..
Grand Rapids
Underhill, Laura.... Grand Rapids
Upjohn, Dorothy....... .Kalamazoo
Van Allsburg, Janie ................ ..
Coopersville
Van Antwerp, Harriet ............ ..
Dowagiac
Vandenberg, Cleo .................... ..
Berrien Springs
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V a.nderbilt, J essie .... Schoolcraft
Vander Busch, John .... Hamilton
Vander Molen, Gertrude .... Grant
Van Dyke, Mrs. Jennie ____________
Grand Rapids
Van Fossen, RubY---- ----------Athens
Van Haaften, Francis ____________ _
Kalamazoo
Van Haitsma, Joanna .... Zeeland
Van Noord, Henry....Jamestown
Van Noortwick, Mrs. Elsie ______
Albion
Van Ostrand, Karla .. Kalamazoo
Van Patten, Fae ________________ Martin
Van Putten, Jean ___________Holland
Van Sickle, Floyd.... Hudsonville
Van Slotten, Anna ____________J enison
Van Slotten, Martha........ Jenison
Van Voorst, Cornelius .... Zeeland
Van Wormer, HazeL .... Sherwood
Veley, MabeL ______________ Kalamazoo
Veltman, J eanette ____________ Holland
V elzy, Marj orie ______________ ____ Lowell
Vickers, Martha _______________ .Bangor
Vickery, Anna ______________ Gobleville
Vincent, Fred ______________________ Homer
Vite, Alma--------------------Buchanan
Vogt, Bessie ____________________Marshall
Wagner, Leslie........Bristol, Ind.
Wahl, HazeL ______________ Cen treville
Wakefield, HazeL ......... Augusta
Walcott, Howard .. Grand Rapids
Waldo, Ruth ________________ Kalamazoo
Walker, Mary .............. Kalamazoo
Warfield, W . 8----------------Pittsford
Warner, Iris __________________Paw Paw
Warsabo, PauL _____ ____ ___ Coldwater
Waterman, Bernice ____ ______ Athens
Watts, MabeL ________________________ Alto
Way, Angeline __________________ Allegan
Weaver, Pear L __________ Constan tine
Webster, Iva ________________________ Qovert
Wegal, Esther ______________ Kent City
Weinberg, Tillman _____Vicksburg
Weir, Mrs. Mae ____________ Muskegon
Welch, BeryL _____________ Jonesville
Welch, Flossie ____________saugatuck
Wells, Eunice ______________ Kalamazoo
Wentz, Kenzie ...•... .Battle Creek
Werkman, Effie _________ _·______ Zeeland

Wesler, Rosa ---- -- --------------Kendall
Westerberg, Lawrence ______________
Kalamazoo
Westfall, Edith ______ Edwardsburg
Whalen, Beulah __________ Eau Claire
W'hite, Ella ____ ________________ Paw Paw
White, MarY----------------Kalamazoo
Wickham, Lois ________________ J ackson
Wierenga, Louise ____________ Zeeland
Wilber, Bertha J _______ _________ Athene
Wilcox, Myrtle .. Harbor Springs
Williams, Frances _____________ _Grawn
Williams, Helen __ ________ Kalamazoo
Williams, Mar gueri te __________Flint
Williams, Willo ------------------Alamo
Wilson,
Wilson, T. E_ _______ _____________ Wayland
Willson, Ortha ......Onigum, Minn.
Winchell, H. D __________ Kal amazoo
Wing, Shirley ____________ ______ Hastinge
Winkleblack, Minnie .. Burr Oak
Winney, Elvira ___________D owagiae
Wise, Emily _______________ _______ Allegan
Witham, HazeL _______________ shelby
Witherbee, Dorothea ______ Lansing
Withey, J essie __________________ Prescott
Wood, Belle ____________White Pigeon
Wood, Edwin ______________Kalamazoo
Wood, Sterling _______ ___________Decatur
Woodard, Gertrude------------ -------Battle Creek
Woodring, Ruth .............. Bellevue
Wloodrufl', Da.. ______________ Gobleville
Woodward, Grace...... Schoolcraft
Worden, Louise.......... Kalamazoo
Worden, Lucile __________ Kalamazoo
Worthington, Edith-----------------South Haven
Worthington, Marie ________Mendon
Wright, Gladys ...... White Pigeon
Wyant, Fay------------ -------------Colon
Wyman, Gladys ________________ Lawton
Wynkoof, Ella ________ Grand Rapids
Y ei ter, Lena ________________________ Lowell
York, Veda _______________________ Climax
Yost, N ora ____________.Battle Creek
Young, Genevieve ......Vicksburg
Zabel, Mildred __________________sturgis
Zielie, Frances ____________ Mattawan
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SENIORS
dams, Fern M .................. Alamo
dams, Helen ......... - ..... Mareellus
dsit, PearL ...................... Otsego
en, Bernice ..............Dowagiae
en, Edna ....................Jonesville
derson, Alfreda ........Ironwood
derson, Anna ......... .Pentwater
ngove, Percy............ Painesdale
ton, Helen ................ Coldwater
ehart, Leeta.................. Otsego
shley, Edwin O.............. Otsego
sselin, Diana ..................N orway
ustin, Dee C........Bloomingdale
ustin, Maybelle Virginia......
Allegan
ailey, Alice E ............Lawrenee
amborough, James E ........Ionia
arden, Naomi.. .......South Haven
arnett, Helen F ...... Kalamazoo
arney, Charlotte ...... Kalamazoo
arrett, Mildred ....................... .
New London, Ohio
attersbee, Olga............ Croswell
axter, Edna ....................Manton
earn, And.rew............. - ...Shelby
eard, HazeL ............. _.Charlotte
eek, Octavia ...... Grand Rapids
ek, John A ..........Grand Rapids
ell, Margaret............Kalamazoo
ttes, Leolyn ....................Sparta
ien, Stanley................ Cass City
ird, Cary Hanchett ..Saugatuck
lakeslee, May ......... .Kalamazoo
Bliss, J ohn ...............•...Plainwell
oerman, Sarah ........ Kalamazoo
olster, Ina ........................Mason
orgards, J ohanna..........HQlland
Borradaile, Gilbert ..............Ionia
Bowen, Dorothy........ Kalamazoo
Bowers, Sylvan Forrest ........... .
Gary, Ind.
Bowser, Mary E .........- ...Conklin
Boyce, Lillian ............Kalamazoo
Brake, Merle ...................... Crosby
Breyfogle, Mary....Three Rivers
rough, Grace .................... Nunica
Brown, Florence ............Hartford
Brown, Lucile .....................Delton

Burbank, Erma Jennie ............
Benton Harbor
Butler, Marie.................... Mendon
Button, Genevieve....Kalamazoo
Button, Lela.................... Hopkins
Campbell, Edith ........ Kalamazoo
Cantwell, Glenn E ...... Chesaning
Carroll, Katherine .......... Oshtemo
Carter, Mae ...................... Bronson
Case, Angeline ............Kalamazoo
Castleman, Wilbur ....................
Maywood, Til.
Cavanaugh, Mrs. MabeL ..........
Springport
Chandler, Anna M ....Kalamazoo
Chapelle, Ernest H .......... Remus
Chenery, Howard ...... Kalamazoo
Cole, Dorothy..............Kalamazoo
Cole, Laura ...•................Paw Paw
Cole, Margaret.............. Paw Paw
Collins, Clarence ............Harrison
Collins, Edith ............ Big Rapids
Collins, Edna........................Bravo
Corbat, Louis D .......... Richmond
Coulter, Marie ............ Cassopolis
Coward, Mabel K ......... -.Bronson
Crandall, J. Verne ............Luther
Crawford, Harriet Beruit, Syria
Cronkite, EtheL. ........... Hartford
Crosby, Glenn M ..Maywood, Til.
Cross, Audrey L ..........Paw Paw
Culver, Ethelwyn ...... Kalamazoo
Curry, Harvey............Kalamazoo
Dalm, Mary................ Kalamazoo
Davidson,. EarL ........Kalamazoo
Deal, Margery.........•.... Burr Oak
DeBoer, Christine .. Grand Rapids
Decker, HazeL ...... South Haven
Dobberteen, R. F .............. Sturgis
Dodge, Margaret ..........Lawrence
Dopp, Rex ...................... Lawrence
Dostie, E va A ................Fountain
Drake, John J ................ Frontier
Dubbink, Florence J .. Kalamazoo
East, Clarence .............. Plainwell
Eldridge, J . Clare......Kalamazoo
Engel, Cecilia............ Kalamazoo
Eppley, Oran Claude ............Holt
Eppley, Marguerite .... Kalamazoo
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Eva, Mill;ie ........................Vulcan Howe, Lila L ..............Charlevo'
Fairchild, Irene......... ..Kalamazoo Hoxie, M. AnibeLGrand Rapi
Feather, Hazel..._.........Cass City Husted, Betsy ...:.. ...............Vass
FitzpatlriC!k, Esther..Kalamazoo Hutchinson, Antoinette ........... .
Kalamaz
French, Elzie J .......... Kalamazoo
Fries, Julia.................. Kalamazoo Hutchinson, Nellie ....Kalamaz
Gates, Lora......................Lansing Irvine, Nina ..........................Flin
Genung, Mrs. Helen C...... Scotts Jackson, Mary P .... Three Rive
Giese, John S ..............Reed City Jacob, Nina ................ Kalamaz
Gillespie, Helen ......Battle Greek Jarvis, Rita ... ... Benton Harb
Gillette, Clifford J .... Kalamazoo Johnson, Florence ......Kalamazo
Gillette, Grace...- ....... Kalamazoo Johnson, Hilda ..................Spart
Gilman, Elizabeth* ....Kalamazoo Kakabaker, Ruth ...... Kalamaz
Ginsberg, Jessie ...... South Haven Keirn, E. G........................ Stur ·
Glassford, A. A .................. Capac Keirnan, MabeL .......... Fennvill
Glezen, Marian ..........Kalamazoo Keller, Florence..........Buchan
Gorman, Harriet............ Newaygo King, Tallmadge ......... - ..... Delto
Gray, Elwin ........................Otsego Klaasen, Jacob ......... _.. .Bay Ci
Green, Bernice C..........,. ... Galien Kneeland, Frances J ................
Haas, Colette .............. Kalamazoo
Battle Cree
Habing, Gertrude ........... .Holland Kneeland, Gladys ............ Cadill
Halladay, Bernice F ................
Knoohuizen, J ewel.. ........ Hollan
Walkerville K'reeger, Cora ............ Kalamaz
Hanslovsky, Emma ..................
Krohne, Nina ................ Dowagi
Traverse City Lackey, Hobart....Bloomingdal
Harboldt, (Harold ...... Berlamont Lake, Glenn .......- ..... Coopersvill
Hardgrove, Walter ................. .
Larsen, Arthur E ......Kalamaz
Mount Pleasant Lavigne, Minnie ..........Marquet
Harper, Marion ................Calumet Leak, Andrew ............ Kalamaz
Harris, Cecile A .................. Mears Le Van, Helen R..Grand Rapi
Hart, Gladys Louise ........Otsego Leonard, C. Leon .............. Delton
Haskell, Edith G........Kalamazoo Londeen, Celeste ........................
Haven, Lois ............Bloomingdale
Benton Harbor
Havens, L. Mabel.. ........Portland Long, Bernice ................ Vandali
Hayes, Ruth ............. - ... Galesburg Long1 Phyllis .................. Hartford
Henderson, Mary...... Kalamazoo Lougnead, Ruth ...•......Kalamazoo
Henson, Mary................Richland . Lowe, Marjori e..........Kalamazo
Henton, Olive E ..............Augusta Luttrull, Dessie ..........P en twa
Hetmansperger, Marguerite....
McCracken, K a thry n .. St. Joseph
Hastings McMaster, Anna .......... Vicksburg
Hill, Fred L ................ Gobleville Mcintyre, Elizabeth ..........Berlin
Hill, Herman ................ Plainwell Maltby, Hazel B. ....... Kalamazoo
Holil;en, Blarriet .......
Marks, Miles .................. Hastinge
Hoke, Leon ........................Otsego Marston, Mildred ......Kalamazoo
Holliday, Ethel.. .......... Marcellus Martin, Olive... - .............Calumet
Holmes, Albert .......... Kalamazoo Martini, Emma................N orway
HolmeS', Harley.... Bloorningdal'e Marvin, Ruth H .. Grand RapidJ
Hopkins, Ross ................Hillsdale Matthews, Marguerite .. Hastinge
Hover, Audru .... Sherwood, Ohio Maust, Carolin e V ......Springport
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Mead, Myrtle .............. Kalamazoo Scally, Helena...... Cedar Springs
Melgaard, Julia Marie ........... .
Scihermerhorn, Beulah ....Bangor
Argyle, Minn. Schindler, Edwin ..........Hesperia
Miller, Allegra M ............ Vulcan Schuerer, Gertrude A ..........Ionia
iller, Bertha........Battle Creek Sherman, Genevieve ...... Marshall
· s, Helen ................ Kalamazoo Shivell, Ruth .................. Marshall
Misener, Ruth N ................Ithaca Shore, Paula.................. Marcellus
ontgomery, Carrie .. Kalamazoo Sliter, Lillian R ........ Kalamazoo
ullin, Maybelle .................. Flint Slocum, Harold .............. Cadillac
unro, Mary H .......... Kalamazoo Smith, Gertrude L ........Lawton
elson, Leona.................. Buckley Smith, Ward .................. Paw Paw
Newman, Charles H .... Hesperia Snellink, George H ................. .
Newton, Edith E ...... Kalamazoo
Grand Rapids
Snyder, Marie ...................... Colon
Niffenegger, Amelia................ ..
South Haven Spalding, Marian A ...... Richland
Spaulding, Lucille .......... Calumet
uechterlein, Irene .................. ..
Grand Rapids Steffaniak, Rose .......... Coldwater
utten, PauL ................ Plainwell Sterner, Lewis ...................... Niles
Nyland, NeaL ........ Grand Haven Stombaugh, Ray M ........ Davison
0 'Brien, Ella C.... Grand Rapids Stormzand, Katherine ............ ..
lsen, Rose ...................... Laurium
Grand Rapids
lson, Irene J .................. Holland Stryker, Fern .................... Athens
is, Marie.............. Battle Creek Stryker, Homer................Athens
utwater, PearL ........ Kalamazoo Sullivan, Anna ............... o...... Flint
almer, Charles H ............ Alamo Symons, Alice .................. Laurium
hiscator, Effie............ Buchanan Symons, Evelyn ..............Laurium
ierce, Dana K ................ Morrice Tedrow, Luella.......... Kalamazoo
'erson, HelenM.......... Cassopolis Teller, Dorothy.......... Kalamazoo
Pike, Belle .............. Battle Creek Tb,omas\ Berneth ...... Kalamazoo
lant, Rolland .......... Coopersville Thomas, Roy ................ Bay City
Polaskjy, Ilourine ...... Kalamazoo Thurston, M. Louise .. Kalamazoo
ossi, John C.................... Norway Todd, Gladya .............. Kalamazoo
Price, Florence .... Grand Rapids Towner, Eileen Lucile .... Morrice
·ce, Loula................ Kalamazoo Tubbs, Lettie ................ Paw Paw
roper, Gladys B..Grand Rapids Ubi, Grace...................... Charlotte
abn, Claudine ...................... Niles Van Allsburg, Janie .............. ..
Randall, Leo M ................ Mesick .
Coopersville
Beagan, Mrs. Jennie .... Bay City Van Brook, Edna ........ Kalamazoo
Reed, Gertrude ...... Wbite Pigeon Vanden Brink, Marie .... Holland
Rising, Jennie C................ Homer Vandenburg, Cleo .................... ..
Robbins, Florence .........,.. Bangor
Berrien Springs
Bode, Fred .............. Bloomingdale Vander Salm, Winifred .......... ..
Roediger, Walter ...... Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo
Roest, Jennie A .............. Holland Van Putten, Wilhelmina ..........
Rose, Esther R ....L .....Kalamazoo
Detroit
Ross, Metta. ..................... Bradley Veeder, Vera .................. Hillsdale
Veley, Mabel M .......... Kalamazoo .
Rothenberg, Marvel Marie ......
Battle Creek Vickers, Martha................ Bangor
Buehlow, W. C............ Kalamazoo Wakefield, Bernice ......... Augusta
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Walcott, Eliphalet ....................
Grand Rapids
Waldo, Ruth ................ Kalamazoo
Waling, Leona .............. Galesburg
Wall, Mildred .............. Lawrence
Walworth, Barrie F ................. .
Battle Creek
Warren, Hazel E .. Grand Rapids
Weaver, Elmer C... -.Kalamazoo
Welborn, Myra ... - ..... Kalamazoo

Welden, Charles D ....................
Wh eaton,
Whalen, M. Beulah ....Eau Cla"
Wicks, Mary F .......... Kalam
Wisner, Roxanne E ........Jacks
Worden, Lucille ........ Kalamaz
Worthington, Edith ..................
South Hav
Yeakey, Leon ........ White Pigeo
York, Veda M _________________ CJim
Young, Vivian ....................Otse

JUNIORS
Abbott, Wayne ................Lawton
Adams, Louis A ............ Portland
Adolph, Clara ....... - ...Union City
Allen, J essie.................. J onesville
Allen, Warren ..............Dowagiac
Alway, Fern ..................Gobleville
Anderson, Bernadette ...... Martin
Andrews, Lillian ........ Paw Paw
Andrews, Margaret ..............Hart
Applegarth, Leo W ............ Grant
Armantrout, Ellis W ............... .
Grand Rapids
Atkinson, Lois ___________ cassopoliB
Attwood, Ettamae.......... Holland
Austin, CarL .............. Kalamazoo
Babcock, Alvada ..Alfred, N. Y.
Bacon, EtheL. ............. Vicksburg
Barnes, Harold .............. Comstock
Barney, Wayne .......... Kalamazoo
Barrett, Frances ....................... .
New London, Ohio
Barshney, Ray ............Prattville
Barton, Merritt ................ Ceresco
Baughman, Irving..South Haven
Baxter, Rose Ada ............ Manton
Beach, Harrison A ...... Dowagiac
Beerstecher, Pauline................. .
Kalamazoo
Bender, Ruth A ................ Martin
Best, Lynn .................. Vicksburg
Betts, Frieda ............ Kalamazoo
Bevier, Mabel Ernestine ..........
Waterloo, Ind.
Biek, Gertrude .............. Dowagiac

Bippes, Herbert .......... Vicksh
Birdsell, A. J ................ Fruitpo
Black, Frances A ...... Kalama
Blakeman, Lucile ........ Paw Pa
Blankenburg, Clara H ..............
Grand Rapi
Bliss, Gladys............ Silver Cre
Blue, J ohn .................. Kalamaz
Bottje, Jeanette .... Grand Hav
Boyd, Olive M ............... _.Ciim
Braybrooks, Will M ....Lawren
Brim, HazeL ........Grand Rapi
Broberg, John A ............ Augus
Brody, Fern EtheL. ...Dowagi
Brown, Dale D ......................Oss
Brown, EtheL ........Three Rive
Brown, Grace.............. Kalamaz
Brown, Margaret.. Grand Rapi
Buckhout, Marie ................ Ala
Burke, Scott.................. Richmon
Burkitt, Myrtle.............. Hartfo
Burkle, Arloa ... ___ _____ ____ Woodla
Burrell, Margaret.. .... Kalamaz
Bush, Margaret ........ Kalamaz
Cameron, Clare ................ N orw
Campbell, Esther.. Grand Hav
Campbell, Florence...•Watervli
Campbell, Rubie ................ Marf
Campbell, Walter.............. Alpe
Carpenter, Velma .. Grand Rapi
Carr, Guy .................... Kent Ci
Chadwick, Belle Miriam........Grand Rapi
Chapman, Keith ............ Lawren

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Chilson, Grace H ........ J onesville
Clark Bessie .................. Rockford
Harriet.. .......... St. Joseph
Cleveland, Donna ...... Kalamazoo
Clifford, Mary................ N ashville
Clizbe, Lucile.............. Coldwater
Cole, Elizabeth ...... Grand Rapids
Cole, EtheL .......... Battle Creek
Congleton, Lillian ............ Holland
Conrad, Lucile N .......... Hartford
Cookingham, L. C.. Ontario, Ind.
Corkey, Lu cille .......... Kalamazoo
Correll, Coral .................-.Athens
Cramer, Lucille .................. Fulton
Cranston, Alice M ................ Niles
Critchett, MabeL. ...............Ferry
Crocker, Martha.... E aton Rapids
Cross, Fred ....................Dowagiac
Crossley, Genevieve.... Vicksburg
Dahlin, Marie..............Kent City
Darling, Ella.............. Kalamazoo
Davis, Marie G.................... Flint
Davis, Viva ............. ---------'Mears
Day, HazeL. ................. Gobleville
Dean, Ora.............. Grand Rapids
Dear, ;Bessie ..................Ironwood
Deats, Beulah ..........Three Rivers
De Field, Gladys ..............Coloma
Dendel, Ora ............... - ..... Allegan
DeWeerd, Jeanette ................... .
Battle Creek
DeWitt, Joanna J .. Hudsonville
Discher, Charles ........Port Austin
Doyle, Bess.................... Galesburg
Doyle, Mildred ...... Grand Rapids
Drake, Floyd M ............Wayland
Dreher, F eroL ............ Kalamazoo
Dubbink, H elen Marie ..............
K alamazoo
Dunckel, Orville E. ...................
Williamstown
Dunlap, Delilah M ............ Athens
Dunlap, Hattie Belle ....B elmont
Dunning, PearL .... Grand Rapids
Early, Floyd L .......... Kalamazoo
Eastman, Isabelle ............ Martin
Easton, Wendell Addison ....... .
Coopersville
Easton, L eah ....................Otsego
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Easton, Warren .................. Otsego
Eaton, EtheL. ....... Bloomingdale
Ebensfeld, J uliana .......... Bangor
Edgerton, Helen ............ Marshall
Edmonds, Grace ............
Edmonds, Mildred .........Marshall
Edmondson, Winifred ..Manistoo
Edmunds, L . J. F ...... Kalamazoo
Eldridge, Vivian.......... GobleTille
Elliott, Raymon d K. ...............
Three Rivera
Ely, A vis ........ Rock Island. Til.
Eperle, Lillie Evelyn .. Comstock
Evans, Helen ....................Allegan
Everse, Cora Marie ......... _...... .
Hudsonville
Ewing, Cora Roselle .. Pentwater
Farr, Gladys E ............ Muskegon
Farr, Thelma Marie ........Lawton
F ear, Susan ...................... Morrice
Fenton, Kathry n ............ Bedford
F erguson, Jessie................ Otsego
Fidler, Jennie ......................Ferry
Fidler, Pearl A ...- ............... Ferry
Fitzpatrick, Luella ....Kalamazoo
Fletcher, Dorothy........ Coldwater
Fleugal, Lucile .......... K alamazoo
Foley, J ean ......... - ..... Kalamazoo
Foley, Lawrence A .... Kalamazoo
Foote, Maurine .... Traverse City
Fordham, Merle..............Bronson
Fortuine, Hazel Marie ....Holland
Fox, Deyo B .................. Wayland
Fox, Theresa .................... Bradley
Freelan, Gladys R. ..... P entwater
Frost, Lillian E ...... Williameton
Fuller, Edith .............. Kalamazoo
Fuller, Florence.................. Alpine
Gardner, MabeL ................ Albion
Gaskill, Lotta BelL. ....... Mendon
Geary, Lucille............ Kalamazoo
Geer, Fern A .................... Decatur
Gibson, Robert E ......Kalamazoo
Gilbert, Earl R ..............Ha.stings
Gilsky, Harry ............Kalamazoo
Ginsberg, Elizabeth ................. .
South Haven
Glass, Blanche M ............ Belding
Goldman, Marjorie ....Kalamazoo
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Grable, Lamila..................Otsego
Graham, Julia .................... Otsego
Gray, Lawrence .............. Camden
Green, Edwin W ........ Kalamazoo
Gustafson, CarL ............ Wayland
Hall, Marion ..............Kalamazoo
Hall, Mildred G, ........ -...... Doster
Halstead, Mildred ............Lawton
Hamilton, Fern L ............ Decatur
Hamlin, Maurice ........ Kalamazoo
Hams, Don .................. Kalamazoo
Hannen, M. Gertrude ............. .
Grand Rapids
Harbolt, Anna ................ Kendall
Harris, Lumon C.. Edwardsburg
Harrison, Hubert.. ....Kalamazoo
Hart, Rena ......................Bellevue
Harvey, Alice Anna .. Kalamazoo
Hatch, Marna Ruth ... _Comstock
Hazard, PearL .................. Fulton
Hazzard, Dorothy...... Kalamazoo
Heaton, Genevieve.... Kalamazoo
Heck, Sena.................... Hamilton
Heiney, Florence ............ Mendon
Helland, Ruth ............... -.... Shelby
Helmick, Velma E ................... .
Three Rivers
Henshaw, Mira ..............Hartford
Henyan, Lillian ......... .Kalamazoo
Hesselink, Bernice .... Kalamazoo
Hiemstra, Agnes .............. Holland
Hill, Irene .................. Kalamazoo
Himebaugh, Margaret .... Mendon
Hirschy, Walter ............ Resperia
Hodge, Gertrude... .South Haven
Hodge, Martha...... South Haven
Hoffman, Louise.. Grand Rapids
Holland, Benj. George.. Cadillac
Hollway, Esther May.............. .
Grand Rapids
Holmes, Frances ..........Woodland
Holmes, Jay ......... $loomingdale
Hood, Myra Belle ............ Pontiac
Thelma ...... Kalamazoo
Horner, .Ma.rion B .............. Otsego
Hover, Opal Edith .......... Bangor
Howard, Doris ...... Traverse City
Howard, PearL .......... Watervliet
Hoyt, Dick ............... _.. Schoolcraft

Huber, Mildred N ........ Marcellua
Hunt, Mildred ...................... Colon
Huntley, Geneva M ... .Plainwell
Ireland, Bertha.... Berrien Center
Irwin, Ruth Mary......................
Grand RapidJ
J acks, Fred H .............. Muskegon
J ackson, Clara G.........•Wayland
Jacob, Edna B. ........... Kalamazoo
James, Helen ............Schoolcraft
Jeffrey, Florence .......... Ironwood
Jensen, Beatrice ........ Kalamazoo
Johnson, Aura S ........Union City
Johnson, Edith .............. Bessemer
Johnson, Elizabeth .... Kalamazoo
Johnson, Ellen .................. N orway
Johnson, Evart W ...•.... Casnovia
Johnson, Frances Marie ......... .
Plainwell
Jon es, Kathleen .... Cedar Springs
Keeler, Louise Dorothy............
Bristol, Ind.
Keene, Gladys .................... Athens
Keene, Glenna....................Athens
Keller, Anna ................ Buchanan
Keller, Luella M ........ Gobleville
Kenfield, Chester C..........Shelby
Kennedy, Isabella C.. Kalamazoo
Kester, Max ...•..............Plainwell
Kesterke, Fred* ........Eau Claire
Kieft, Katherine W ................
Grand Haven
Kime, Clifford ..................Sturgis
Kimpton, Eva.................. Holland
Kimpton, Laura........... J..Holland
Kingsnorth, Leah B Kalamazoo
Knight, Lyle ... -.......... Kalamazoo
Knuth, Clara ................... .Hopkins
Koning, James H ...... Saugatuek
Koopman, Harriet.......... Allegan
Kopf, Mrs. Eleanor .. Kalamazoo
Kreitner, Elizabeth .......... Coloma
Krumheuer, Ila L .. Grand Rapids
Krumheuer, Ina M ...•.............
Grand RapidJ
Lackore, E. F ..............J onesville
Lafler, Beatrice ................ Bangor
LaMonte, Mary A .. Three Rivers
Lancaster, Elsie ..........Muskegon

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Lawson, Jalmar W-------------------Bloomingdale
Lawton, Olive M ____________Lawton
Leenhouts, Josephine _______________ _
Kalamazoo
Leenhouts, Maria ________ ___.zeeland
Leighton, Ruth ____________N ewberry
Lemert, Newell H elen ____________
Kalamazoo
Lewis, Bernice ______ ______ Paw Paw
-Lieffers, Kathryn .... Coopersville
Liesveld, Esther..Grand Rapids
Longden, Ruth A------------Douglas
Loobey, Lillian M .... Kalamazoo
Luce, H eber E. ___________ K alamazoo
Luidens, Angie M ____ _____ _Holland
Lyle, Nahldene y ______ __Paw Paw
Lynch,
Lynch, Helen B ____________ Pinckney
Lynch, I sabeL _______ _Battle Creek
Lyon, Maurice ------------Dowagiac
MacLennan, Nellie Horton _____ _
Grand Rapids
Mc,Allister, Ward ________ Lawrence
McCarn, Nora E_ _____ ___ ____ Allegan
McDonald, Lucy A ........ Lansing
McEwan, Mae ___ ___________ Plainwell
McGaw, May L __________ Kalamazoo
McGinnis, H elen .... Grand Rapids
Mcintyre, Charles ....Coopersville
McKay, Robert .... Grand Haven
McLean, Helene ....South Haven
Me aughton, E. Irene_____________ _
Grand Ledge
McNeal, Ina ______ _________ ___ Hesperia
McWenie, Winnis ___,__Kalamazoo
Mack, Alice __________________ Plymouth
Madigan, Alice __________ ____ Hancock
Mahar, Bessie Mary _____ ___________
Grand Rapids
Maher, Bessie ____________ K;alamazoo
Maloney, Florence .... Kalamaz.oo
Manns, Irene ________ Grand Rapids
Martin, Angenette E..Scottville
Martin, Warren F ......Eau Claire
Mason, Ruth ______________________sturgis
Matthe, Helma ...... Grand Rapids
Maurer, Louise ________________ Cadillac
Maus, Marguerite ...... Kalamazoo
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Millaley, Irene....Grand Rapids
Miller, Clyde L ...... Bloomingdale
Miller, Mable ____ __________________ Albion
Miller, Laila ____ ______________ ____Vulcan
Miller, Neil r__ ____________ Burlington
Miller, Orlo F _____ _______Kalamazoo
Mills, A. L ______ _____ _,_ ___ ___ ___ Hesperia
Mitchell, Harry _____ _______Reed City
Mitchem, Oscar .. Benton Harbor
Moffat, Fred L ____ ___ __ _________Detroit
Molloy, Mame _______ ___________ Jackson .
Monger, Arline ______ ____K alamazoo
Moore, Merna ______ ______________ Ceresco
Moran, Gertrude .... Granc1 Rapids
Morgan, MabeL ________ K.aJamazoo
Mulder, H. B.-------------------Zeeland
Mullin, Charles----------------------Flint
Mullin, George ______ ________________ Flint
Munger, Edna _________ _________J ackson
Munn, Bertine J ...•....Schoolcraft
Munn, Florence ....Bioomingdale
Murray, Agnes ...... Grand Rapids
Murray, Blanche R.White Cloud
Myers, Jennie ______ ____ Grand Bla11c
Nash, L ela ________________ ____Vi cksburg
N eary, Earl J ___________ _Kalamazoo
Neil, Herbert E. .......Kalamazoo
Nelson, Edith ____________ ____ Lawrence
Neuman, Caroline ____ __________ ________
Grand Rapids
Nichols, Floyd H".... Kalamazoo
Nickerson, Ada ________ ___ JGalesburg
Noble, Frank 8--------------Hancock
Norcross, Gertrude Lucile ______
Kalamazoo
Norton, Leah __________Bloomingdale
Nutten, Don D ____ __________ Plainwell
Ocobock, L. Epoile...... Paw Paw
O'Connor, Beatrice __________ Holton
Olley, Charlotte___________ .Scottville
Olmstead, Leland ......K.alamazoo
Osborn, Delton c________
________ Grant
Ovitt, Kenneth CadwelL ______ _
Muskegon
Paddock, PearJ. ___ ____________ __Bangor
Parker, Marie A--------------Decatur
Passage, Howard .. Bloomingdale
Paton, John E---------------------------Sault Ste. Marie
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Paul, Helen ..................Eau Claire
Peck, Melvin...................... Coloma
Pennock, Bernice.............. Delton
Perkins, Frances A..:.......Otsego
Perry, Marjorie ... - ..... Kalamazoo
Phelps, Edna ....................Decatur
Phelps, Gladys E .. Cedar Springs
Philipps, Mazie.......... Kalamazoo
Pierce, Marion ....................Otsego
Pipher, Gladys ............ Cassopolis
Pixley, Carmelita ........Marcellus
Pixley, Percis ................Marcellus
Plum, CeciL .......... Bloomingdale
Plummer, Fern ..............Fennville
Potter, Rh ea ... _......... Kalamazoo
Proctor, L aura ................ Detroit
Quick, N eva .................... Bronson
Quigley, Bernard.......... Hastings
Quigley, Mildred ... - ... Kalamazoo
Quillan, Esther..................Lowell
Rager, Myrtle D ........... - ... Albion
Randall, Ruth .................... Covert
Raynes, Beatrice H .................:
Battle Creek
Raynor, Elizabeth Grand Rapids
Rector, Edwin S .. Berrien Center
Rice, Donald ......... .L • •• •••• Dowagiac
Rice, Nita ......................Dowagiac
Ried el, Gertrude .......... Paw Paw
Ritchie, Florence ........St. Joseph
Rivait, Myrtle D .... White Cloud
Rob ertson, James ..................... .
Sault Ste. Marie
Robinson, Elma M ................... .
Harbor Springs
Rockelein, Margaret ....Leonidas
Rogers, Eloyse A .. Marengo, Ill.
Rose, Eleanor ....................Beulah
Rothwell, K. Floyd ........ Augusta
Royer, Florence.......... Centerville
Ruttkowski, Emma F ................
Three Rivers
Ryan, Luci!e .............
Ryding, G. A. R ....- .........Le Roy
Sackett, Mrs. Lena.... Gobleville
Sandin, Ruth W .............Manton
Sanford, Juliet............ Gobleville
Sargent, Nora E. M. .................
Battle Creek

Sayles, Glenna......Grand Rapidl
Schaap, Garietta .............. Holland
Schermerhorn, Marguerite ....•
Bangor
Scheurer, Helen ....................Ionia
Scott, Isabelle........ Bloomingdale
Scott, Ruth .........•........Vicksburg
Sequist, Ellen ....................Allegu
Shaffmaster, M. Esther..Bronso1
Sheldon, MabeL .......... Woodland
Siemon, Gertrude ..Grand Rapidl
Simmons, Thomas J .. Kalamazoo
Slayton, V erlin E. ...........Dundee
Smith, Bernice............ P entwater
Smith, Doris ..................PlainweD
Smith, Elber t ...- ......... K alamazoo
Smith, E va ............Bloomingdalt
Smith, Lloyd ..................PlainweD
Smith, Mary .......... Grand Havel
Smith, Mae ....................Leonidu
Smith, Minnie....................LoweD
Smith, Robert ......Fremont, Ohio
Smith, Vern L .. + ..B1oomingdale
Spaid, Leonard G..............Sturgil
Spencer, Clayton ............ Colemu
Spier, Howland ........ Ba ttle Creek
Springer, Willard .............. Shelby
Stanton, Eslie S ............ Sherwood
Steinman, Viva ................Bangor
Stevens, Lucile .... Grand Rapids
Stewart, HazeL ........ Kalamazoo
Streeter, Emma L ........MareellUI
Storms, Florence ..............,Sturgit
Swenson, Hilda ............ G!adstone
Taylor, GladY1s ..................Otsego
Taylor, Lulu ........................ Otsego
Taylor, Rheta ..........•.....Paw Paw
Tenhave, H essel H .. Coopersville
Thompson, Lucile ... $.Kalamazoo
Thompson, Ola .................... Goblee
Toogood, Mildred ..........Hartford
Toonder, Roy .............. Kalamazoo
Totten, Bernice ...... Battle Creek
Towers, Avis ................ Mattawu
Towers, E va ................ Mattawan
Townsend, Dale ..................Otsego
Tracy, Mollie ... - ......... Kalamazoo
Trattles, Olive ......................Nilet

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Trimm, Gladys .................. Bangor
Trubey, Mystia .................... Colon
Tryon, Rutherford .... Kalamazoo
Upjohn, Genevieve.... Kalamazoo
Valentine, Allaseba Bliss ....... .
Kalamazoo
Van Brook, Edith ...... Kalamazoo
Van Haaften, Francis ............. .
Kalamazoo
Van Vranken, Isabelle............. .
Kalamazoo
Verduin, Aurelia....Grand Haven
Vogel, Harold .................... Owosso
Vroegindeweij, Reed Kalamazoo
Wade, Murray........Edwardsburg
Wagar, Shirley.......... Kalamazoo
Walters, Mary............ Kalamazoo
Warfield, Beulah ....... .Kalamazoo
Warner, Anna .................. Kendall
Waterman, Elma .............. Athens
Watson, Frances .........•.... J enison
Was, Marie ............ Grand Rapids
Weber, Ernest ............ Watervliet
Webster, Eola............Kalamazoo
Wegal, Eli .................... Kent City
Weick, FeroL ............Kalamazoo
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Weickgenant, Norine ......... - .....
Battle Creek
Wellever, Edith ...... Battle Creek
Wells, Margaret ........ Kalamazoo
W esorick, Helen .. Grand Rapids
Wheeler, Agnes Mary..............
Kalamazoo
Whipple, Hazel.. ........ Grandville
Whitby, Olivia ........Battle Creek
White, Florence.................. Scotts
White, June ......................Bangor
Whiteman, Harris........ Lawrenee
Williams, Eulalia... _.Sand Lake
Williams, Goldie F .... Union City
Williams, William J .. Kalamazoo
Willming, Theresa ...... W1l.tervliet
Wilson, Ralph .............. Marquette
Winterrle, Leola P .... Vicksburg
Wirley, Norma L ........ Coldwater
Wright, Marion .................... Niles
Young, Cecile .............. Pentwater
Young, Edith May...... Newberry
Zick, Anna Frances ................. .
Stevensville
Ziegert, Harry Charles .... Coloma

RURAL
Andrews, HazeLBenton Harbor
Armstrong, Edward R ............. .
Kalamazoo
Barber, Phebe A ....Battle Creek
Benson, Vera ........ Benton Harbor
Bowens, Adrian .......... Kalamazoo
Brown, Fanny ............ Prairieville
Buck, Winifred ..........Breedsville
Burkle, Arloa ................ Woodland
Campbell, Ernestine.. Middleville
Campbell, Helen .......... Kalamazoo
Cassidy, Mary............ Kalamazoo
Cole, Elizabeth ... -.Grand Rapids
Cramer, Lucile ....................Fulton
Critehett, MabeL. ...............Ferry
De Field, Gladys ................ Coloma
Ebensfeld, Juliana ............ Bangor
Everse, Cora Marie .. Hudsonville
Fenton, Kathryne............ Bedford

Fox, Leta.......................Prarieville
Freelan, Gladys R ...... Peutwater
Frost, Frances.................. Eckford
Gibson, RobertE ... _... Kalamazoo
Gleason, Lyra................ Copemish
Hall, Mildred ......................Doster
Hanson, Mrs. Mae ............ Manton
Hart, Rena ................... -..Bellevue
Hazard, PearL ....................Fulton
Heck, Sena.................... Hamilton
Hiemstra, Agnes ..............Holland
Huber, Mildred N ...... Marcellus
Hunt, Gladys ..........................Tyre
Jackson, Nina ............ Kalamazoo
Kesterke, Fred (deceased) ......
Eau Ciaire
King, Beth E ................Marcellus
Klingenberg, George.... Hamilton
Kreitner, Elizabeth ..........Coloma
Long, EarL ........................
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Long, Olive .......................... Fowler
McMurray, Ruth ........ Kalamazoo
MeNamara, Mildred .. Kalamazoo
McNaughton, Irene ....................
Grand Ledge
McNitt, Lucille G....Breedsville
Martin, Warren F ....E au Claire
Molhoek, Grace.......... Kalamazoo
Nelson, Edith ................ Lawrence
Nichols, Cecile ............Kalamazoo
Nichols, Wilma..........Kalamazoo
Oakes, Lillian M.ay ...........Albion
Ponitz, Henry ............ Hudsonville
Putnam, Marian R. .........Oshtemo
Rector, Edwin S .. Berrien Center

Reed, Blanche ......... .Battle Creek
Rensberger, Louise........ Copemish
Sage, Dorothea............Kalamazoo
Sanders, Lucille...... South Haven
Smith, Eva .............,Bloomi.J:utdale
Stanley, Leone........Indian River
Stevens, Lucille ....Grand Rapid!
Tolhurst, Lucy............Kalamazoo
Trisket, Carmen .......... Galesburg
Vander Kolk, Della ......Hamilton
Warfield, Ruth .................... Lacota
Weber, Alice L .................•Coloma
W('lber, Ernest ............ Watervliet
Willming, Theresa ...... Watervliet

HIGH SCHOOL
Ackley, Florence ........Kalamazoo
Anderson, Walter .. Grand Rapids
Baker, Lavina............ Kalamazoo
Baldwin, Charles ....... ..Kalamazoo
Ball, Ruth M ................Paw Paw
Beckley, Harold .......... Kalamazoo
Bellows, M.arion ........Kalamazoo
Benson, Robert ................Oshtemo
Bigelow, Kenneth ............Allegan
Bixby, Beatrice .......... Kalamazoo
Bixby, Nellie ..............Kalamazoo
Blowers, Geraldine ....Kalamazoo
Boone, Margaret ....................... .
Indianapolis, Ind.
Bowland, Curtland .... Kalamazoo
Boyce, Wesley ............ Kalamazoo
Boylan, Donna............ Kalamazoo
Boylan, Leo .................. Kalamazoo
Boyle, Marion.............. Buchanan
Brace, Blanche ........... .Kalamazoo
Brodie, Hugh ......... - .......Plainwell
Brown, Edwin.................. Oshtemo
Brownell, Donald ........ Kalamazoo
Bryant, Willard .......... Kalamazoo
Buckhout, Winifred .. Kalamazoo
Christian, John ...... Grand Rapids
Clark, Horace.............. Kalamazoo
Cocanower, De]ca ........Kalamazoo
Cole, Edna.......".......... Kalamazoo
Cole, Osie .................... Kalamazoo

Coleman, Winifred .... Kalamazoo
Conrad, Luvian.......... Kalamazoo
Cooper, William ..........Kalamazoo
Cornell,; J oe ................ Kalamazoo
Crosby, Donald .......... Kalamazoo
Cousins, Viola ......................Scotts
Curry, Ruth ................ Kalamazoo
Cutting, Mary ............ Kalamazoo
de Agramonte, Ignacio ..............
Camanginoz, Cuba
De Long, Gladys ........ Kalamazoo
De Merrell, Mary Ann ......Fulton
De Meyer, Frances ... .Kalamazoo
Dewing, Elizabeth ...... Kalamazoo
Dingley, Madelen ...... Kalamazoo
Doll, Lena ................Three Rivers
Drake, Elizabeth ........ Kalamazoo
Drummond, Neva ...... Kalamazoo
Dunlap, Samuel J ......................
Benton Harbor
Easlick, Lottie............ Kalamazoo
Elliott, Olive M.ae .............. Albion
Fisher, Sidney............ Kalamazoo
Flannery, A. R ............ Berea, Ky.
Forbes, Alice IL........ ...Plainwell
Ford, Charlotte.......... Kalamazoo
Fox, Gerald .................. Kalamazoo
Garrison, Grace.............. Hartford
Garrison, Mary..............Hartfo1d
Gibson, Edna M.ae.............. Scotts
Gilbert, Le Roy .......... Kalamazoo

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Glines, Lu ra .........•...... Kalamazoo
Gorham, William P ... .Kalamazoo
Grawcock, Gertrude _______ __ sturgis
Hall, Leland ................ Kalamazoo
Haynes, Robert* ....... .Kalamazoo
Hein, Clarence ............ Kalamazoo
Henderson, Beulah ....Kalamazoo
Henderson, Elva....... .Kalamazoo
Herman, Stanley........ Kalamazoo
Harshfield, David ...... Kalamazoo
Hoard, Sue _________________ _________Kibbie
Holmes, PauL .......... Battle Creek
Hudson, Mary.............. Kalamazoo
Hughes, Evelyn F ......Kalamazoo
Ives, L eon ___________________ Kalamazoo
Jackson, Nina ............ Kalamazoo
Jacobson, F. Lorenzo ............. .
Kalamazoo
Jones,
Keith, Eunice........ Traverse City
Kennedy, Rachel E. ... Kalamazoo
Kibby, Zina Z............ Kalamazoo
Kilgore, Martha ........ Kalamazoo
King, Edward ............ K;alamazoo
Kinney, Delbert.. ........ Kalamazoo
Kinney, Ida ...................... Frontier
Kline, Arlie................Kalamazoo
Kline, Edward ............Kalamazoo
Krum, N oeL ..............Schoolcraft
Leonard, Lawrence___________________ _
Geneseo, N. Y.
Locey, Kathryn .......... Kalamazoo
Longworth, Glenn ...... Kalamazoo
Longworth, Ila ···"·-----K alamazoo
Loveland, Marjorie ....Kalamazoo
Luikens, Nicolas........Kalamazoo
Lusk, John C.............. Kalamazoo
MacLagan, Allan ........ Kalamazoo
MacLagan, Helen ...... Kalamazoo
McEvoy, Madeline .... Kalamazoo
McLaughlin, Kathry n ___ ___________
Kalamazoo
Maloney, CarL ............ Kalamazoo
Maltby, Gordon .......... Kalamazoo
Meyer, Susie.............. Kalamazoo
Morton, Owen .............. Kalamazoo
Mulder, Cornelius ...... Kalamazoo
Naylor, Milton .......... Kalamazoo
Nelson, Oliver ......Ridgeway, Pa.
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Newland, Mabelle ...... Kalamazoo
Newton, Kenneth ...... Kalamazoo
Newton, Millard ........ Kalamazoo
Nichols, Ru th .............. Kalamazoo
Nicholson, Elizabeth .........•.....
Kalamazoo
Norton, Coleta............ Sand Lake
Oakes, Lillian :M;ay.......... Albion
Olsen, Walter................ Bay City
Pattison, Bertine......Kalamazoo
Pattison, Ross ............ Kalamazoo
Payne, Nita................ Kalamazoo
Plummer, Maybelle ......Fennville
Ponitz, Henry ..................J enison
Porter, Frank ......Thompsonville
Putnam,
Randall, M;argaret... .Kalamazoo
Randall, Irene ............ Kalamazoo
Rensberger, Louise...... Copemish
Robertson, Dorothy..Kalamazoo
Roodin, Zelda .............. Kalamazoo
Root, Cyril ------------------Kalamazoo
Root, HazeL ............... Kalamazoo
Root, Romer ______________ K!alamazoo
Roskam, Bertha.......... Kalamazoo
Schaberg, Amy.................. Homer
Scl!au, Beatrice......... .Kalamazoo
Schau, Wilma ............ Kalamazoo
Scheline, Elizabeth ....Kalamazoo
Shepherd!._ Bruce... .,. ... Kalamazoo
Shirley, .M.illard ..........Kalamazoo
Shook, Lester F ..........Vicksburg
Simpson, Leonard........Vicksburg
Slover, Florence ........ Kalamazoo
Smith, Edgar.............. Kalamazoo
Smith, Linnie.............. Kalamazoo
Sooy, Donald ............. ..Kalamazoo
Spelman, Florence... .Kalamazoo
Statler, Fred C.......... K alamazoo
Stein, jFrank. ............. Kalamazoo
Stoll, Harold .............. Kalamazoo
Strong, Clarence W .... Kalamazoo
Swan, Clarence J ...... Kalamazoo
Sweet, Hazel Amelia ......Kendall
Taylor, Maude .........•.. Kalamazoo
Ten Cate, Alyce.............. Holland
Tolhurst, Lucy............Kalamazoo
Tyler, MabeL ............Kalamazoo
Unrath, Gladys ..........Kalamazoo
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Van Dixhorn, Katie ..Kalamazoo
Wagner, Anna ............Kalamazoo
Wells, Carl ton ............Kalamazoo
Westerberg, Lawrence____________ _
Kalamazoo
Westnedge, Dorothy.. Kalamazoo

Wicks, Ellen J .......... Kalamazoo
Williams, May............Kalamazoo
Williams, Theodore.. Kalamazoo
Wilson, Hoyt ...................... Alamo
Wood, Edwin ..............Kalamazoo
Yeakey, Roy .......... White Pigeon

UN CLASSIFIED
Allyn, Henriette ........Kalamazoo
Anastassidias, A ................ Detroit
Ball, Charlotte ............Kalamazoo
Barber, Emma J ..................Quincy
Barrett, Joseph E. ..... Cheboygan
Becker, Mrs. EtheL..Kalamazoo
Blauvelt, Geraldine E ..............
Kalamazoo
Bush, Harriet.. ............ Kalamazoo
Chapelle, Kathleen ... ..Kalamazoo
Cligh, Leo F .................. Dowagiac
Correll, Geo. Roscoe ...........Athens
Desenberg, Lucille...... Kalamazoo
Desenberg, Ruth ........Kalamazoo
Downer, Leita ........Battle Creek
Doyle, Mary................Kalamazoo
Eaton, Richard EarLKalamazoo
Foote, Nettie E ....Traverse City
Frost, Helen ................ Kalamazoo
Gordon, Hazel IsabeL..............
Kalamazoo
Haynes, HazeL ..............Hartford
High, Verna V .................... Honor
Hill, Amelia....................... -.Colon
Hodgman, MabeL ..Bloomingdale
Honey, Marion Louise..............
Kalamazoo
Isenberg, Helene........ Kalamazoo
Lutje, Vera ..................Kalamazoo

Lyle, Herbert K ........ Kalamazoo
McCall, Hazelle !.. ....K alamazoo
McCreary, H. T ........Schoolcrafi
Milham, Irving..........Kalamazoo
Myers, Fredericka...... Kalamazoo
Nicholas, Lee_______________ Lawrenee
Peck, Dorothy ............Kalamazoo
Phillips, Pearl E ........Dowagiae
Randall, Ralph ............ Kalamazoo
Rosenbaum, Anita...... Kalamazoo
Ross, Cecil A .............. Kalamazoo
Rutherford, Warren ....Dowagiae
Sergeant, Florence.... Kalamazoo
Shackleton, J ames ...... Kalamazoo
Snyder, Esther... - ......... Burr Oak
Springstead, Alice ...... Kalamazoo
Steele, Irene........Baltimore, Md.
Stern, Rosa.................. Kalamazoo
Sommers, Luzelle .............. Bangor
Thomas, Anita ............ Kalamazoo
Tuttle, Kate A ......................Ioni&
Van Buskirk, Mrs. M ................
Kalamazoo
Vander
John ... .Hamilton
Vander Ven, J:ienrietta..New Era
Waldo, Mrs. D. B. ..... Kalamazoo
Wine, Mary ................ Kalamazoo
Woodhams, Bertha....................
South Haven

ENROLLMENT

Summer t erm ------------------------- 926
Regular schooL.-...................1004,
Year -------------------- ................1930
Names appearing twice ........ 123
1807
Total enrollment of dift'erent
students from July 1, 1915, to
June 30, 1916, 1807.
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